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Abstract

Contemporary Data Capture and Interactive Systems (DCIS) systems are tied in with various technical complexities such as multimodal data types, diverse hardware and software components, time synchronisation issues and distributed deployment configurations. Building these systems is inherently difficult and requires addressing of these complexities before the intended and purposeful functionalities can be attained. The technical issues are often common and similar among diverse applications.

This thesis presents the Ubiquitous Integration and Temporal Synchronisation (UbiITS) framework, a generic solution to address the technical complexities in building DCISs. The proposed solution is an abstract software framework that can be extended and customised to any application requirements. UbiITS includes all fundamental software components, techniques, system level layer abstractions and reference architecture as a collection to enable the systematic construction of complex DCISs.

This work details four case studies to showcase the versatility and extensibility of UbiITS framework’s functionalities and demonstrate how it was employed to successfully solve a range of technical requirements. In each case UbiITS operated as the core element of each application. Additionally, these case studies are novel systems by themselves in each of their domains. Longstanding technical issues such as flexibly integrating and interoperating multimodal tools, precise time synchronisation, etc., were resolved in each application by employing UbiITS. The framework enabled establishing a functional system infrastructure in these cases, essentially opening up new lines of research in each discipline where these research approaches would not have been possible without the infrastructure provided by the framework. The thesis further presents a sample implementation of the framework on a device firmware exhibiting its capability to be directly implemented on a hardware platform. Summary metrics are also produced to establish the complexity, reusability, extendibility, implementation and maintainability characteristics of the framework.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Modern information systems are smarter than ever before, possessing more awareness and intelligence about the problem they deal with and closely interacting with the environment in which they are employed. These contemporary systems capture information from various sources and perform well-timed interactions with the environment in numerous ways. For instance data acquisition systems are widespread, varying from life support medical data systems to unattended weather monitoring stations, from human activity logging systems to industrial process monitoring systems, from passive systems merely logging measured physical parameters to highly active systems responding to changes in real-time. These systems often employ various multimodal and heterogeneous tools. The underlying technical challenges in integrating and inter operating these diverse components motivate this work.

Multimodal systems and heterogeneous tools
A host of different parameters can be captured through these systems ranging from physical (e.g. temperature, acceleration, audio, video, and motion) to psycho-neuro-physiological to name but a few. Systems are designed to handle a single data type or a mixture of multiple data types. Single modal systems are comparatively simple and only deal with one type of data whereas multiple modalities are used in systems that deal with complex tasks, involving data acquisition from multiple dissimilar sources. As a consequence, the use of heterogeneous tools naturally becomes inevitable in multimodal systems that capture both information from the environment and performing interactions back to the environment.

Real-time systems and offline analysis
In an ideal situation information systems should be able to extract all the necessary information from the captured parameters in real-time. However, it is not always feasible to carry out runtime processing; therefore offline analysis is performed in such situations where no pre-known algorithms are available for extracting information in real-time or technical limitations in performing real-time operations (e.g. insufficient computational power, memory, bandwidth, etc.). Offline processing is often used to conduct exploratory analysis, especially where human knowledge and/or intervention is required for analysing the data. The exploratory analysis is performed on the data where the outcome of the analysis is not pre-determined but one can experiment with different strategies and act upon according to the outcome of trials. Therefore large amount of data is collected for an offline analysis and future research more often than not.
Interactive systems

Beyond the task of data acquisition, advanced information systems are sometimes expected to perform timely interactions (e.g. physical, virtual, multimedia, etc.) with an environment, i.e. inducing a change in the environment or modifying the system itself. Elson et al [1] states that the passive behaviour of a sensor node makes it possible to observe the environment but not to change it or the relationship to it; in contrast, an active system when it detects an action may adapt its characteristics to suit. Interactive systems are often used when the capture environment involves active elements, e.g. a living element is present, usually a human-in-loop. Here, the information system reacts to the changes in the environment and induces or influences changes into the environment or vice versa. Basically the interactive information system becomes part of the living environment, blending to form a combined system. Real-time information processing and computations need to be performed in order to adapt system characteristics, provide closed loop feedback and execute timely interactions. Consequently this creates the need for tight coupling across the devices, captured data and information processing tools, in such a way computational algorithms can actively respond to the captured data, perform actuations, control devices and change system characteristics.

Flexible coupling of tools

Components (i.e. hardware/software) used to capture data, process data and perform interactions can be attached to a system either in a fixed or a flexible manner. For instance components can be said to be fixed when they are always available in a same configuration and unchanged from the original design. Alternatively, components can be flexibly attached allowing them to be swapped, go offline or become online, ultimately permitting significant alterations in runtime. Flexible systems are more realistic but difficult to design and interoperate with diverse devices compared to fixed systems because of the different capabilities, interfaces and unpredicted accessibility of devices. They require dynamic runtime behaviour and therefore it is obligatory to have standardised protocols regulating the access to devices and data.

Lack of standardised protocols

Although DCISs come in various configurations and are employed in variety of scenarios, they share many underlying common technical challenges. There are no standardised and scientifically justified protocols available for addressing the above challenges. Typically DCIS are built in a bespoke manner; consequently uniform and reusable techniques are not available. Various studies have substantiated the fundamental necessity to establish the requirements for common and systematic ways of solving the technical issues that can be shared among the design of complex multimodal systems.
The editors’ notes in the proceedings of the “ACM / SIGIR 2009 workshop on Understanding the User Logging and interpreting user interactions in information search and retrieval” states the following [2]:

“… More advanced and more implicit interaction data logging becomes more and more popular, e.g. based on eye tracking, skin conductance, and EEG. During the workshop, we identified common needs and problems with respect to logging interaction data. They reached from extracting the focused data from different software applications to merging interaction data streams from different sources. Here, we clearly see a need for a common basis of tools and frameworks shared within the community so that individual researchers don’t have to re-invent the wheel over and over again.” [2]

Cyber Physical Systems (CPS), an emerging discipline, requires coupling of the computational space with the physical space for intelligent interactions with the use of multimodal hardware software components. The following statement has been made by Baheti and Gill [3] summarises the current problems encountered in building CPS:

“The design and implementation of networked control systems pose several challenges related to time-and event-driven computing, software, variable time delays, failures, reconfiguration, and distributed decision support systems. Protocol design for real-time quality-of-service guarantees over wireless networks, tradeoffs between control law design and real-time-implementation complexity, bridging the gap between continuous and discrete-time systems, and robustness of large systems are some of the challenges for CPS research. Frameworks, algorithms, methods, and tools are needed to satisfy the high reliability and security requirements for heterogeneous cooperating components that interact through a complex, coupled physical environment operating over many spatial and temporal scales.” [3]

This clearly indicates that standardised abstractions, architectures and frameworks that permit modular design and development are required to build flexible, extendable robust and predictable systems with heterogeneous tools and modalities [3], [4]. Hollan and Hutchins [5] demonstrated various exploitations of commodity digital multimodal data acquisition tools that enabled them to create smarter systems.

Technical challenges
Common technical challenges encountered in building complex data capture and interactive systems (DCIS) are summarised below:

- Heterogeneous components have dissimilar interfacing techniques. Integrating and interoperating these tools flexibly but robustly is difficult.
• Components in a complex DCIS run asynchronously on detached platforms, i.e. hardware or software processes. Integrating these isolated components and operating them as a system possesses various difficulties. Time synchronisation, multimodal data transport and real-time data access are examples to name a few.

• Computational challenges are associated with coupling real-time asynchronous data flow, information processing algorithms and physical devices, e.g. safe hardware control, thread safety, etc. These issues are needed to be handled both in system level (system software, higher level) and component level (firmware/low level).

In contrast to solving these issues in isolated domains these technical challenges need to be addressed in a generic and standardised manner so as to enhance exportability across a wide variety of disciplines [2]–[4]. Software frameworks and architectures are intended to promote reusability, encapsulate predefined tools, techniques, and a structure to solve a particular problem. The following generic definitions are derived based on various definitions provided in previous studies.

Software Frameworks
A framework is a collection of collaborating abstract and concrete components designed for maximum reuse [6], [7]. They capture both patterns and techniques that implement common requirements and a design of a specific application domain [8]. Generally frameworks are semi-complete applications that embody an abstract design for solutions to a family of related problems [9].

Software Architectures
An architecture is a high level structure of software encompassing the set of significant decisions about the overall the organisation of a system and its components, structural elements and their interrelationships [10]–[12]. While architecture is focused on organizing components to support specific functionality, it also provides a solid foundation for a complex software system.

1.1. Thesis contributions

The major contributions of this thesis are as follows.

✓ It presents a software framework as a generic solution for addressing the technical challenges in building complex DCIS infrastructures. The framework is presented in an abstract and generic form so that it is robust, can be adopted and extended effortlessly in prospective applications. A reference architecture highlighting the standard usage pattern is presented along with the framework.
It demonstrates and validates the framework’s applicability and capability to handle four different application scenarios through case studies. These case studies are real-world problems and not synthetically fabricated to support the framework development. Each case study stands alone and is a novel contribution in its application domain.

Contributions demonstrated by the case studies are twofold. Firstly, within the context of each case study application, how the generic framework concept has been applied in the domain, its functionality as a core element to solve the technical issues and outcomes provided by employing the framework. As a result, the success and value recognition of individual case studies can be indirectly counted as credits for the framework. Secondly, from the framework perspective, all the case studies are examples of how the framework can be employed. Each of these examples can be perceived as indications of the framework’s conceptual validity, flexibility, adaptability and technical correctness.

Importantly, the work exhibits a clear and reproducible methodology for systematically developing a framework.

1.2. Hypothesis

The research hypothesis is:

**Building a framework for integrating multimodal data capture, interaction tools and time synchronisation will standardise system design and therefore enhance design reuse and interoperability.**

This hypothesis is supported by the following objectives:

1. Review the body of literature and understand domain of multimodal device integration and synchronisation for DCIS and related state of the art technicalities and identify the gaps in the knowledge.

2. Design an abstract software framework that simplifies the design of a complex DCIS architecture.

3. Study and understand application domains and then apply the framework to satisfy the technical necessitates of the DCIS. Extend and refine the framework to satisfy various application scenarios. Demonstrate the framework through application case studies to establish evaluation metrics on the framework.
4. Highlight various novel outcomes in each application case study within their own domain, which are otherwise not possible if not for the framework.

5. Showcase the technical readiness level of the framework beyond proof of concept and fundamental research. Present future directions and identify more opportunities and applications which can be made possible by applying the framework.

1.3. Thesis structure

The structure of this thesis is described in the following diagram (Fig.1.1).

---

**Fig.1.1 Thesis structure**
Chapter 2. Literature Review

The literature survey has been performed with the following objectives.

1. To identify what is generally expected from multimodal integrated systems and problems encountered in these systems.

2. To explore how previous applications solved the technical requirements of DCIS, and the effectiveness of their methods.

3. To investigate whether there is a common pattern of requirements in complex DCIS, identify the gaps in the knowledge and if they exist establish a suitable means to address the challenges if nothing is available.

The following materials relevant to this work were included in the literature review.

1. Examples of multimodal DCIS.

2. Specimens of devices and data types used in contemporary DCIS and their interfacing and interoperating techniques.

3. Commercial data capture and interaction software solutions.

4. Fundamental methods of addressing technical problems that arise in multimodal DCIS.

5. Approaches used in building domain specific DCIS, this includes general purpose DCIS, if there are any

2.1. Examples of data capture and interaction

Multimodal data capture systems are employed to monitor and interact with time-varying environments in wide variety of disciplines such as behavioural science, environmental systems and process monitoring systems. A variety of examples of multimodal data capture systems and associated modalities found from previous studies are listed in Table 2.1. The nature of captured data and the way it is used vary among environments, e.g. record keeping, information retrieval, closed loop control, feedback and interaction. Although the primary purpose of each of these applications is different, they share the common set of underlying technical requirements in building their systems. However, in general these applications do not use sharable protocols or tools for building their systems and consequently became bespoke applications. This is a significant limitation in of these applications, limiting the exportability of their outcomes to other domains.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Modalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integration and synchronization of input modes during multimodal human-computer interaction [14]</td>
<td>Speech, Pointing, Click Interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support For Multitasking and Background Awareness Using Interactive Peripheral Displays [15]</td>
<td>Peripheral Display Interaction, PC interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Meetings: A Meeting Capture and Broadcasting System [16]</td>
<td>360 view capture, white board capture, overview video, directional audio, PC interactions, telephone, sound source localization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time analysis of physiological data and development of alarm algorithms for patient monitoring in the intensive care unit [17]</td>
<td>Multiple physiological signals, clinical annotations, alarm triggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimodal segmentation of lifelog data [18]</td>
<td>Audio, Acceleration, Image, Video, GPS data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences of designing and deploying intelligent sensor nodes to monitor hand-arm vibrations in the field [19]</td>
<td>Hand Arm Vibration, Tool ID, Person ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronization of data streams in distributed realtime multimodal signal processing environments using commodity hardware [20]</td>
<td>Video, 64 Channel Audio, Active speaker localisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual assistant: an artificial agent for enhancing content acquisition: how ambient media elicit information from humans [21]</td>
<td>Video, image, hand position, object regions, facial expressions, motion, vocalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The OpenInterface Framework: A tool for multimodal interaction [22]</td>
<td>Acceleration, proximity, head tracking, GPS data, hand orientation, 3D gestures, pointing, touch, click, speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-Effective Solution to Synchronised Audio-Visual Data Capture using Multiple Sensors [23]</td>
<td>Multiple Audio, Video streams, sync triggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unobtrusive physiological monitoring in an airplane seat [24]</td>
<td>ECG, Pressure, Respiration, EDA, Skin Temperature, Finger Acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METABO - Metabolic management in diabetes for both, patients and specialist [26]</td>
<td>steering wheel angle, the vehicle speed and accelerations and the driver’s usage of the gas and brake pedals, ECG, blood pressure, GSR, EMG, respiratory rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIS - Integrating Research in Interactive Storytelling [27]</td>
<td>Voice, Emotion, philological data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Reality Environment for Dance Learning [28]</td>
<td>video streaming, 3D animation, music, textual description, labanotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating a minimally invasive laboratory architecture for recording multimodal conversational data [29]</td>
<td>Depth image, body skeleton, head, eye, gaze tracking, audio, video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicting User Tasks: I Know What You’re Doing! [31]</td>
<td>PC activities, file operations, text operations, phone speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowing the User’s Every Move – User Activity Tracking for Website Usability Evaluation and Implicit Interaction [32]</td>
<td>Mouse movements, key presses and scrolling, software activity logging, eye tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface: assessment of human-computer interaction by monitoring physiological and other data with a time-resolution of only a few seconds [33]</td>
<td>Heart Rate, Skin Conductance - Key Storks and Mouse Clicks, Screen Capture and User observation video, Software logging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A usercentered experiment and logging framework for interactive information retrieval [34]</td>
<td>Software event logging, eye tracking, video, screen capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability Evaluation by Monitoring Physiological and Other Data Simultaneously with a Time-Resolution of Only a Few Seconds [35]</td>
<td>Video, screen capture, keystrokes, mouse clicks physiological signals, phone calls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.1 Examples for Multimodal Data Capture and Interactive Systems**
2.2. Multimodal systems

Reasons for engaging multiple modalities

Our natural and living environments contain multiple modalities, human sensing and interactions in particular, involve multiple modalities, such as vision, audio, touch, speech and movements. Individual sensors are simple to use and capable of measuring a particular parameter. Complex environments though depend on more than one variable. Data captured merely from one sensor may perhaps not be enough to decipher the factual information about the environment but data from more than one sensor could reveal more accurate information [5]. Data from multiple sensors also increase the information detection sensitivity and the capacity of discrimination for a given stimulus. For example, in a driving simulator scenario, an understanding about an accident can be established by knowing the parameters from the car such as steering angle, engine speed and brake force. However a clearer picture of the same event could be drawn when the earlier information is combined with the knowledge about what the driver was doing at the moment just before the accident [36]–[38]. Consequently, complex activities in various circumstances demand knowledge inferred from multiple sensors in order to produce more rich and meaningful information. Integrating knowledge across multiple sensors might represent greater information than that generated from the sum of individual sensors.

Diversity of Data and Devices

Versatile DCISs generally comprise sensing and interaction devices, often from diverse manufacturers. Such devices are wide-ranging in configuration, for example, sensing and actuation devices, hardware devices, hardware-software combination devices, software loggers, built-in data storage facilities, live data streaming facilities, etc. Fundamentally, devices can either be analogue or digital; however, in the digital era, analogue sensors are enclosed in digital interfaces. Although the term ‘devices’ generally represents hardware-based devices, this term is interchangeably used in this work to also refer software-based data logging tools, e.g. user activity logging software.

A prominent classification in devices can be done by the method of or frequency at which the data is being captured. Basically devices either capture data at constant frequency or at sporadic intervals. 44,100 Hz digital audio, 29.97 fps interlaced video, 2 kHz EEG, etc. are few examples of constant frequency capture. Still image frame capture, button presses and mouse clicks are examples of data captured intermittently. Similar to capture devices, interaction devices may perform actuations at fixed frequency, e.g. audio/video rendering or in a discrete manner e.g. pop up messages, beeps, etc. Representing the data being handled in two categories, either in continuous time coded data streams or in events occurring at discrete
times is a common pattern found in various DCIS applications [13], [31], [35]. Stream data generally originates from a continuously changing parameter whereas events are typically used to represent discrete actions taking place in the environment. It is also sensible to capture data in bursts, e.g. reporting mouse movement coordinates only when the mouse hardware detects a movement [39]; however, this is effectively a combination of discrete events and data streams.

2.3. On-board computing power

The new generation of digital devices are often equipped with on-board microcontrollers that enhance the capability of the device. Microcontroller-type devices offer customisable soft properties such as dynamically adjustable gain, frame rate etc. Additionally they enable one device to perform composite functionalities, e.g. devices performing dual roles as both input and output such as multi-touch screens, gaming controllers with feedback. Since they have some - although limited - processing power, they support on-board real-time data processing and therefore deliver processed high-level information rather than just raw data, e.g. Wii-Mote [40], Digital Pen [41]. Signals captured from multiple physical sensors can be combined by the on-board processor to function as a compound sensor device, for example EEG devices with 32/280 Channels [42]–[44], motion capture systems [45]. Availability and affordability of processing power, mass storage and transmission bandwidth maximises the use of commodity microcontroller-based devices that can be connected rapidly and used in a DCIS in order to effortlessly access the ready-made information.

2.4. Connecting devices and software systems

Contemporary hardware-based devices are generally designed to connect with a PC platform, possibly supporting one of the popular OS kernels, e.g. Windows, Linux. Device manufacturers usually provide a custom platform driver that adheres with the platform interface specifications, e.g. human interface devices [46], Windows sensor API [47], Linux device model [48], etc. Further to the device drivers, a device specific API or SDK might be provided which can be used by programmers to design applications accessing device functionalities and data from/to the device [49], [50]. Shared Dynamic Link Libraries, Component Object Model, Pipes, Active X Controls, Custom communication Protocols built on Serial Ports, TCP Sockets and UDP Sockets are examples of fundamental communication objects used by various DCISs (Table 2.1) to link with APIs and software components. Some manufactures or third parties may be able to provide direct interfacing protocol guides if the devices support open interfacing techniques such as TCP, UDP, RS232, etc. [51], [52].
Generally programmers need to access various software functions provided by the device driver or API to control the device and read/write data. For example, functions for initializing the device, releasing the device, starting data capture, stopping data capture and configuring parameters read/write data are typically available control functions in an API. Although the actual tasks performed by control functions are often similar, naming conventions and ways to access these functions vary significantly across different device manufactures [53], [54]. A possible reason is attributed to different connection and protocols, e.g. USB, Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Serial, Parallel.

It is also common to find hardware-devices operating in conjunction with a software counterpart running on a PC side, e.g. motion tracking systems, eye tracking systems - infrared cameras capture raw image frames while the PC software detects bright markers or eye features in image frames [50], [51]. Physical interaction is not possible without a hardware device, nevertheless on many occasions it is acceptable to consider software as a device. For instance in a browser activity logging system, it is more practical to consider higher-level interaction activities such as webpage navigation, scrolling, window changing, etc. instead of lower level mouse movements and key presses; nevertheless multiple lower level activities as a combination turn into higher level activities. In such cases a logging system can consider the software as a ‘device’. In addition to data collection and interaction device nodes, observations gleaned from various application systems reveal that various auxiliary nodes are generally employed in a DCIS, such as real-time processing components and storages devices. These nodes can be software, hardware or combination nodes. For instance, GPU hardware real-time processing technique [55] is a hardware-accelerated computational component that can be used in a real-time DCIS.

2.5. Ubiquitous components

In contrast to connecting various devices to a PC centred platform another approach is to layout devices in a ubiquitous fashion [56], [57]. In this configuration, computational devices are made available throughout the physical environment while making them unobtrusive to the user [58]. Devices in a ubiquitous configuration need to be interconnected, self-governed, cooperating and functioning as an autonomous system [59]. Beyond capturing data samples or performing an actuation there is an inherent necessity for ubiquitous devices to sustain their own computational needs, such as networking, responding to commands, self-priming and maintaining local resources. Although there is no restriction for integrating standard PC platforms as nodes in this configuration, generally devices are expected to exist independently in a ubiquitous system [60]. Consequently it is important to access device functions in a
transparent manner so that other parts of the systems are aware of all the available functionalities and hence interoperate efficiently.

Various components are expected to be flexible so that they can be attached and detached spontaneously in run-time is a generally a desired characteristic of ubiquitous systems [61]. Kindberg and Fox state:

“A component interoperates spontaneously if it interacts with a set of communicating components that can change both identity and functionality over time as its circumstances change. A spontaneously interacting component changes partners during its normal operation, as it moves or as other components enter its environment; it changes partners without needing new software or parameters.” [61]

Many studies in the past have emphasized the importance of moving from the conventional PC based computing based paradigm to adopting ubiquitous system concepts, where sensing, interacting and computing nodes are embedded unobtrusively into the ambient environment and within day-to-day activities [62]–[64]

2.6. Event driven architecture

Event driven architecture (EDA) is a commonly used method for building complicated action-reaction-based systems [59], [65]. In this approach events are generated by event-producers based on various conditions such as user activity, state changes and threshold met. Events occurring in the environment may trigger various reactions. Event-consumers process the triggers and react to them in various ways such as controlling a physical parameter in the environment by actuating a device and generating/sending messages etc. They may also generate consecutive events, literally performing a chained, dual role. The principle advantage here is that event producers and event consumers are loosely coupled [65]. This allows the easy swapping of actions and reactions.

For this reason EDA is generally a preferred characteristic for ubiquitous systems, distributed systems and smart environments as well as being used commonly in standard PC-based applications [66]–[70]. EDA is a promising approach for constructing a DCIS where complex interactions are often performed by flexibly coupled components.

2.7. Standardising interfaces

Not only do devices come in various configurations but interfacing techniques also differ greatly among manufacturers. Goudeseune and Kowitz [53] stated: "Hardware vendors often assume that system integration revolves around their own devices". This statement is still true
and applies to the majority of multipurpose devices. There is a small number of standards to define uniform interfaces across devices, e.g. Integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) [71], Airbus IENA [72]; nevertheless they are not intended to be used beyond highly regulated bespoke disciplines such as aircraft telemetry. There is however no standard established and technically validated to be used in a generic DCIS.

Interoperability among diverse devices, the ability to loosely couple components and transparency in ubiquitous systems stimulates the requirement for standardised component interfaces. Additionally, device interfaces and APIs are targeted for advanced users and therefore require vigilant use by the programmer [73]. Mishandlings often result in scenarios where the devices and software components become unstable, communication interrupted, timing errors [74], data corruption and memory leaks [75] occur. As a result, programming logic gets complicated when integrating multiple devices with diverse configurations. Interfaces and communication protocols are often exclusively built for the particular device.

While it would be ideal to have standardised interfaces defined, trying to standardise proprietary interfaces is an enormous task. There have been a few efforts in the past to define various interface standards tailored to certain application domains, e.g. hardware independence across test and measurement devices in instrumentation systems, virtual PCs, etc. [76]–[78]. These standards neither attract nor are intended for a wide cross-domain usage. Probably defining strict bespoke interfacing strategies would backfire as they are not going to be adopted for a wide use. A promising approach of factoring devices based on their functionalities is proposed in VRPN framework, designed for VR systems [79].

In summary the findings point to the importance of defining a minimal interfacing strategy that is preferably an intermediate, mutual interface separating custom component specific interfaces from the shared interfaces. Coarser interfaces on the other hand may result in sacrificing minute functionalities provided by components; so a balance between rough abstraction and micro control is necessary. Therefore a cohesive interface for accommodating common and essential functionalities and further extensibility for supporting micro control is necessary.

2.8. The synchronisation problem

Synchronisation is a well-known problem and widely studied in distributed sensor networks [80], [81], [1]. In a time varying environment, time phased logs from different sensor locations and recording activities provide information about the global system behaviour. Precise time measurement is necessary to reconstruct the exact sequence of events, particularly where tractability is required for critical event related or chronological, tasked-based operations as in
event related potential (ERP) studies in neuroscience [82]. Accuracy of the information retrieved from the data is skewed if it is not adequately synchronised to an appropriate reference time, preferably an accurate, central or common clock source. Furthermore, when simultaneous data from multiple sensors are involved in deciphering information, temporal alignment of data channels becomes necessary to produce valid information [83]. Unaligned data can result in skewed information, such as missed events, detection of false events or missed cause-and-effect relationships. For example, results generated by multimodal fusion [84] depend on up-to-date readings from multiple sensors and temporal alignment between corresponding data streams. Synchronisation among such sensor groups plays a key role in the status updates emitted by the fusion unit. Causes of this synchronisation problem and the existing methods to solve these problems are reviewed below.

2.8.1. Causes of synchronisation issues

Assorted devices and software component nodes in a DCIS running on isolated platforms possibly with physically separated hardware and system clocking essentially run asynchronously. It is normal to observe transmission delays and jitter-distortions while accessing live data streams [85], [86]. Even though these nodes might be internally capable of sampling signals at sufficiently precise intervals, general purpose OSs and connectivity solutions (USB, TCP) create nondeterministic distortions in the synchronisation of the data streams [28], [86]. Although special and coupled clocking features, e.g. sync signal connection, are available on limited hardware; commodity versatile devices do not often provide advanced clock/stream synchronisation methods. Nevertheless, it is not practical to expect a common synchronisation technique/feature in any ubiquitous data capture environment where diverse and multimodal components are used [53]. Sensor nodes running with the aid of general purpose OS based platforms tend to suffer huge timing issues [87], [74], [88]. The most apparent reason is general purpose, multitasking OSs are not designed to handle precise real-time scheduling and multi-tasking needs [83].

2.8.2. Network time synchronisation protocols

A broad-spectrum of time synchronisation schemes are available to synchronise clocks across sensor nodes [89]–[92]. Although these methods are satisfactory for various distributed system deployments, the main problem with this method is that not all the devices come equipped with time synchronisation features [93]. Some hardware does not possess a clock at all and consequently will have no capability to timestamp the data but simply stream the data out. Therefore, it is up to the receiver of the data to cater for synchronisation.
Common synchronisation methods provided by most of the capture devices can be categorised as follows: 1) every sample is time stamped with a local clock inside the sensor device; 2) every sample is time stamped by polling a global clock [53]; 3) no time stamping is performed instead data is streamed at a fixed frequency; the collecting node will decide how to timestamp. 4) data is sampled with triggers provided by the control software or by using an external triggering device.

2.8.3. Latency issues

The data transmission across various locations is an essential aspect of every DCIS. The transmission of data can take a variety of forms, e.g. signal streams, events, messages, commands, - and takes place between various nodes of the system. Various nodes networked generally use either one or a mix of connectivity solutions, e.g. Ethernet, Bluetooth and Zigbee. Apart from the interconnection of components, data may need to be transported inside the component itself, e.g. reading from hardware buffers. Inevitably the data transportation process creates time latencies between the data that is being written/sent (ready to be read) by the origin node and read/received (actually being read) by the destination node. The latencies can vary from few clock cycles to long time durations, depending on various aspects, of the underlying platform, e.g. clocking speed, transmission protocol used, traffic on the data channel, buffers in the data path, packetisation process. [94]–[96]. Example numeric values for these latencies can be found in later chapters (see: Sections 7.4.4, 9.2.4)

Sivrikaya and Yener [81] decompose the sources of the delay in a sensor network as send time, access time, propagation time and receive time. These are correspondingly associated: to 1) creating the message, 2) waiting for a free communication channel to transmit the message, 3) time spent in the propagation and 4) receiving and decoding the message. In addition to the delays incurred in the data path, sample acquisition latencies also influence the synchronisation. Latencies introduced in measurement in a multisensory fusion system are identified by Kaempchen and Dietmayer [80] as measurement acquisition time and pre-processing time latency due to the communication transfer time. An example of a sensor node performing video capture of a live environment is given in the Fig.2.1. Nevertheless, accurate numerical data related to this measurement latency can only be discovered using the manufacturer’s test rigs and from design specifications. This data is device/platform depended and difficulty to reproduce; usually these specifications are not available for standard customers.
Due to the complexities in estimating the factual values, many studies have ignored latencies completely [22], [34], [97]. For instance, “Sensing architecture for Empathetic Data System” assumes the latency between the input and reaction is negligible, despite the claim made in the study that it synchronises multimodal data streams.

“Finally, the delay between user input (explicit and implicit) and presentation should be prompt enough to guarantee a fluent interaction between user and system. Hence, processing and interpretation of the recorded signal must happen in (near) real-time, while also a communication layer is required to allow the different subsystems to exchange messages in an efficient way.” [97]

Although it might be appropriate to make this assumption in this specific circumstance, porting such a solution into other applications could result in unwanted effects. For example it might not be important to consider sub-second latencies for a study analysing chronological ordering of mouse clicks; however, sub-second time skews can create artefacts in a psychophysiological signal analysis that tries to correlate mouse clicks, e.g. in sensorimotor ERP studies [98], [99]. Nevertheless the latency problem is well known aspect in the conventional multimedia discipline (audio-visual presentation), i.e. lip-sync [100], [101]. A comprehensive analysis and comparison of the renowned multimedia inter-stream synchronization approaches can be found in a review by Boronat et al [95].

Although not affecting the dedicated sync cablings by a large amount, general purpose connectivity solutions suffer non-deterministic characteristics [81]. This in turn causes the transmission latencies to be variable rather than constant; this phenomenon is generally denoted as jitter in data channels. Peripherals connected to general purpose OS also create this effect e.g. USB hardware connected through an API in Windows platform. In this case latency fluctuations are caused both by packet delay variation in the data transportation and non-deterministic task scheduling characteristics of the OS [74], [87], [96]. A general solution to deal with the non-deterministic latencies is to introduce a jitter buffer; however this extra buffering also adds up to the overall latency [102].
2.8.4. Time synchronisation for data streams and events

A possibility of achieving synchronisation is running the data capture asynchronously on independent capture devices but inserting markers into the output streams when they receive an event. This method is applicable to devices which do not have clock synchronising features. This is comparable to the post-facto synchronisation approach - Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) suggested in [103]–[105] where a third party beacon reference signal is used to reconcile data streams immediately after an event. Although the markers sent to individual data streams can arrive at different times, inserting markers, similar to RBS, reduces the non-determinism and enables quantifying time offsets. The authors’ claim in RBS is that a single broadcast will propagate to all receivers at ideally the same time and hence the propagation error is reduced. Fig.2.2 illustrates measurement latencies and synchronisation offsets assuming the markers are inserted in the streams at the same instant.

Another approach mostly suitable for post-capture synchronisation is source data based synchronisation which is also used in several studies. This method is based on identifying coherent patterns in the data streams [93], [106]. Sensor clock offsets are calculated using the temporal alignment of the patterns relative to the other sensor streams. Normally a calibration action is used to create a detectable pattern in the sensor data. This technique requires an 'action' that can be executed to inject a data signature pattern in the data stream [93]. The main advantage of source data based synchronisation technique is that it can be used even wherever no specification of latencies in the capture device is available since it relies only in the action-source and the output-data. Finding a suitable action or actions, which can spawn a common signature pattern in multiple sensor nodes is not always practical; for instance, synchronising temperature and audio streams. In some circumstances it is almost impossible to detect a signature pattern especially when there is no prior knowledge available about a

![Fig.2.2 Time offsets of streams at an instance of time. This method assumes that markers are inserted in every stream at the same instant](image)
recorded signal, e.g. response signal pattern to a stimulus in EEG signals. In these cases inducing a known artificial pulse can possibly solve the problem.

A naive approach commonly used for synchronisation post capture is to align captured samples based on the beginning and end of the recording. This approach is vulnerable to dynamic characteristic changes in asynchronous data channels, such as clock drift, jitter, etc. An assumption of a constant frequency of sampling and the disregarding of dynamic behaviour of synchronisation are the main problems with this approach. For instance a deviation of ±0.01% Hz in the streaming frequency would result in ±360ms deviation in the duration of an hour. While near ideal systems with dedicated precision clocks and connectivity may not to a large extent be affected, devices running on general-purpose platforms with isolated clocks are affected significantly e.g. Windows task scheduling, wireless connectivity. Another disadvantage is that this approach implicitly requires both asynchronous data streams to be started/stopped simultaneously which is difficult to achieve in practice.

2.8.5. Online data access and interaction

In contrast to capturing and storing the data, instantaneous access to the data being captured is required at various circumstances, examples include data fusion, data visualisation, interaction and feedback to name but a few. In various experimental data logging scenarios online data visuals can possibly indicate signs of quality of data being captured. Therefore they are used to inspect the quality of the recording and identify any faulty sensor nodes which need to be fine-tuned or re-configured. Availability of online data can be used to impact and influence the surroundings and hence initiate state transformations on the environment. For instance, in a smart meeting system [13] real-time browsing of captured information allows participants to take a bird's eye view of the meeting and thereafter the organiser can perform adjustments to the meeting to be more efficient [13], [107]. Similarly systems using virtual assistants [108], [21] discover the current context of the environment and may offer with relevant information and hence demonstrate the online information push. Human in-loop scenarios with bidirectional interactions and feedback are another group of applications demanding access to the online data, e.g. neuro-feedback systems [109].

The conventional practice of multimodal data capture is the all-inclusive capture of multiple sensor streams and the exhaustive searching for information during post processing. The problem with this method is information overload. The excess processing, retrieval and handling of the data comes with extra costs such as processing power, storage, energy and man-hours. Habitual environments are normally a combination of multiple activities. Consequently captured raw data consists of relevant and irrelevant information. The relevancy
is defined by the phenomena of interest whereas the irrelevancy is caused by the addition of information from tangential activities. The data associated with this extraneous information could be identified and removed at the early stages or preferably avoided in the first place. Therefore the raw data consisting of unwanted information is considered to be low-level and takes the form of raw measurements. Ideally it is more efficient to process the raw data in real-time and produce higher level, pertinent information as early as possible. Maintaining the system in an adaptive fashion can potentially be useful in this case; this can be achieved by processing the information in real-time and mobilising the available resources in an on-demand basis. For example, video-recording starts only when a movement is detected or audio is recorded only upon voice detection.

Generally, these examples substantiate the fact that a DCIS needs to be adaptive and dynamic to interact with the environment and reconfigure itself to match its instantaneous needs. Latency issues described in section 2.8.3 create inherent latency problems for real-time interaction and dynamic adaptability. Fig.2.3 shows an example regarding a timing illustration of an interaction performed by fusing information from two sensors, where transportation, jitter and online processing introduce latencies. All these factors influence and cause the overall latency to increase. Interaction latency should be adequately minimised so that it does not create any artificial effects in the natural interaction process, particularly for human-inloop systems [110]–[112]. The latencies are largely platform specific and it is extremely difficult to find a unified and reproducible value. Indeed, various interaction latencies of an application dealing with sound detection across Android mobile platforms have been listed by a developer community [113].

![Diagram showing latency and reaction time](image)

**Fig.2.3 Reaction latency**

### 2.9. Computational load issues

Handling computationally expensive tasks, particularly real-time processing components, is well known [34], [114]. Ubiquitous devices are always limited in resources, processing power and memory [59] yet they are generally expected to perform time-critical tasks. Small mobile and embedded devices employ strict timing policies and distribute the load among dedicated
components specialised for certain tasks, e.g. mp3 encoding/decoding chip. On the other hand, resource capacities of PC platforms are always increasing. Contemporary computational units, e.g. GPGPU and multicore CPUs utilise parallel threads to deliver superior processing capabilities. As a result, absorbing the concept of concurrent multi-tasking and parallel processing into the inherent design is desirable for DCISs. Conversely, exchanging data and events across concurrent tasks and asynchronously running component nodes require careful programming related considerations, i.e. other nodes determining when a node has finished reacting for an event, prioritising tasks, sharing resources etc. [59], [115]. These issues are generally addressed with multi-threading related primitives e.g. locks, signalling, mutual exclusive access, thread synchronisation, etc.

High data transfer bandwidth requirements are also common in many circumstances, e.g. HD Video, multi-channel, physiological signals, etc. High data rate transfers can peak the bandwidth of the data channel; therefore, it might be necessary to perform online data compression in some circumstances. Serving real-time task requirements together with computationally intensive tasks naturally leads towards mixed-criticality task scheduling needs [116], [117].

2.10. Current state of the art tools

Thus far technical issues related to DCIS were analysed to establish an understanding of the domain. Various studies have tried to address these issues in an isolated manner; apparently there is no single solution to address all them as a collection. Proposed solutions to address these problems collectively are reviewed in the following subsections. Solutions from the literature which address some if not all of the relevant issues are reviewed here.

2.10.1. Multimodal capture software packages

There are various commercial and open source software packages that are designed to accompany data capture devices, e.g. Captive L2100 [118], D-LAB DataStream [119] Bio-Trace+ [120]. Many of these provide extended features to support commonly used data capture components (e.g. video, audio), presentation components (e.g. movies, flash presentations) as well as some triggering options for the purpose of data synchronisation, (e.g. Serial Port Trigger byte). Generally these packages are highly centred towards a particular product or application, for example solutions for physiological signals capture/analysis.

Documentation and specifications about the internal architecture of commercial tools are typically not available. The predominant problem in these products that it is very difficult to use them beyond the purpose they are originally designed for. Secondly a complicated DCIS
cannot be centred on a bespoke software package that tries to extend its support by add-on features like patches. It is important to have a structured architecture that is open to including upcoming devices and data types so that it can function as a systematically organized and flexible system; this is practically impossible with fixed software products. Furthermore, these packages are limited to one/few PC platforms and therefore cannot be employed in ubiquitous or distributed configurations.

2.10.2. Architectures and frameworks

Unlike software packages, architectures and frameworks are intended to be used and customised as per an application’s needs. Definitions for architectures and frameworks have been given in Chapter 1. There are only a small number of reusable architectures or frameworks proposed with a view to building DCISs. These are reviewed below.

Social Signal Interpretation (SSI) Framework

Social Signal Interpretation (SSI) Framework [121], [122] is a tool developed specifically for aiding the jump-start development of online emotion recognition systems. This framework was designed with the view to transforming the paradigm of offline emotion recognition into an online process. This SSI integrates of wide range of multimodal components, e.g. audio, video, hand tracking, face tracking and philological signals and it allows piping of the data streams to various online processing and classification modules. The accuracy of such a signal processing tool is depended and the recognition of tasks will be affected by the temporal characteristics of streams supplied to it. Misalignments in the input signal streams can influence the output generated by the tool which fuses the data from multiple signal streams. Therefore the samples from multiple streams need to be indexed with regard to a common reference so that the processed output can also be referenced to the input streams and subsequently related to the source activity. Although this work mentions the synchronisation of multiple channels, detailed information about how, and the granularity of, the synchronisation are not transparently indicated. While a substantial number of multimodal data capture devices were already built-in by the authors, this framework does not define a promising method to integrate future devices and guide external users.

Open Interface (OI) Framework

Open Interface (OI) Framework [22], [123] was developed to support the rapid development of multimodal input interfaces. OI includes a graphical development interface to quickly assemble a multimodal interactive system from predefined modules where these modules can be interconnected using visualised links. Existing components, such as device drivers, interaction
processing modules, multimodal and fusion facilities are all contained within a component repository which is available for a user to build an interactive system. This component collection includes generic and tailored components and is intended to be updated by the authors as stated. Similarly this work does not provide detailed guidelines for users integrating their own set of devices and tools. In essence the importance of generic toolsets and synchronisation has been realised at a conceptual level in OI framework, however sufficient technical details about implementation and extendibility were not indicated or evident.

**EyesWeb Extended Multimodal Interaction (EyesWeb XMI) Architecture**

EyesWeb Extended multimodal interaction (EyesWeb XMI) architecture [124], [125], [114] was initially developed to map auxiliary modalities, e.g. non-verbal expressions, gestures, body movements with conventional audio visual multimedia data. It later was extended to other data modalities such as physiological data [125]. Similar to OI, this solution is centred on a graphical development environment where devices and tools are represented with blocks. This architecture is composed of prioritised kernel objects, patch objects, customised sub-patches, clocks, interconnection pins and links. While synchronisation issues related multimodal data with commodity hardware and general purpose OS have been taken into account there is no information about how the issues related to latencies in data channels are handled and no quantitative evidence about synchronisation accuracies are provided. The possible reason for discounting these essentials could be that this system is mainly targeted to data streams with low latencies and/or symmetric paths, e.g. audio interfaces. Although the authors have indicated building standalone applications are possible, the main problem with this solution is that presumably, independent external systems without having dependencies to in-house components cannot be developed. A portable architecture should be defined which provides generic components, abstract interfaces and deployment strategies, enabling users to transform and absorb them within their own system with commissioned devices and modalities.

**Pure Data (Pd) and ‘Patcher Programming Languages’**

The idea behind the graphical programming model for controlling dataflows across real-time components was initially originated from the family of ‘Patcher Programming Languages’ [126]–[128]. Pure Data is a popular and actively maintained tool for interfacing sensors, input devices and MIDI devices for the purpose of generating real-time multimedia content, i.e. sound, video, 2D/3D graphics [128]–[130]. Pure data systems are primarily composed of core, built-in Pd objects, abstractions or reusable patches created in Pd itself and extended externals objects developed in other programming languages. The main target domain of this tool is
multimedia content generation. The fundamental concepts and techniques of data transfer are also applicable to a general purpose DCIS.

User-centred Experiment and Logging Framework for Interactive Information Retrieval

A study by Bierig et al [34] proposed a framework for logging multimodal data for obtaining rich behavioural data in task based experiments. This study highlights few imperative, fundamental characteristic requirements of a data logging system such as loosely coupled devices, scalability of the setup, stability, fail-recover features and computational power. Nevertheless this work only demonstrates one experimental scenario with fixed devices, and therefore does not exhibit sufficient evidence to be considered as a general purpose interaction logging framework.

Tracking Real-Time User Experience (TRUE) Architecture

Tracking Real-Time User Experience (TRUE) Architecture by Microsoft Game Studios [131] is a system for recording data to study user behaviour in a PC software or a gaming console. This architecture looks at streams of data and logs sequences of events along with the timestamp. Captured video is also synchronized with the event timestamps and indexed based on the events. While this demonstrated the efficient retrieval and navigation through the captured, large data sets, complex time synchronisation issues such as latency and jitter in channels are not addressed in this work. This solution does not appear to extend itself towards other data modalities or diverse devices.

Multimodal Data Capture and Analysis of Interaction in Immersive Collaborative Virtual Environments

Steptoe et al [132] presented an architecture for synchronous multimodal data capture specifically in immersive VR systems. The VR system used in this study is focused on capturing multimodal interactions with VR-based, immersive avatar-mediated communications. Technical problems such as multimodal temporal synchronisation, bandwidth issues, and computational power limitations are identified and reported in this work. Unsurprisingly, these issues are common in almost every complex DCIS. The authors have proposed the possibility of using this architecture as a reference-architecture in other VR systems. Nevertheless, this architecture is highly tailored to the specific system arrangement and devices, and therefore falls into the group of bespoke solutions.
VR Development Tools: VR-juggler, VRPN

There are few prevalent frameworks for developing VR applications which address various significant concepts that can be adopted into standard DCIS systems. In spite of everything, VR systems are a specialised form of multimodal interactive systems containing many sharable fundamental technical aspects. The VR-juggler framework [73] was developed to simplify VR application design so that developers do not need to pay attention to every low level technical aspect of IO devices. VRPN [79] is particularly designed for providing device-independent and network transparent interfaces for VR peripherals. Even if these frameworks are not focused on complicated DCIS development, they proposed few conceptual ideas, such as unified and extensible interfaces for heterogeneous tools, runtime flexibility, runtime device control, failure management and multiple simultaneous connections to data channels are adaptable to generic DCISs. In particular, a module for measuring sample delivery latencies was proposed for online performance monitoring and debugging purposes [110].

2.10.3. Synthesis matrix – Summary of existing solutions

Following this review of the most relevant work in this area, Table 2.2 includes a number of other solutions and summarises the functionalities exhibited by each system. It should be noted that the functionalities are indicated as claimed by authors, even though critiques were made previously.

The review on the application examples and system solutions involving multimodal data capture and interaction reveals that the technical problems and gaps are well recognized and widely shared across multiple DCIS systems. The majority of solutions provided in the literature were designed to address a specific or a set of similar applications in a bespoke manner. Although a few of them have tried to disseminate their solutions towards other domains, they have all failed to show sufficient generalisation and completeness. Therefore, no single solution could be endorsed for all diverse DCIS applications. Previous works have identified and proposed a number of promising approaches to solve these technical issues in an isolated manner; however these are not found anywhere in a collective, effective and usable manner for practical system building.
| Temporal Synchronisation | Events | Streams | Real-time Data Accessibility | Real-time Interaction with Environment | Data Transport | Unified Interface | Device Status/Failure Management | Commodity Hardware/Software, OS | Ubiquitous/Run-time Flexibility, Reconfiguration | ToolKit/Modular Building | Graphical Development | Generic/Abstract Definitions | Reference Architecture | Trans-Domain applicability Framework | Target Application |
|--------------------------|--------|---------|-------------------------------|----------------------------------------|---------------|----------------|------------------|-----------------------------|--------------------------------|------------------|----------------|----------------|---------------------|--------------------|-----------------|---------------------|-------------------|
| Social Signal Interpretation (SSI) Framework [121], [122] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Online Emotion Recognition |
| Open Interface (OI) Framework [22], [123] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Multimodal Input Interactions |
| EyesWeb Extended multimodal interaction (EyesWeb XMI) Architecture [124], [125], [114] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Multimodal data mapping on to Audio visuals |
| Pure Data [128]–[130] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | real-time multimedia content, audio visuals |
| User-centred Experiment and Logging Framework for Interactive Information Retrieval [34] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | behavioural data logging in PC tasks |
| Tracking Real-Time User Experience (TRUE) Architecture by Microsoft Game Studios [131] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Game data logging |
| Multimodal Data Capture and Analysis of Interaction in Immersive Collaborative Virtual Environments [132] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Multimodal VR interactions capture |
| VR-Juggler [110], [133], [134] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | VR |
| VRPN [79] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | VR |
| Automatic Event-based Synchronization of Multimodal Data Streams from Wearable and Ambient Sensors [93] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Physiological data capture |
| NIST Data Flow System [20], [96] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Audio, Visual |
| Synchronous data collection from diverse hardware [53] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Driving activity capture |
| Bio signals Studio [135] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Physiological data logging + voice, video |
| Service-oriented smart home applications: composition, code generation, deployment, and execution [136] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Smart user spaces |
| A Database-Oriented Wrapper for Ubiquitous Data Acquisition/Access Environments [54] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Video, Identification |
| Finite-State Machine Based Distributed Framework DATA for Intelligent Ambience Systems [137] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | Intelligent ubiquitous systems |
| W3C - Multimodal Architecture and Interfaces [138] | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | User interface |

**Table 2.2 Synthesis Matrix – summary of existing solutions**
Since the majority of solutions are inclined towards bespoke application scenarios they are unsuccessful in demonstrating the addressing of low-level technical issues, e.g. hardware interfacing, computational load balancing and precise time synchronisation. Generally, solutions found in the literature related to multimodal DCIS were designed to address higher level aspects. An unstable link between the higher-level tools and low-level technicalities can always affect the performances of the higher-level tools built on top of the low-level fundamentals. Consequently, it becomes important to develop reusable, low-level tools that work closely, efficiently and transparently with regard to the low-level hardware, raw data transport and timing issues.

2.11. Summary

Contemporary DCISs use smart devices for capturing data and interacting with the environment. These systems are built for different purposes such as data capture, interactive interfaces, smart environments, etc. Building these systems with a variety of multimodal data and tools requires the addressing of many technical issues prior to achieving the intended and purposeful functionalities. The technical issues to be overcome are often similar amongst these diverse systems. Therefore, a need for a common basis of frameworks and systematic approaches that can be shared among these systems is clearly seen. Defining this as the problem statement and through domain knowledge drawn from literature, this thesis aims to establish a solution to address the technical necessities of building complex, multimodal DCIS. This chapter has predominantly addressed a thesis objective of reviewing the literature with the view to identifying the knowledge and technical gaps in the problem domain.
Chapter 3. Methodology

The literature survey provided in the previous chapter identified the key gaps and established the need for common set of rules, systematic procedures and reusable design to address the technical requirements of building a DCIS. This chapter outlines a potential solution and details the methodology used to develop the solution; the actual solution will be presented subsequently. Basically the methodology described in this chapter served as the primary methodology of this thesis.

3.1. Rationale for a software framework

The solution developed in this work is embodied in a software framework that provides a system-architecture and a collection of tools and techniques to address the requirements of DCISs. The domain of the framework was established and delineated to include the aspects of building complex, multimodal DCISs. The solution developed can be viewed from two perspectives, i.e. a piece of technical work providing core functionality and a software framework as a means for delivering the functionality.

The vision of the framework is to define the architectural structure and design parameters of a complex DCIS so that application programmers and system designers can concentrate on the specifics of their particular system. In contrast to an application developed to solve one particular problem, a framework is expected to be used across multiple application scenarios sharing a common problem. This emphasizes the reuse of design and knowledge in the framework across application domains. The systematic arrangements and structures defined in the framework produce norms which are not only reusable in multiple application scenarios but also standardise the process of building complex DCISs. This prevents the community of system developers and application developers from re-inventing techniques for building DCISs and producing ad-hoc solutions for every different application scenario.

3.2. Methodology of developing a framework

What are the characteristics required by a framework?

Theoretically, a framework is perceived as a re-usable piece of work or a semi-complete application that can be extended to build a custom application [9], [139], [140]. Further to design reusability, frameworks usually encapsulate useful framework-domain knowledge that is essential to build applications in an application-domain [141], [142]. A depiction of the systematic arrangement of components or an architectural skeleton to build applications is another important aspect usually embedded in frameworks. Characteristics required and demonstrated by frameworks have been analysed in various studies [9], [143], [144]. Gamma et al. suggested frameworks offer an overall structure to systems, partitioning the system into
modules, key responsibilities of components and the thread of control. Design parameters are predefined and encapsulated in the framework; therefore, system architects/implementers can focus on the specifics of their applications [143]. Fayad et al. defined modularity, reusability, extensible and inversion of control, i.e. framework code that has the thread of control and calls the application code when appropriate [145], as the primary benefits offered by frameworks to a developer [9].

**How frameworks are developed?**
Developing a framework is much more complex than developing an application since it has to be designed and optimised to successfully operate across various applications [143]. A framework typically evolves from the experience of finding answers to problems and developing solutions in a specific domain [146]. The generalisation of variable requirements across different applications is a common practice in the evolutions of frameworks [147].

**The chosen development methodology**

![Fig.3.1 Framework evolution and the methodology](image)

An insight into the standard characteristics of a framework design and how frameworks eventually evolve was derived from the literature of software frameworks and used throughout this work [144], [145], [147]–[149]. The principle methodology used to develop the framework in this thesis is tailored to the process of framework evolution based on domain analysis and experiences gathered by simultaneously developing applications. This methodology mostly aligns with the “General Framework Development Process” presented by...
Mattsson [7] which is originally inspired from Wilson et al and Roberts et al [150], [151]. Fig.3.1 illustrates the methodology and the process of framework evolution, indicating various phases of the framework development cycle. The rest of this section elaborates on each phase and how they contributed to the overall framework evolution.

3.3. Domain analysis

Domain analysis was the initial development phase where the problem domain i.e. multimodal synchronous data capture and interaction, was comprehensively analysed through the literature survey. Existing software applications and toolkits were thoroughly examined for the features provided and how they handled the problem. Most of them addressed the problem partially and constrained the problem to a specific application scenario, in other words, in an ad-hoc fashion. The scopes of the existing tools were often constricted to specific applications, therefore multiple existing applications and prospective application scenarios were collectively considered in the analysis. This analysis provided an understanding of the problem domain, a general introduction to existing issues, how they are addressed and those that need to be addressed newly or differently.

3.4. Requirements derived from the domain analysis

Commonly encountered technical problems turn into the primary requirements of an effective solution. These requirements were derived from the literature and are briefly described below; basically they will be incorporated as a primary set of requirements for the solution being developed throughout this thesis.

1. Integration of heterogeneous devices

The solution should support integrating and interoperating devices from diverse functionalities, mixed manufacturers, dissimilar API/SDK. Assorted interfaces need to be unified so that uniform minimal access can be performed. Therefore different parts of the system can be developed independent of each other, still effortlessly interoperated.

2. Multimodal data

Similar to the diversity in devices, multiple data types needs to be handled homogenously regardless of modality. Data represented in both continuous streams and discrete events need to be incorporated. It is also necessary to support data transport in real-time from node to node, across various parts of the system.
3. Temporal synchronisation

The solution should provide methods to synchronise multiple data channels from asynchronous components of the system. The accuracy of the synchronisation may depend on the requirements of the application. Methods for synchronising data channels for real-time interaction and post-capture retrieval should be available.

4. Ubiquitous and dynamic system

A DCIS built using the developed solution may not need always to be fixed. Therefore, support for adding, removing and swapping components should be allowed in runtime, ideally in a plug-and-play manner. Devices in the systems need to be controlled programmatically and manually. Physical devices failing should not result the entire system failing fatally, the rest of the system should continue to function without interruption. Independent nodes and devices should be protected from unexpected mishandling. It is necessary to operate with commodity hardware, software, communication channels and general purpose OSs.

5. Deployment configurations

The solution should be flexible enough to be deployed in various configurations, for example, application processes in a single platform, physically separated distributed platforms and dedicated hardware platforms. It should support building both standalone systems and modular systems implanted into other operational architectures or infrastructures.

6. Generic and abstract definitions

The solution should be generic, enabling it to be ported in completely different arrangements with dissimilar devices and components. Custom, bespoke implantations will adopt and extend the abstract definitions. Maintaining the definitions in an abstract and generic fashion will enhance the reusability and extendibility across wider application scenarios.

3.5. Absorbing ubiquitous concepts

Introducing ubiquitous concepts into multimodal DCIS adds one of the key novelties of this work. The idea of ubiquitous and distributed systems was adopted and amalgamated into the framework. Consequently, a brief investigation of ubiquitous and distributed devices was carried out. Making no assumption regarding the data types and devices used in a DCIS makes the framework open to any new data types and devices those are unknown at the design time of the framework. Although ubiquitous concepts could add another level of complexity, embedding these concepts from the initial system design, offers a cleaner and stable design and needs less effort than introducing them in later stages of the design.
3.6. Requirements analysis

Both functional and non-functional requirements were identified from the domain analysis during the initial stage. The requirements mainly fall into two categories namely: DCIS related and system architecture related requirements. DCIS related requirements represent the core domain problem being addressed (e.g. multimodal device interfaces, temporal synchronisation); while the framework related requirements represent common framework characteristics (e.g. reusability, extendibility). DCIS related requirements were mainly derived from comparable and existing domain applications and any experience gained through developing custom, domain specific applications. Framework related requirements were initially taken from theoretical concepts and guidelines of framework evolution process [144] and later refined based on the framework implementation experiences.

3.7. Generalisation and abstraction

Requirements derived from similar domain tools and various domain specific applications are inherently dissimilar. Generalising the common aspects amongst this variability is a key step in defining the framework. Generalised requirements are defined in abstract terms, where they form framework hotspots. These hotspots can later be extended or customised during the implementation to meet particular application requirements.

3.8. The framework and reference architecture

The framework is composed of abstract definitions, recommendations and pieces of concrete implementations, i.e. classes and objects. In reality the actual, generalised/abstracted requirements and corresponding techniques and algorithms to satisfy the requirements are partitioned into classes, structures and layers. These abstract features (or hotspots of the framework) will be extended or customised in the actual implementation to produce fully functional components. The framework inherently encompasses the key responsibilities of components and how they collaborate with each other.

It is practically impossible to design an effective and reusable framework simply based on the domain and requirement analysis. Although requirements and abstractions derived from an imaginary problem domain provide a decent starting point they tend to be inaccurate in the long run. Precise abstractions evolve from actually building applications using the framework and then re-evaluating its usability. Consequently, the proposed framework will be employed in a number of wide-ranging application scenarios for refinement, testing and validation.

A reference-architecture will naturally evolve based on the proposed and optimum usage patterns. This reference architecture can be used either to serve as the primary architecture in
applications or embedded inside the native architecture of the application wherever an effective and operational native architecture is available.

### 3.9. Case studies – Implementation examples

Concrete application examples will be used to determine which abstractions are efficiently reused and how the features of the framework adequately address the domain problem. Frameworks are often composed with other frameworks inside applications’ architectures. The applications using the framework also undergo incremental development cycles in parallel with the framework evolution as shown in the Fig.3.1. Therefore requirements exhibiting a commonality among multiple applications will add up to the list of framework-domain requirements. Fig.3.2 illustrates the approach of generalising and abstracting the repeating patterns among multiple applications and then incorporated for framework refinement. Every refinement made to the framework thus will trigger an update to all applications. Modifications and code refactoring in the application caused by the framework refinements can be drastic or minor based on the severity of structural changes. However required refactoring in the applications will become trivial while the framework gradually evolves and matures.

![Diagram illustrating the relationship between frameworks and applications](image)

*Fig.3.2 Repeating patterns among multiple application implementations are incorporated into the framework for refinement. Refinements made to the framework also trigger updates in the application implementations during the evolution.*

Case studies from diverse scenarios will be chosen for the actual application implementations of the framework. Case studies will be selected from a variety of applications so as to reflect the requirements of diverse systems; therefore, they will possess a wide coverage in terms of applicability, functionality and inherent flexibility. In contrast to an application solving a specific problem, it is vital for a framework to cater for future requirements and corresponding refinements. The methodology chosen for this work accommodates plentiful of future refinements and it is assumed by default throughout the development. Impending requirements which are unknown at present will be appended to the list of requirements and will be addressed in successive development iterations.
3.10. Verification and testing of Components

The verification procedure will be focused into two aspects, namely: the ability to provide core functionality and an assessment of framework characteristics. The functionality verification will be performed in each cycle of the development and the outcome of the verification will be fed back into the requirements. The characteristic verifications will focus more on the structural design of the framework; based on this the framework will be improved so as to enhance reusability and reduce the effort of actual software implementation.

3.10.1. Verifying components and functionality

The framework will be evaluated and confirmed to satisfy the requirements drawn out from the initial domain analysis and case studies. Components and techniques will be justified to address the requirements by their intuitive design whenever appropriate. In other cases, quantitative metrics will be generated to verify that the design sufficiently meets the requirements. Special test rigs will be built to measure the performance and produce numerical data. Nevertheless, test cases will be embedded into the case studies, selected and effectively used whenever possible.

3.10.2. Framework metrics

Following to the verification on fundamental functionalities provided through case studies and specialised test rigs, summary metrics will be produced based on software code versions of abstract framework core and its extended solid implementations. These metrics are basically produced to establish complexity, reusability, extendibility, implementation and maintainability characteristics of the framework. This information can be used as a blueprint for future applications and therefore assist in choosing this framework for use.

3.11. Validation

The framework is validated as a complete system by its applicability to the scenarios pronounced in and across each case study. While applications in the case studies were used to fine tune the framework, they are actual examples of the framework being applied for problem solving in those application domains. Furthermore, employing the framework in any future applications not included in the case studies can be considered as demonstrating its applicability and providing further validation.

Beyond demonstrating the applicability and addressing the requirements in the application domain, the framework offers further benefits to the application domain. For instance, temporal synchronisation and dynamicity provided by the architecture delivers unprecedented ways to correlate the activities occurring in the environment with the captured information.
Consequently, the framework creates opportunities for new methodologies and techniques in each application domain, beyond building a fundamental DCIS. Examples of these new opportunities will be discussed with the associated case studies.

3.12. Presentation of the framework

The previously presented literature survey outlined a comprehensive critique of the problem domain (see: Chapter 2). The literature survey included a detailed domain analysis to find and critically evaluate the techniques already in existence and the potential aspects those are needed to be included in the framework. Subsequently, the problems identified from the literature are transformed into the requirements of the framework domain (see: Section 3.4). After the domain analysis the framework is presented in abstract terms (see: Chapter 4). In order to maintain its abstractness, it has been presented purely without any example illustrations. Although examples from the case studies inserted through the framework descriptions may help to improve elucidation, a pure presentation can serve as an untainted reference documentation of the framework. This approach is preferred and more suited in assisting potential users those who would be mostly focused towards their applications and not necessarily have about the case studies as examples.

Following the framework description, the case studies provide practical examples with and solid implementation details (see: Chapter 5, Chapter 6, Chapter 7, Chapter 8 and Chapter 9). They will describe how the framework is employed in each application scenario. The case studies are intended to demonstrate the validity of the proposed framework to solve the framework-domain problem of building complex multimodal DCISs within their own application domains. Each case study introduces its specific domain problem in addition to the framework related contents. This facilitates emphasising new opportunities delivered by the employing developed solution in each application scenario.

Successively, framework characteristic metrics are established based on the usage of the framework in case studies (see: Chapter 10). The novelties of this work are discussed and compared to the existing literature (see: Section 10.4). The experience of developing the framework and employing it in various practical scenarios established a better understanding about the future directions and required improvements; this information is provided towards the end (see: Chapter 11).

3.13. Summary

This chapter presented the methodology used in this work to develop a solution to address technical problems arise in building in complex, multimodal DCISs. The initial step in the
methodology was to perform the domain analysis; which has been provided in the previous chapter. The domain analysis covered various domain tools and diverse application scenarios. Diverse requirements derived from this analysis were analysed and the common aspects were generalised and abstracted. Along with the domain requirements, as a key novelty, the concept of ubiquity was introduced in the solution and amalgamated throughout the design specifications. The primary objective of the methodology here is to develop the solution in the form of an abstract software framework that enables building DCIS architectures. The following chapter will provide a detailed description of the framework design. Basically, the primary thesis objective of designing a framework is being addressed through these chapters. Multiple case studies will be used as actual implementation examples of the framework. These case studies help to refine the framework, verify components’ functionalities and provide validation. Based on the case study implementations summary metrics will be produced, which is basically intended to serve as a blueprint to assist the potential users of the framework.
Chapter 4. Ubiquitous Integration and Temporal Synchronisation Framework

The previous chapters have established the domain knowledge, highlighted the challenges of building a DCIS using ubiquitous multimodal integrated tools and the methodology used to develop a framework. This chapter presents the Ubiquitous Integration and Temporal Synchronisation (UbiITS) framework as a generic solution to address technical issues in building a DCIS. Various components developed as a toolkit to systematically build a DCIS are detailed here. Techniques provided by the framework to handle the challenges of synchronisation are also explained in this chapter.

4.1. Fundamental use of UbiITS

The overwhelming reason for developing the UbiITS framework was to enable a simple yet efficient means to mobilise multimodal tools and quickly utilize the captured information in a DCIS. Accessing assorted devices directly is inherently complex, particularly when integrating multimodal devices. Time encoded synchronisation requires careful consideration and handling of the rudiments of packet (data) transactions. The UbiITS framework hides these complexities behind various layers of abstraction. Consequently users do not need to be concerned about details regarding the integration of the multimodal hardware and low-level interfacing issues but can concentrate on their immediate data processing needs.

The framework is presented as abstract layers and modular functional blocks, so that a DCIS can be designed using these modules as building blocks. These functional blocks are presented as a toolkit and can therefore be assembled in various systematic formations. A DCIS can consist of multimodal tools from data capture devices and fusion units to filters and interaction units, with each component operating on different platforms, APIs, algorithms and libraries. Therefore a complete DCIS can be constructed by extending and customising the abstract functional blocks and assembling them into a structure, specifically designed for an application scenario. Typically a software developer/architect (the designer of the DCIS) will assemble various APIs, libraries and code blocks as defined by the architecture to progressively launch the whole system.

4.2. Reference architecture, layers and components

Initially, a primary architecture is presented to identify the layers of a DCIS. This architecture makes the sections of a DCIS transparent and highlights the location of the framework in the system. This architecture is presented as a reference based on the recommended usage patterns of the framework and generally fits most DCIS configurations. However, the designer has the flexibility to derive a customised architecture for a particular application scenario if required. It also implies that the framework is suitable to be composed inside any external
architecture, for example a well-established native architecture for a specific application domain, given that it accommodates the basic concepts provided in the reference architecture.

![Ubiquitous Integration and Temporal Synchronisation(UbiITS) Framework and reference Architecture](image)

Fig. 4.1 provides a basic illustration of the reference architecture. The architecture extends from the physical activity to the computational and dynamic data/device handling. A description for each layer in the architecture is given below.

- **Physical space** – Where the actual, physical interactivity happens. Dynamic subjects, e.g. humans, living beings, and physical parameters, e.g. temperature, movement, etc., reside in this environment. The information is captured in this layer via sensors whereas interactions are performed with the subjects or environmental parameters are controlled via actuators. The actuation can be stimulus, feedback or a material with information content. The subjects usually perform an independent activity or react according to the input/feedback provided by the system, i.e. a closed loop.

- **Device** – A device is hardware or software unit that captures the information or interacts with the subject or environment. Usually a device is accompanied by an API or SDK. Software packaged with a user interface can be considered as a device since user activity can be captured and it also interacts with the user. Other kinds of devices
may not participate in capturing or performing a direct interaction in the system but contributes indirectly, for example storage, data compression, signal processing units.

- **System Implementation** – The system implementation is the functional organization in a DCIS. It predominantly serves the requirements of interfacing and integrating both devices and data with the execution/processing layer. Basically the system implementation links the physical space where the activity and interactions occur to the cyber space where the information is processed, computations are performed and decisions made in real-time. Various components used to design the system are defined in the framework and explained in detail later in this chapter.

- **Cyber Space** – Information captured using the devices is utilized by the DCIS in this layer. For instance, purposeful processing will be performed in this layer by a system that collects information from multiple sensors, fuses and processes the information, make decisions and provides feedback. Normally a developer designing the DCIS will decide how to process/handle the data and the ways to utilize devices and control/configure them to achieve the requirements. For a simple data capture, i.e. a storage system without any real-time interactions, there will be no work done in this layer; the data is simply routed to the storage modules provided by the framework.

### 4.3. Framework components - UbiITS toolkit

UbiITS framework is principally a set of generic functional blocks and techniques that primarily address the technical necessities of integrating various ubiquitous devices and transporting multimodal data. It further functions as a toolkit, a collection of fundamental modules designed to fulfil commonly required functionalities. Although devices are multimodal and corresponding data formats dissimilar, the modules are designed to be generic. The fundamental modules are typically abstract and needed to be extended and customised to each multimodal element. However there are number of components of the framework that can be identified as common amongst the multimodal elements and devices which remain readily usable regardless of the modality or device.

#### 4.3.1. Programming concepts

The abstractness of the framework ensures it is generic in form and is maintained throughout the actual implementation by the use of object oriented programming concepts such as classes and inheritance. Two versions of the framework have been developed in C++ and C# languages. The higher level abstraction ensures that the framework independent from any platform or programming language. This allows adoption into any programming language
supporting object-oriented concepts, i.e. classes and structures. Programming peculiarities and styles often differ among programming languages, for example the object oriented concept of multiple inheritances is supported in some but not all language. Since the definition of the framework is generic and abstractly presented, the system designer can flexibly choose the implementation format while making use of the native features available for the particular application and corresponding platform.

Once a particular device or data type has been registered into the framework, i.e. the required modules of the toolkit are appropriately extended or customised, that device or data type can be reused in as many instances as necessary. This implies that device and data modality can be reused without any modification, either in multiple instances within the same system or in another system with a different configuration.

Device handling and data transport are important requirements in a DCIS and the framework provides distinct feature sets for each of these. Device interface components are provided to integrate and control assorted devices in the system and the data transport components are provided to handle the data routing between various parts of the system and related synchronisation. Constituents of each these feature sets are comprehensively described in the following sections.

4.3.2. Device abstraction and unified interface

A unified access interface is defined to provide the ‘ubiquitous nature’ of the framework such that the multiple capture devices’ control functions can be interfaced and accessed homogeneously. Having a unified access interface enables a device to be controlled independent of their underlying low-level functions, i.e. as a modular unit. This enables a device to be controlled by a procedure in another part of the system (i.e. execution/processing layer) which has no specific knowledge about the device. Generally, a wrapper interface is implemented to hide the device-specific function naming conventions and merges them if there are multiple function calls required to accomplish one specific function; for example loading API DLLs, initiating connections with the hardware and checking for device availability that can be merged into the ‘initialization’ procedure. Principally the unified access interface abstracts device specific function calls for data read (input) and write (output) into a universal interface. Primary functions and their conceptual definitions are listed in Table 4.1 Generally APIs/SDKs provide analogous functions to the unified interface; otherwise, the system designer has the flexibility to pick device functions and fit them into abstract functions, as long as they sensibly align with the conceptual definitions of unified interface.
**Table 4.1 Unified accessed interface, abstract functions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Definition - Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialize</td>
<td>initiating communication with the device and configuration; thereafter it is ready to be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release</td>
<td>freeing the device and the API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>starting the actual data read/write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>stopping the read/write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset</td>
<td>resetting the device in case of errors have occurred</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conversely, some features are unique for particular types of device only. For example, selecting the input channel, e.g. HDMI, DVI and Composite, is an exclusive feature for video frame grabber devices. The framework allows access to similar device-specific functions directly, bypassing the unified access interface. However, it is preferable to access device-specific features through a bespoke device-specific interface while accessing the generic functions through the unified interface. This enables multiple devices to be controlled via a centralized control panel without losing the rigorous control of the device.

Integrating every device into one single large program creates potential complications in a ubiquitous DCIS, especially when the system configuration changes, i.e. swapping devices with alternative devices or reconfiguring device dependencies of the system, etc. In this case a programmer would usually modify, duplicate or rewrite the code from the previous setup for the new configuration. The concept of a unified interface implemented in the framework allows devices to be used in a modular manner in a variety of configurations without rewriting or duplicating the code. An initial implementation of the unified interface for a device is always needed after which it can be reused to handle different or multiple data logging arrangements without any alterations.

**4.3.3. State variables for devices**

The unified interface also allows devices to run independent of each other. It enables devices to attach and detach at runtime, permitting the ubiquitous DCIS to change dynamically. This unique feature embedded within the framework is particularly useful since it means that the operation of the system will not be disturbed should a device fails or is removed, when a new device is accessible to join the system and where modifications in runtime are required. This is achieved by allocating a status parameter to every device which can be checked to determine the availability or status of a device. For instance, when a device abruptly becomes unavailable/inoperative, part of the system depending on the device can safely disable some functionality or alter the dependency to another device, instead of failing irrecoverably. This feature is ultimately intended to provide a seamless and invisible access to all components and resources in the system.
In addition to protecting the whole system from unpredictable behaviour the state machine also shields a device from falling into an unstable state by stopping it being mistakenly commanded (e.g. trying to use the device before it is configured appropriately, trying to access a failed device, etc.). Fig. 4.2 illustrates the state machine including the unified interface functions triggering the state changes and primary state variables, which are listed in Table 4.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dormant</td>
<td>device is not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not-Initialized</td>
<td>device is present but not ready for use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready</td>
<td>device is available for use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running</td>
<td>device is capturing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead</td>
<td>device is failed, unknown state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Primary state variables for device management

The state machine defines the minimum states mandatory to support the rest of the system’s operation. However, it can also be extended to include more states, i.e. sub-states. This enables support of more device specific states and therefore finer control over the device. It is necessary that each part of the system utilizing the extended states is aware of and pre-programmed to handle the extended functionalities or states.

4.3.4. Event and stream data types

The UbiITS framework classifies captured data into two distinct types, namely events and streams. An event is a discrete and spontaneous action occurring in the environment. Therefore the captured event will have an associated distinct timestamp. Streams are equivalent to a time series which comprise successive samples in time spaced at uniform time intervals. In contrast to events, samples in a stream do not necessarily have characteristic timestamps. Similar to the previously stated device interfaces, data handling modules in the
UbiITS framework are also generic and independent of the modality of the device. Therefore a designer can use the fundamental data handling components to hold any modality.

A fundamental event structure contains a unique ID and a timestamp. The unique ID is aligned with an incrementing counter and the counter value is what indexes the data to its corresponding event. This provides a separation between the data content from the event structure, therefore resulting in homogeneous event handling regardless of the actual modality of the event. This allows an exchange of abstract event information between parts of the system without transferring the whole data content of the event, leading to a compact and efficient transfer. In most situations, events are predefined and hence the event ID itself is sufficient to distinguish the events unambiguously. For instance a 32bit integer event ID can hold up to $2^{32}$ events, which is sufficient for most cases. However, if a designer decides to incorporate the additional data related to the event, the event structure can be extended to hold extra contents as well, e.g. descriptive text (string) of an event.

Unlike event data, stream data is typically diverse among modalities, are type specific and high in capacity. How the actual data is exchanged depends on the specific application, modality and designers’ choices. UbiITS framework provides fundamental components to handle any type of stream. Sample count is a predominant feature used to handle data streams where it requires synchronisation between different types of streams, and between a stream and events. The sample count is a time related feature which represents the total number of samples collected at any one instance of time. This is continuously incremented when data stream samples are produced, one-by-one or in heaps depending on the method in device API for collecting samples. Sample count can be interrogated at any instance in time, usually for the purposes of synchronisation or monitoring a stream’s characteristics. More details about how the sample count is used for synchronisation and stream monitoring are given in Section 4.6. FIFO buffers are also extensively used for stream data exchange and will be discussed in a separate section.

4.3.5. Data flow and real-time data access

Transferring data across various nodes of a DCIS is a fundamental requirement. Multimodal data transfer has to be transferred across components for reasons such as real-time data access, multimodal data fusion, storage, etc. Components in a ubiquitous system often work modularly thus independent of each other and hence asynchronously. The UbiITS framework implements data transfer using the model of nodes and links. This allows the data linkages to be effortlessly created or destroyed between compatible nodes. Data linkages can be set permanently, i.e. a hard coded system, or dynamically i.e. an active algorithm initiating
linkages based on demand and availability. Given that nodes are compatible, they can be linked together for data exchange. This enables nodes to operate independent of each other, such that compatible nodes can be interchanged or links can be redirected as required.

Fig.4.3 shows various configurations of data routed between nodes. Data originates from a source node and it flows towards a sink. Since components of a multimodal system run asynchronously it is crucial to assert that sources and sinks produce/consume data packets in independent clock pulses. Therefore malleability is compulsory in the data transfer between asynchronous nodes such that nodes can be freewheeled independent of each other. FIFO buffers are often used as a solution for the asynchronous data transfer [152], [153] and hence the UbiITS framework uses generic FIFO buffers, specially designed for multimodal data transport.

![Fig.4.3 Example configurations of data routed accords components using the model of nodes and links. FIFO buffers play a key role in transferring data between asynchronous nodes. Data transfer across, one node to another (a), one to many nodes (b), chained nodes (c)](image)

**4.3.6. Asynchronous FIFO buffers for multimodal data transfer**

The framework provides a generic definition for FIFO buffers for the purpose of maintaining the homogeneity among multimodal data types. Data packet formats are always custom designed for each application and vary widely among multimodal data types. Consequently, the storage/memory space for data packets are intentionally left out in the definition of the FIFO buffers. Instead, an index management structure is provided allowing the designer to define the data packet format whereas the FIFO index management structure is used to access data packets. This implementation delivers universal, yet lightweight and efficient means to handle assorted data types.

The FIFO buffers play a key role in data transport across asynchronous nodes. They are particularly used in the framework for stream and event data transport between asynchronous nodes. Furthermore they also play a vital part in solving synchronisation issues between multimodal channels such as introducing a controllable delay on streams as a technique for de-jitter. This is comprehensively discussed in Section 4.6.
The FIFO buffers are accessed by asynchronous nodes, i.e. by different threads using a shared memory in the process or separate processes during the operation. This results in the classic producer-consumer, thread synchronisation problem. As a solution the framework provides a single producer - single consumer (SPSC), lock free and fixed size FIFO buffer implementation [154]. Fig.4.4 shows the lock free FIFO implementation where the thread safety is guaranteed by preserving the mutual exclusion of variables being written; a producer and a consumer will never share the write access to a variable. The lock free implementation does not require any native locking mechanisms from the platform although it provides the highest performance. However, its nature and simplicity makes it vulnerable to creating deadlocks in the system when it is inappropriately programmed. The deadlocks can be eliminated by designing the algorithms to use non-blocking techniques; ensuring threads/processes using the FIFOs do not have their execution indefinitely suspended when a FIFO status is empty or full.

The FIFO index management structure enables no-copy operations between a producer and consumer. This is achieved by exchanging data pointers or indexes instead of the actual data (Fig.4.5). This technique is exceptionally efficient when high capacity data elements are exchanged. However, when the data elements are smaller, for instance if the actual data
element exchanged is equivalent to a native data type, e.g. native integer types of platform, float, etc., and exchanging the data pointers may not have any performance benefit.

UbiITS also caters for single producer–multi consumer (SPMC) implementation. This is useful when data generated from a node is to be routed across multiple nodes. The implementation is actually a derivative of the basic SPSC implementation. Multiple basic SPSC FIFOs are stacked to form the SPMC implementation, where each consumer will have a SPSC FIFO to read from but the producer calls a modified function to write to the SPMC FIFO. This modified routine differs from the basic SPSC implementation in that it checks all sub SPSC FIFOs’ free space and takes the minimum value. In this manner the producer does not overwrite the elements in the FIFO until all consumers have consumed it. The previously described no-copy operations remain valid given that all the consumers have read-only access to the data and finish using the data before the consumer reclaims the data storage space.

In addition to the primary features described, the FIFO buffers are equipped with additional features to support the synchronisation between data streams. They are designed to provide information about buffer over-run and buffer under-run; therefore the runtime behaviour of connected nodes can be examined. For example, a node producing samples at a rate higher than the rate consumed by the paired node will lead to a buffer over-run. Similarly when the samples are produced by producer node in a lower rate, it will not keep up with the consumers and lead to a buffer under-run. These features are useful when the system behaviour is needed to be monitored online. A further discussion about online monitoring is given in the section 4.6.6.

4.4. Parallel execution and deployment configurations

Previous sections described about making use of the abstract components provided by the UbiITS framework to create customised device and data modules. Although the reference architecture and the framework outline an architectural skeleton for the system these modules must be compiled and deployed as an executable application in order to be a functional system. Various configurations of functional systems and how the independent modules physically execute are now described. The first deployment configuration relates to multiple devices and data handling nodes within an application. Thereafter, a combination of multiple detached applications with their own set of devices running on isolated processes/platforms is described.
4.4.1. Standalone deployment

A standalone application integrating multiple devices and data handling nodes is a simple and basic deployment configuration. The predominant characteristic of this configuration is that all modules live in the same process and hence share the same virtual memory address space. Serving modules in a timely manner is a principal task in a DCIS; for example polling data from devices, removing samples from buffers where they are being delivered, processing data in real-time, storing data to disks, etc. Each of these tasks incurs different time priorities and their computational loads also differ. Therefore it is crucial to serve the needs of each module in real-time priorities. Running concurrent threads within a process is the standard practice to satisfy parallel multi-tasking scenarios. In platforms without any operating systems, e.g. embedded systems this is handled through interrupt service routines. However, the real-time scheduling of the tasks is highly dependent on the underlying platform. Therefore the nature of scheduling and controllability differs across the underlying operating systems and platform, e.g. number of hardware processing cores, availability of RTOS and scheduling disciplines. Generally designers make the final decisions regarding system behaviour and performance based on their judgement of the computational loads involved and required priorities.

![Diagram](image)

*Fig.4.6 Standalone deployment of device and data modules. Modules are served in parallel with multiple concurrent threads*

The structure and components of the UbiITS framework inherently assert parallel execution and multi-threaded deployment so that the modules can be served in a well-timed fashion (Fig.4.6). Typically each module is served in a dedicated thread; however considering the limitation in the maximum number of possible parallel executions it is mandatory for every module to yield its execution so that other tasks get time to execute. The scheduling of parallel tasks can be flexibly chosen by the designer based on the availability and suitability. For example one can use multiple timers to serve modules and run event loops per thread, e.g. Qt, timers and event loops. Using event loops and timer might provide a hybrid mode of time-
sharing and multi-tasking threads, hence overall number of required threads is reduced. In an RTOS a prioritised pre-emptive scheduling policy can be enforced so that each module gets time to do the service based on the priority. This is analogous to timer interrupt handlers with priorities in embedded systems.

4.4.2. Asynchronous function calls and messaging service

The FIFO modules described in section 4.3.6 are designed to work with parallel access and they primarily resolve the problem of data transport between two nodes (i.e. data modules) that run asynchronously. Yet, in most cases it is usually unsafe to access the device SDK and underlying device in multiple threads which might otherwise result shared memory access violations and inconsistent states in the SDK or underlying device. Therefore, it is important to call the device functions in a single thread where this thread virtually ‘owns’ the device and mediates all requests to/from the device. It is particularly more complicated in embedded systems where the actual hardware is accessed or maintained directly using the module. Several operations such as sequential read/write and accessing busses should not be interrupted and therefore careful considerations about thread scheduling and timing are needed. Thread synchronisation, locking mechanisms and atomic operations may be needed in some cases, depending on the specific case.

The dynamic control of devices requires the calling of their unified interface functions from various parts of the system, where the callers often run in asynchronous threads. However, the unified interface functions should not be called directly since it is only safe to call device control functions from a single thread as mentioned earlier. To address this issue the UbiITS framework offers a simple messaging service across devices. Messages can therefore be processed and the unified interface functions called only by the thread having ownership of the device (Fig.4.7).

![Fig.4.7 Messaging service for asynchronous calls of device functions](image-url)
The message format is kept simple and includes sender ID number, destination device ID number and an enumerated value for the command being sent. For instance, if these parameters are of 4 byte sized, then they support $2^{32}$ values, adequate to cover for device/module IDs and command enumerated values in a typical DCIS. If the functionality needs to be extended other than calling the unified interface functions, the designer can extend the enumerated values.

The exchange of messages across asynchronous modules is usually performed via FIFO queues such that the sender puts the message in the queue and receiver picks it up from the buffer. However, based on the development toolset used to build the system the asynchronous messaging service might be substituted by the toolset’s features which support asynchronous calls. For example, the signals and slots mechanism supports sending events across objects living in separate threads in the Qt Framework. Similarly delegate and invoke methods in the .NET framework support asynchronous calls. In both cases, whether using the message queue in the UbiITS framework or the asynchronous call-back features provided by the development toolset the fundamental concept remains similar to a queuing up mechanism. The latency on the asynchronous function call is dependent on how often the message processing routine checks for new messages in the queue.

### 4.4.3. Distributed deployment

Distributed deployment is more common in building a DCIS where multiple platforms are involved. Contrary to standalone deployment, the modules will not share the same memory address space. Multiple independently running processes, possibly in separate platforms, form the whole structure of the system. However, to function as a whole system these independent processes need to be interconnected using ordinary network connections and standard protocols such as Ethernet and TCP. This configuration can also be inferred as an interconnected network of multiple standalone deployments.

![Distributed deployment of multiple interconnected standalone applications](image)
Remote control interface and data transport are the two connectivity issues that require to be addressed in this configuration (Fig.4.8). A control interface is normally needed when devices need to be dynamically controlled from a remote location. The messaging service introduced previously and used within the standalone deployment can be effectively adopted for such configurations. The assertion made in the framework that all modules execute in parallel makes it possible to use the same techniques both in standalone and distributed deployments.

For instance if TCP connectivity is established across distributed deployments, unified interface functions of a remote device can be called by means of tunnelling the messages via the TCP connection. The same connection can also be shared for data transport and synchronisation purposes; however, a packet format needs to be defined for transmission such that it supports holding all required types of transmission packets. Bandwidth and latency issues play a significant role in transmitting packets across remote sites and therefore careful consideration must be taken when transmitting multimodal data. The diversity of networking techniques (e.g. TCP, Bluetooth, Serial port) and the characteristics of multimodal data (e.g. size, constant frequency, spontaneous events, allowed latency) mean that it is not possible to define an efficient and universal transmission packet format. Consequently, the system architect shall choose an appropriate packet format.

The distributed configuration can be in various arrangements based on the specific DCIS. For example, every isolated process can be connected to one centralised process or various processes can be connected to each other, e.g. star, mesh, bus, etc. topologies. Wrapping up a remote device or a data node into a virtual host module is a possible way of connecting remote devices. Host modules reside in the local process, so that they can be accessed directly and eventually the remote devices accessed through them.

4.5. **Event driven system – Asynchronous and distributed events**

Combining the two distinctive features of the framework, namely the data handling nodes and asynchronous function calls provides the opportunity to construct an event driven DCIS. Fig.4.9 shows how physical activities are converted into system events. This is a substantial feature indicating that the system can operate as an event driven system, not only responding to the programmatically generated events but also to the physical activities. When physical activities are captured as events they can be converted into system events and thereafter handled by an asynchronous event handler. A physical activity captured as stream data can be converted into event data when the data stream is processed for event detection, e.g. when a threshold is exceeded or a pattern is matched.
Fig. 4.9 Event Driven System: physical activities transformed into system events

Generated events often have to be handled asynchronously, i.e. separate threads, so that the data handling nodes can continue to work uninterrupted. Events are required to be registered and routed by an event router where more than one part of the system is listening to systems events. Typically, an event handling mechanism provided by the development toolset (e.g. Qt signals and slots, .NET Events) will be in operation and therefore can be used effectively in place of a new event routing mechanism.

Event handlers may be used to produce chained events in response to an original event then the response event can be carried to an actuation device to perform a feedback activity. Alternatively, the event handlers may try to modify the system configuration, such as starting/stopping a device. This enables the DCIS to adapt its characteristics in real-time according to the captured data. Registering and routing system events in a distributed environment is complex since various connectivity solutions and development toolsets might be involved. However, distributed events are advantageous since they can be fired from remote locations and the entire system responding to those events by means of physical actuations. An event driven mechanism with asynchronous event handling and distributed events enables the building of a DCIS which is ultimately dynamic and responds to the physical activities.

4.6. Synchronisation techniques

The UbiITS framework is equipped with number of primary synchronisation primitives to achieve the synchronisation of multimodal data channels in real-time and for post processing. The functionality provided by the framework components for synchronisation is categorised as follows.

1. Time stamping and chronological ordering of events.
2. Synchronisation of multiple data streams.

Components and corresponding techniques used to achieve time critical synchronisation are detailed below.
4.6.1. Timestamps

The framework defines an abstract clock module to provide timestamps. The clock module is usually a singleton object for a process running on a specific platform. Therefore all modules use the time provided by the clock to timestamp the event or sample. Usually in PC based platforms, there is at least one high precision hardware clock provided and a clock module is essentially a wrapper for this native clock. The system implementer will generally provide a solid implementation for the abstract clock module provided in the framework, making use of the platform specific clock. In circumstances where there is no clocking mechanism available (e.g. embedded hardware with no dedicated hardware clock) a simplistic revolving counter pseudo clock implementation is provided in the framework. This pseudo clock implementation needs to be ticked appropriately by some mechanism, e.g. interrupt service routine (ISR); hence the ticking accuracy can affect the time provided by the pseudo clock.

The standard timestamp defaults to 64 bit integer across the framework which is basically represented in the UNIX time format. Accessing the hardware clock in synchronous threads is not problematic since it is a read-only operation. In platforms where it is not safe to interrupt the clock access, the time read must be protected by thread synchronisation mechanisms.

As stated previously in the section 4.3.4 time stamping is an essential element for marking the temporal location of events occurring in a DCIS. These events are captured from multiple sources and given that they all share a same time origin, i.e. a centralised clock, they can be aligned temporally and chronologically. Similar to events stream type data can also be time stamped, thus associating a timestamp with each collected sample. In this case a timestamp does not need to be treated as a separate entity; data structure designed hold the sample data can be extended to hold the timestamp data if required. For this reason UbiITS framework does not integrate timestamps to the stream typed data.

4.6.2. Clock synchronisation

Modules in the same process/platform share the same clock source; therefore, the timestamp synchronisation problem does not exist. However, in a distributed deployment configuration, timestamps might be acquired from various clocks. In this case it becomes necessary to ensure the temporal legitimacy of the timestamps. The framework provides several clock synchronisation mechanisms derived from Network Time Protocol [91] and Reference Broadcast Synchronisation Algorithms [155]. The clock synchronisation methods are abstract definitions and therefore suitable for any connectivity media, e.g. TCP, UDP or Serial. Once the offset of distributed clocks are estimated they can be synchronised beforehand or alternatively the offsets can be used to adjust the timestamps in another distributed platform. Fig.4.10
illustrates how events time-stamped by two distributed clocks should be treated in another platform with associated offsets.

Fig.4.10 Time offsets in a distributed deployment configuration and compensated timestamps across distributed nodes

4.6.3. Latencies in data channels

Section 4.3.4 defined that physical activities can be captured as an event or a stream by the framework. There is always a temporal latency between the actual physical activity and the captured data associated to the physical activity (Fig.4.11). This latency can be considered as the time difference between the instantaneous physical activity and its corresponding data (an event or data samples in a stream) that is being processed for use. In reality it is impossible to completely remove this latency though it is possible to reduce it by having faster sensing and transport. The framework provides parameters to characterise this latency; therefore, instead of disregarding the latency it can be measured, catered for and compensated.

Fig.4.12 Disparate latencies involved in samples routed through various data paths. Buffers are introduced in the data streams to align samples in real-time

Furthermore, the samples collected via miscellaneous devices are routed through various data paths thus possessing disparate latencies (Fig.4.12, a). It is essential to temporally align
multiple data streams so that correlations made between data streams and the actual physical activity is valid. The framework approaches this problem with two following views:

1. Synchronisation for real-time data access and fusion.
2. Synchronisation of captured data in post process.

FIFO buffers are used in the paths of data streams to introduce extra delays in real-time to balance dissimilar latencies such that samples from different streams can be temporally aligned (Fig.4.12, b). The number of items (samples) available in a FIFO buffer can be used to trigger the data consumption from the buffer, i.e. controlling the latency. It should be noted that introducing extra buffers increase the overall latency, however this inevitable when a precise online synchronisation is required. Therefore the extra buffering should be kept minimal to reduce the effective latency.

Similar to stream type data, events type data also possesses latency issues. However events are normally aperiodic and therefore the system cannot rely on buffering number of samples to synchronise them with other streams or events. Latencies in events are directly related to the time offset, whereas in streams it can be related to time via the number of samples and their frequency. Latency/offset compensation parameters are incorporated for every data channel in the UbiITS framework. These parameters can be used up by any module which is sensitive to synchronisation across data channels (e.g. online-fusion units) to compensate for temporal offsets. However, it is not necessary to use these parameters when the synchronisation is not critical, (e.g. data storage units). When interrogating the offset parameters in a distributed deployment additional consideration needs to be taken since the distributed data transport also causes extra delays. Fig.4.13 shows how additional latencies need to be counted in a distributed deployment.

Fig.4.13 Latencies due to distributed data transport and dissimilar offsets in distributed deployments
4.6.4. Automatic latency measurement

Ideally latencies in device specific data channels should be available explicitly from the device/API specifications or could be evaluated based on specifics provided by the device/API manufacturer. Latencies due to internal components, e.g. processing, buffering, etc. can be evaluated by scrutinizing the algorithms and respective codes. However, based on the inaccessibility or difficulty in accessing this information in most circumstances, the UbiITS framework proposes techniques to independently estimate them.

A simpler way to measure latencies across data nodes is to transmit synthetic data across the source and destination nodes in known times. It is crucial to have synchronised clocks in both source and destination nodes, therefore the sending and receiving timestamps can be matched. This procedure functions efficiently in measuring latencies inside the framework’s application realm; within this realm all the modules have access to some kind of a clock (Fig.4.14, 1). However this procedure turns out to be useless in finding the latency between the actual physical activities and when the corresponding signals initially become available in a framework module (Fig.4.14, 2). The main reason for this is that internal clock references within the system cannot be used to measure the precise instantaneous time of an external physical activity.

![Fig.4.14 Measuring latencies within framework modules (1) and the latency between actual physical activity and the corresponding signals becomes firstly available in a framework module (2)](image)

Measuring the latency of an external activity with reference to an internal clock is a convoluted procedure. To solve this issue a sophisticated technique is proposed in the UbiITS framework which can be used to measure the signal latencies of external activities. This method uses a dedicated embedded hardware as a calibration device to induce unambiguously identifiable data signatures into the data channels when commanded by the system. These induced synthetic signature patterns mimic a real external activity, and travel through the same signal path. On the other side the device module which is integrated in the system will receive and detect the synthetic pattern.
The step-by-step activities involved in procedure is given below and illustrated in Fig.4.15.

1. The system sends the command to the calibration device to induce a data signature in the signal stream.

2. The calibration device induces the synthetic patterns (i.e. data signature) in the signal stream and simultaneously (within a negligible time) acknowledges the command.

3. The induced signal is received and detected by the system.

Finding a suitable method for spawning the data signature into the data stream and detecting the signature are key requirements in this technique. The method for inducing a signature varies depending on the type of data modality. Sensor properties and the availability of actuation methods for inducing synthetic patterns also need to be considered when selecting a method. Spawned signature patterns require to be explicit to create ‘spikey’ pulses in the data channel so that the relevant algorithms can recognise the changes and detect the pattern unambiguously with the sufficient temporal exactness.

![Fig.4.15 Measuring the latency of an external physical activity using a dedicated embedded, calibration device](image)

The combined latency in signal paths can then be measured by obtaining the internal system timestamps for the following activities. The activities and corresponding timestamps are given below.
$t_0$ - command sent

$t_1$ - acknowledgment received

$t_2$ - induced pattern detected

The time diagram in Fig.4.16 illustrates the activities, time stamps and latencies involved.

Fig.4.16 Time diagram for Measuring the latency of an external physical activity using a dedicated embedded, calibration device

Generally the round trip time of the command-acknowledgement cycle ($d_{cl}$) can be assumed to be symmetric. Therefore the command latency can estimated from the round trip time ($T_{RTT}$) as follows.

$$d_{cl} = \frac{T_{RTT}}{2}$$

$$T_{RTT} = t_1 - t_0$$

$$d_{cl} = \frac{t_1 - t_0}{2}$$

The signal latency can be estimated by the actuation latency in the calibration device (time taken to induce the signature pattern in the data channel), the time of induced signature being detected by the system and the command latency.

$$d_{cl} + d_a + d_s = t_2 - t_0$$

$$d_s = \frac{2t_2 + t_1 - t_0}{2} - d_a$$

In most cases the actuation latency is in negligible orders compared to the signal latencies involved. However, it can be quantified based on the embedded hardware design and physical properties of actuation, if required. Multiple signal latency measurements can be taken by firing calibration cycles in a series over a period of time. A better estimate of the latency in a data channel can be calculated by averaging the multiple signal latency measurements.
The dedicated embedded platform is used here for providing deterministic timing so that all execution timing inside the calibration devices are known and controllable. Inaccurate and non-deterministic timing issues are common in general purpose platforms and general purpose operating systems. An embedded hardware with low latency platform is a preferred solution for this. For example, an embedded programmable device driving communication and signalling peripherals directly without an operating system is preferable. Accessing hardware registries and interrupt service routines generally provide low execution times and predictable behaviours in task scheduling.

Typically latency/offset parameters can be fixed to a constant value based on the results from a test rig implementation. However if advanced or much tighter synchronisation is required, advanced algorithms (e.g. moving/weighted averaging, predictions) based on the specific application can be employed to modify these parameters dynamically.

4.6.5. Overall interaction latency

As well as the presence of the latency in data paths, latency between the physical activity performed and the interaction is inevitable. Basically a time delay is always present when a change in parameter occurs and the system reacts to that change. Increased real-time processing time results in increased interaction latency. Although FIFO buffering helps in balancing the latencies across channels, it nonetheless increases overall latency of a reactive interaction. Fig.4.17 shows the latencies involved when a system reacts to the captured data.

![Overall interaction latency](image)

Fig.4.17 Overall interaction latency, includes signal latencies, buffering and processing delays

4.6.6. Runtime monitoring of sampling

Up to this point, how the UbiITS framework considered the latencies in data paths has been discussed. For any DCIS deployment it is important to understand that latencies often change dynamically, e.g. due to network dynamics and task scheduling inaccuracies. Because of this, node-to-node sample delivery frequency may also suffer jitter. Hence FIFO buffers perform a dual function here; helping to control/balance the latency and providing a cushion effect against the jitter Fig.4.18.
Monitoring the buffer levels periodically can reveal the dynamics of the synchronisation and help to measure synchronisation related parameters such as jitter, buffer over-flow, buffer under-run, etc. In a real life DCIS fatal scenarios such as device failure or a loss of connectivity can occur and affect the synchronisation of data channels. Extreme scenarios may cause a DCIS to go beyond its limits and produce erroneous results. Detecting the extreme and out-of-control synchronisations in real-time can help designs to take intelligent, safety measures such as shutting down the functionality or nullifying the generated output. Monitoring synchronisation related parameters enables identifying synchronisation problems in runtime, recording them for later use and resuming the normal operation of the system once the parameters return to an acceptable range. Logging the sample delivery rate, jitter, etc. provides the ability to evaluate the runtime capabilities and manage the resource availability to handle a specific task.

Runtime parameters related to synchronisation can be captured periodically like capturing normal data samples. The meta-samples associated to the synchronisation are treated identically to any other samples in the system. The data handling modules in the framework allows these meta-samples to be represented in a data stream, and therefore they can be transported across modules, used and stored as necessary.

### 4.6.7. Automatic forced syncing intervals

Instead of assuming a constant delivery rate of samples in a stream, which is affected by the runtime characteristics, e.g. device failure, jitter, etc. a better method for synchronising stream samples is proposed here. Polling the sample count of every data stream in a periodic manner can force all the streams to be synchronised at periodic intervals. In an ideal case the sample count in every data steam would increase linearly; however this is affected by the variation in sample delivery rate. Sample counts polled at periodic intervals can reveal instantaneous frequency. Calculating the instantaneous frequency of a stream from consecutive sample counts and timestamps at polling is given below.

$$f_{in} = \frac{SC_n - SC_{n-1}}{t_n - t_{n-1}}$$

Parameters associated with a poll - $n$:
5Cn - Sample count

tn - Time

fin - Instantaneous frequency

A periodic timer can be used to raise synchronisation events automatically, i.e. trigger the polling of sample counts and estimating the instantaneous frequency. Shorter intervals will generate more accurate synchronisation points but increase the communication overheads and the size of the synchronisation data. The final synchronisation can be achieved by timely aligning and scaling data strips between synchronisation events. The data between synchronisation event points can be interpolated with the instantaneous frequencies.

4.6.8. Post capture synchronisation

Synchronisation requirements for post capture are slightly different to real-time. Samples are generally stored in to a storage device and thereafter during post processing streams realigned as required. Therefore buffering samples in real-time to temporally align data streams is not necessary in this case.

Compared to the naive approach of synchronising sample streams based on the beginning and end of the recording, the UbiITS framework was designed to handle complex DCIS comprising many different hardware and software components. Therefore it must be prepared for frequency variations and dynamic synchronisation characteristic changes in the runtime. Monitoring the synchronisation characteristics in real-time as stated in section 4.6.6 and 4.6.7 are essentially designed to improve synchronisation accuracies. Accuracies can be improved by dividing the data streams into periodic time strips and then matching the samples from temporally corresponding strips of multiple data streams. Basically shorter time strips used for synchronisation provides tighter synchronisation whereas longer time strips (e.g. start and end points of a recording) result higher slack across synchronisation points.

4.7. Summary

The UbiITS framework presented in this chapter covers all the technical, architectural and deployment details. The description initially provided the reference architecture and definitions of components that could be used as building blocks in constructing a DCIS. Subsequently techniques used for deploying the system architecture, event handling and temporal synchronisation have been described. Major components and techniques included in the UbiITS framework are listed in Table 4.3. Fig.4.19 indicates a process suggested for designing a system implementing UbiITS framework.
Table 4.3 List of components and techniques included in the UbiITS framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Component/Techniques - Classes</th>
<th>Section Ref#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference Architecture</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Devices</td>
<td>Unified Interface</td>
<td>4.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State Variables</td>
<td>4.3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Data</td>
<td>Event Data Type</td>
<td>4.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stream Data Type</td>
<td>4.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Flow Tools</td>
<td>Asynchronous FIFO</td>
<td>4.3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Source</td>
<td>4.3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Sink</td>
<td>4.3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment Configurations</td>
<td>Stand alone</td>
<td>4.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>4.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>Asynchronous Messaging</td>
<td>4.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Event Handling</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distributed Events</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronisation Techniques</td>
<td>Time Stamping</td>
<td>4.6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clock Synchronisation</td>
<td>4.6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automatic Latency measurement</td>
<td>4.6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Runtime Sample Monitoring</td>
<td>4.6.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.4.19 A design process suggested for implementing a system with UbiITS framework

The framework definition has been presented in a generic form, without referring to any solid implementation examples. Maintaining its generic form is imperative so that it enables the framework to comply with its ubiquitous, generic, abstract and extendable characteristics. Application case studies provided in the following chapters will present concrete implementation examples of the DCIS, justifying and demonstrating the promised functionality of the framework. A characteristic metrics on the framework will be established after the case studies as a summary evaluation.
Chapter 5. The application of ubiquitous multimodal synchronous data capture in CAD

Related Publications


Product design can be a complex and iterative process where the knowledge, experience and skills of a designer/engineer are articulated through the design tools. The reasoning given by the designer behind every action performed in a design activity is highly complex and comprises inferred information, explicit and tacit knowledge, emotive communication and transient exposures to the subject matter [156]. Despite the associated product constraints, a designer’s knowledge and rationale play a significant role in the design. These are fuzzy by nature, difficult to capture and therefore difficult to document. Although self-reporting at each design phase can be applied, it is heavily dependent on the memory of the designer, open to interpretation and also creates interrupts during the design process itself.

Present-day computer aided design (CAD) solutions can produce a history of the designed solution within the internal bounds of their software package, e.g. revision history of a CAD part, tracking of changes made to a solution, etc. However they miss out the valuable information about external endeavours particularly those that happen during the design activity such as dialogues, sketches, notes, informative directives, knowledge and the emotional states of the designer, as well as other physical activities which influence the design process.

Literature lists a whole host of data required to be monitored and logged to enable design tasks in computer aided environments to be revisited, interrogated, analysed and understood [157], [158]. The future of design task analysis and knowledge/information capture lies in studies that involve the logging and analysis of formal computer aided engineering data e.g. product specifications, geometries, properties, calculations, simulations, in conjunction with the multimodal information about the activities performed during the design process. Various previous works reported about multimodal interaction capture involved capturing audio-
visuals, document access history, inter-personal interactions and psycho-physiological data in a
time-phased manner [157], [159]–[161]. As a consequence having standard protocols would be
highly beneficial, which researchers can use to implement such a monitoring methodology as a
tool to take forward the next generation of design research.

This case study showcases the application of a generic framework for ubiquitous multimodal
synchronous data capture, based around the capture of CAD system activities, which was
employed to monitor and log a variety of inputs, interactions, psycho-physiological data and
design solutions with a view to providing meta and chronological performance data for post
task analysis. The framework predominantly addresses a technical solution for the ubiquitous
and holistic capture of design activity. Through this work it has been demonstrated that it is
possible to build up an end-to-end pipeline which ubiquitously captures the design activity and
represents the captured meta-information against CAD records in a time-phased manner.

5.1. CAD - the case for unobtrusive ubiquitous design data capture

Jin and Ishino [159] proposed a design activity knowledge acquisition (DAKA) framework to
extract the design activity knowledge by capturing the designers’ design moves and used a
function-based design operation-mining algorithm to extract meaningful design operation
sequences. DAKA established the product model road map that represents the trajectory
designers walked through during the design process by capturing the sequence of events
occurring while interacting with CAD software.

Besides the CAD software and CAD models, a designer would also interact with other media
such as text, audio, video and sketches. Shipman and McCall [160] proposed an integrated
approach to capturing design rationale and associated design communications by means of the
‘hypermedia’. Two Systems, PHIDIAS and Hyper Object Substrate (HOS) were used to capture
and integrate a variety of hypermedia related to the design process and to structure the
unstructured hypermedia information. A vector-based node-link structure was used to
represent the connectivity between hypermedia, serving as the basis for design rationale.
Although the structuring of hypermedia is studied, no temporal records were utilized in this
work to relate them with the chronological performance of the design process.

Design activities are dynamic and any information resources accessed during a design session
can be captured and potentially reused in future design tasks. However, structuring design
knowledge, e.g. inferred, tacit, explicit and transitive, in a machine accessible format for
storage and retrieval for computer-based knowledge support is not trivial. Campbell et al.
[161], [162] explored a methodology for profiling computer-based design activities relative to
the order and timing of resources accessed during a design session, where the data is captured
along with the creation of formal design representations, e.g. design drawings, reports, etc. based on Bayesian inference. They then tried to relate it to the designer’s focus or goal which was interpreted by the actions observed at the computer interface, e.g. keyboard input and interaction with the CAD software, so that a relationship between documents based on the context of their usage can be identified.

The Knowledge Enhanced Notes (KEN) system introduced by Conway et al. captures collaborative activities in a design meeting and generates an enhanced documented record of the meeting with a view of re-using at later stages in the product lifecycle. In addition to the discussions and decisions made during the meeting, KEN records the resources accessed and the temporal information about them [157]. The benefits of the multimodal information has been generally realised specifically as informal data about the design process in addition to formal design records, which enables revisiting and understanding the design process in product’s extended lifecycles [163], [164].

Revisiting and interrogating the design process with regards to the multimodal metadata requires a pristine link between the formal data and informal data. Generally, this has been overlooked and the informal data searchable or not-searchable on its own will not have the associativity with the formal data. Therefore the captured metadata should be associated to the part name or a product lifecycle management (PLM) identification property in order to provide the bidirectional accessibility. Preferably, the best time to capture this link is during the actual activity when the formal design records are being created or accessed and the informal data is being captured.

Analogous to CAD, Rea et al. used BAMZOOKi, an intuitive 3D design environment to study design activities [165]. This work specifically enabled the automatic capture of the design process via a customised BAMZOOKi interface and generated log files based on extensible mark-up language (XML) and Process Specification Language (PSL) during the design activity. The log files were subsequently processed to output various representations of design knowledge. Integrated computer-aided manufacturing DEFinitions IDEF0 [166] and Design Rationale Editor DRed [167] diagrams were automatically generated to formally represent the designer’s activity and design rationale. English-syntax instructions, annotated video clips and a design storyboard were generated to represent the design knowledge and processes. Similarly design activities in a virtual reality based cable organisation system were also studied by capturing user activities identical to the CAD design process [168], [169]. This further demonstrates and validates that design activities can be potentially transformed into understandable and CAD-neutral format knowledge representations.
5.2. Capturing user activity

Comparable to analysing a CAD activity, capturing user activities is common in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) studies. Usability studies for investigating software application user interfaces (UI) extensively used user activity monitoring systems [31], [32], [170]. A survey by Hilbert and Redmiles [171] classified and described a wide range of techniques used in HCI research for extracting usability information from user interfaces. They categorised which usability indicators were analysed, e.g. user behaviour, performance, cognition, attitude, stress level, and which multimodal data collection techniques such as UI events, audio, video, psychophysical recording and subjective measures such as interviews and surveys, were used to study the usability. This work also highlighted that user activities can be classified and analysed into different levels according to their level of granularity and abstraction; the abstracted activities can be inferred by interpreting a stream of events related to the low-level interactions [171].

Fig. 5.1 illustrates examples of CAD user activities during a typical CAD task, approximately representing the variation from low-level interactions to inferred abstract tasks. A balance between the granularity of the data captured and the level of inference needed to incorporate the abstraction should be maintained while capturing and analysing user activities [172]. Accordingly, adequate low-level, granular activity data should be captured to recognize reasonably abstract tasks [170]. Too much data, when combined with extraneous information, creates difficulties in drawing inferences about the task and can demand high computational and storage resources.

![Granularity and Abstraction Diagram](image)

*Fig. 5.1 Example activities in a CAD task approximately illustrating the granularity of the user activity and the abstraction of tasks*

Standard operations in a PC, such as file operations, text manipulation, accessing the web, voice calls, etc., are often monitored to analyse the user activity [31]. Capturing events automatically generated by applications, instead of low-level keyboard and mouse
interactions, is a commonly used technique in user activity monitoring systems. These events are usually pre-determined and the applications customised to automatically generate these events while the user interacts with the system [172], [173]. Events are chosen and organised based around the domain of study, for example a study about document interactions considers file system events, internet browser events and application window events [162].

Software tools are normally required to capture and exchange event information across the UI application and monitoring software. Microsoft component object models (COM) and dynamically linked libraries (DLL) are often used to build the infrastructure for receiving event notifications in Microsoft applications [31], [172], [173]. Intercepting messages invoked by the operating system for keyboard and mouse events is another commonly used technique for monitoring user activity [172], [174].

Events raised by the application or the user interface represent instantaneous activities occurring for a discrete period of time. In contrast, user activities can be observed in a continuous manner, e.g. video and audio recording, screen capture and continuous mouse movements. [32], [33]. Psycho-physiological measures are increasingly being employed to establish a better understanding of the internal state of the user. Heart rate/electrocardiography (EKG), facial muscle activities, eye tracking, pupillometry, electroencephalography (EEG), electromyography (EMG) and galvanic skin response (GSR) are some of the commonly used biometric measures to monitor user activity [32], [34], [35], [175]–[177].

User activity monitoring systems have largely focused on logging events occurring between the user and the UI. However, recording user activity in a task-based situation creates more challenges. A design task involves human factors beyond examining the interaction solely between a designer and software. Personal aspects such as knowledge, experience, creativity and emotional perception do influence the design solution. Consequently, psycho-physiological data provides an alternative for analysing affective design activities. Complementary to UI event logging, which provides an explicit form of information about the user interaction within the UI, the human-centric data represents an implicit form of user interaction.

A need for a common set of tools to integrate and build up a user activity monitoring system has been noticeably identified in the past [2]; however, this work is the first attempt at specifying, designing and implementing such a generic framework for CAD.
5.3. Requirements for a ubiquitous framework

Sections 5.1 and 5.2 has established the case for using informal metadata relating to the design process in addition to formal design records has been described and consequently the requirement of multimodal capture. The design process necessitates a ubiquitous and dynamic system that dictates that any capture tools are unobtrusively embedded into the working environment; it must not cause interruptions of or add extra workload to the design process. The multiple modalities also necessitate tight temporal synchronisation tolerances between captured data streams in order that a meaningful understanding of the CAD activity relationships can be established. For these reasons systematic, implementable arrangements are presented to accommodate a wide range of data capture tools that blend seamlessly into the environment and the process. It particularly addresses a technical solution for consistently extendable, ubiquitous metadata capture systems.

5.4. Experimental setup

An experimental ubiquitous DCIS was setup to demonstrate the applicability of the UbiITS framework to an engineering design task (Fig.5.2). This experimental system was also used to test how its components fulfil the requirements for capturing an engineering design activity. Previously described concepts and modules of the framework are implemented and tested by...
applying them to the experimental capture of design activity and thereafter justified by examining the captured data during the experiment. An outline of the experimental design task followed by descriptions of the framework implementation and how its modules were used to handle issues related to the design environment will now be detailed.

A design task to optimize a bracket to support the given pin force was to be trialled on an industry standard CAD package, i.e. Siemens NX™. A total of 24 engineering students were recruited to establish a record on their cognitive loads during design activities. There was no time restriction for the user to complete the task. The design task was divided into two stages:

1. To modify the bracket such that it will not fail given an applied pin force. The student was required to calculate the allowable tensile and shear stress based on the bracket material and then, through the interface, configure the cross-section (breadth and thickness) of the bracket (Fig.5.3).

2. To calculate the tensile and shear stress including the weld type and sizing for the bracket.

Fig.5.3 Illustrates the experimental task in the customised NX interface which allows performing the stress calculations and shows the subsequent results

In order to understand the affective states and the cognitive processes of the designer during the iterations of the given task, psycho-physiological measurements were recorded and synchronised with other modalities such as keyboard and mouse interactions, video recording, etc.
High temporal synchronization was required in the recorded data, which included the EEG, EKG, eye movement, NX log file, mouse clicks and a video of user design activities. The EEG and ECG data were processed for affect artefacts and pupillary measures associated to the cognitive load. By studying the neuro-psycho-physiological attributes associated to a CAD-based engineering design process, it is envisaged that interrelated engineering behaviours can be more deeply understood and consequently, lead to more natural and intuitive CAD user interfaces.

5.5. Employing UbiITS framework to solve technical problems

Each of the capture tools within the ubiquitous capture system produces a variety of data types depending on the captured content, e.g. discrete key press, mouse movement coordinates, video, location-based multichannel physiological measurement such as EEG, etc. The characteristics of these multimodal data vary extensively based on the format of the data, its resolution and frequency. Care should be taken to handle those dissimilar data types, for example, the way the 19 channel EEG data is treated, which corresponds to different locations on the head, is different than, say, 2-dimensional pixel-based screen capture; data buffers involved in retrieving the data and the processing algorithms used also vary.

In addition to the dissimilarity in data formats, the method by which they are captured is also important. Several data channels are embedded within a stream i.e. continuously at a constant frequency, e.g. EEG, eye tracking, video, while the others are captured as discrete events occurring in the environment, e.g. CAD activity logging, key presses. Remarkably, some of the data can be captured in both streams and in an event-based manner, e.g. mouse activity can be monitored for discrete clicks while tracking the cursor movement continuously and tracking the eyes continuously while triggering specific events when the user looks at a specific region of interest on the screen.

5.5.1. Bandwidth and computational load

The bandwidth and frequency of a data channel are important factors in deciding how it should be handled. Biophysical signals, e.g. EEG, GSR, are captured at high frequency (2048Hz) from USB hardware. There is the potential for missing data packets from devices if it were not read at the required frequency. Also crucial is the allocation of appropriate buffer sizes and to remove the data from the buffers at an adequate rate. HD video capture needs handling vast amounts of data (1280x720 pixels x 3 byte colour depth X 30fps = 79.10Mbytes per second) and potentially creates a bandwidth bottleneck within the data capture system. It is common to use a video codec to compress the video in real time; on the other hand runtime video compression puts high demand on the CPU. Although CAD logging is normally not a
computationally demanding task, the events triggered by the CAD software are sporadic since it is based upon user activity, e.g. the user spins the model, changes the view zoom occasionally. This produces varying amounts of data in short but intensive bursts, producing a non-uniform load on computational resources which might cause issues in the real-time scheduling of tasks involved in the system.

5.5.2. Online data exchange

Data handling modules implemented in the UbiITS framework were used to address issues related to multimodal data. Abstract and modular-based definitions of stream type and event type data built in the framework were extended to support each data modality. Fig.5.4 shows example configurations of how the data handling units in the ubiquitous data capture environment were linked using the appropriate modules. Brief descriptions of each configuration are now given.

![Fig.5.4 Four examples of data flow configurations for stream and event-based data](image)

First in first out (FIFO) buffers provided by the UbiITS framework were extensively used for sharing data from one unit to the other, where FIFO buffers supports exchanging data between multiple execution threads. Multi-threading provides better handling between time critical tasks and long running background tasks. For instance, collecting data from EEG hardware is a time critical high priority task. Therefore a high priority, high frequency task can collect EEG samples from the hardware and store it in the FIFO, whereas a long running storage task can transfer the data in batches from the FIFO to a disk storage. The abstract stream data module implemented in the framework was extended to support EEG data formats. Correspondingly, the same module was extended to support other stream-based data types in the following configurations.

5.5.3. Online viewing of captured data

It is reasonable to have the data capture system with real-time viewing capability which can be used for inspecting the captured data online. The video capturing the user activity could be
viewed online while the recorded video frames are compressed by the codec and stored in a video file. However, online viewing is only a supplementary feature and has low importance compared other real-time tasks. It is good enough to miss video frames for viewing and hence appropriate to run a low frequency, low priority thread with flexible timing requirements. FIFO modules provided by the UbiITS framework incorporated a feature to retrieve samples without removing the samples from the buffer, so that it allowed every frame to be securely collected by the storage thread.

5.5.4. Handling CAD system events

In contrast to the stream module, an event based module is implemented in the framework which deals in particular with sporadic data. Events triggered in CAD software are passed through this event module and then linked to the other system units as necessary. A fusion unit was employed to retrieve a frame from the user screen video stream whenever a mouse click event is received. Two functions, namely capturing the user screen video and generating a screen shot when a mouse click event is fired, are combined in this configuration.

Data handling modules implemented in the framework are designed to be lightweight and high performance. In contrast to other data logging systems [54] which upload the data to a centralized database, data is saved by the framework in local files in a distributed manner, therefore enabling high bandwidth and low latency data handling. Nevertheless, the captured data can be committed in batch operations to a central repository using a low priority task if required.

5.5.5. Integrating multimodal capture tools devices with a centralised control panel

A centralised control panel is required to control all the capture devices or tools, where every device can be accessed from that central point allowing to start/stop capturing the CAD station activity. Two possibilities in this central control point are that the whole capture process can be manually controlled (i.e. CAD engineer or a facilitator) or attached to a fully automatic mechanism, for example the capture starts/stops along with the CAD software and controlled by a customised interface panel within the CAD software. Every device interface and corresponding API/SDK was encapsulated within a wrapper interface that is compatible with the unified access interface defined by the UbiITS framework. Fig.5.5 illustrates an example unified access interface and centralized control panel.
5.5.6. Interconnection of distributed devices

The diversity of devices used in the system for monitoring CAD environments often requires special considerations in choosing hardware and software platforms. Support is provided by various device vendors for different operating system platforms and maintaining issues caused by legacy software/hardware influences selecting the hardware and software platforms. Incompatibility between devices and platforms occasionally requires a mix of platforms. UbiITS supports interconnecting devices running independently in isolated platforms with the aid of a communication interlink, e.g. TCP, UART Messages, that relay the unified interface function calls and also the synchronisation related messages. Furthermore when the data streams or an events are exchanged between components of the framework, the latency in these interlinks also needs to be counted when synchronisation is considered.

5.5.7. Integration of ubiquitous devices in the system

The Siemens NX™ CAD software was customised using the UniGraphics/NX Open API according to the unified interface structure as proposed in the framework. The customised module also generated markers for predefined actions, e.g. modifying the values of text boxes, pressing command buttons, pan and zoom -view manipulations, etc., carried out in the CAD software. This module was also responsible for regulating the other capture tools setup in the
environment. For example metadata capture of other devices is started/stopped when the designer starts/stops working on the CAD, i.e. controlling the whole metadata environment.

Fig.5.6 shows how the capture devices were setup and how three different workstation platforms were used in the ubiquitous data capture environment for the CAD task. A low latency system, PC1 (Windows 7, 32bit), is used as the centralized control panel and for time stamping purposes. Simultaneously, it is also used with EEG and eye tracking devices, for which platform drivers and APIs only support 32bit platforms. PC2 (Windows 7, 64 bit) has been purposely tuned for high bandwidth and storage capabilities with RAID-0 disk storage and USB3 features. The CAD workstation (Windows XP, 32 bit) was built addressing the legacy support issues. TCP interlinks were implemented to interconnect distributed devices with the centralized control panel and to create connections between devices wherever the data flow between different distributed device units was required.

Fig.5.6 Arrangement of device units showing how event and stream modules are used to handle the data flow and the unified interface is used to access device functions. TCP interlinks have been created to support the interconnection of distributed devices.
5.5.8. Data stream synchronisation

![Figure 5.7](image)

Fig. 5.7 Illustration of latencies in data channels with respect to instantaneous user activity (a).

Fusion units, i.e. screenshot capture on mouse clicks, are influenced by latencies.

Offsets in the streams create skew (b) in the generated screenshots. This can be compensated by adding an extra delay (c) as required. \(d_1 - d_5\) = latencies in channels, \(d_5w\) = added waiting time, \(d_5'\) = overall latency for the screenshot.

Data samples collected via miscellaneous devices are routed through various data paths thus possessing disparate latencies. These streams must be aligned to produce valid correlations and hence usable information can be generated. The validity of the inferred data produced by fusion units depends on the temporal alignment of the data fed into these data fusions. For example, the screen video, eye tracking and GSR must be temporally synchronised to derive a reasonable conclusion about user’s emotions in an instant [178]. It is also important to synchronise the events occurring in the CAD environment, e.g. events triggered by the CAD software, mouse clicks, with the data streams such as biophysical signals and video. An illustration of the potential latencies involved in data channels is shown in Fig. 5.7. To address this latency/offset compensation parameters were introduced for every data channel (see: section 4.6.3). The offset parameter is used in online-fusion units to compensate for the offsets in fused channels or in post-capture analysis to re-synchronise the channels. Configuration 4 in Fig. 5.4 is the fusion unit used to capture screenshots from mouse clicks, where the screenshots are skewed by the difference in offsets in the data streams (Fig. 5.7, b and c).

5.5.9. Handling latency and jitter in data channels

Mouse clicks and screen video stream are captured by different devices and associated APIs. The offset between these channels creates an observable skew when these channels are fused together. The video frames and mouse clicks were analysed to validate synchronisation and the method of latency/offset compensation. Although the offset compensation was applied for every channel, these two channels are chosen for analysis because the mouse pointer on the screen and the button click event can be manually observed in the video frames. Mouse x and
y coordinates logged in a click event by the Windows hooks is compared with the screen video frames. Fig.5.8 shows the timeline of video frames, a mouse click event and the mouse click coordinates. The skew can be visually observed where the click coordinates and the mouse pointer do not match. When the offset compensation is applied the mouse pointer is then aligned with the logged coordinates in a subsequent frame, hence validating the synchronisation.

Fig.5.8 Timeline of grabbed frames and mouse click event, where the logged mouse coordinates on a click event is superimposed (red) on the closest video frame. The skew can be visibly observed (top) before compensating for the offset and thereafter the click is synchronised (bottom) with the video stream after applying a compensation of 267ms. Eye-gaze points are also overlaid on the frames (blue)

Monitoring the jitter and frame rate of a device at run-time provides more information about the runtime behaviour of the device and data stream generated by the device. This information is captured by the data handling modules implemented in the framework (Section 5.5.8) to provide a precise understanding about the dynamic characteristics of the synchronisation. For example, the Nexus bio-physical monitoring device samples signals at 2048Hz according to the manufacturer’s specification. The number of samples delivered by this device via its API is observed at fixed time intervals. Subsequently the instantaneous sample rate was calculated using the time provided by a high precision hardware clock in the central processing unit (CPU). The continuously measured sample rate and the observation of jitter are shown in Fig.5.9. The presence of jitter and the deviation in the sample rate in this data stream have been revealed using the data handling modules implemented in the framework. Similar distortions were also observed in other devices (e.g. eye tracker, frame grabber), which were possibly caused by the non-deterministic characteristics of the data paths due to USB, Ethernet and the inaccuracies in task scheduling. Consequently, FIFO buffers
were implemented in the framework to treat the jitter and offset compensations were applied to individual data channels so that they can be temporally aligned.

![Fig.5.9 Jitter observed in run-time for the bio-physical monitoring device, with the theoretical frequency of 2048Hz. The number of collected samples has been recorded every second and the resultant sampling rate is calculated against the CPU’s hardware high precision clock.](image.png)

5.6. Bio-physical signals synchronised with CAD Events

Events triggered by the CAD software while the engineer performs the design task are logged by the customised Siemens NX interface. These events were logged in a log file (Fig.5.10) with a distinctive event identifier and the corresponding time such that it can be synchronised and correlated with other data channels. These event identifiers are used by event handling modules in the framework to handle them unambiguously.

![Fig.5.10 A section of the CAD log file is shown with the event ID corresponding to a mouse click event and time.](image.png)

A timeline of events triggered in the design environment and bio-physical signals are shown in Fig.5.11. 19 channels of EEG signals and EKG were captured using the Nexus device while eye gaze and pupil radius were captured by the Tobii eye tracker. These independently running
devices and the CAD logging were integrated using the framework to function as a ubiquitous capture system.

The eye blinks captured in the data were also used to validate the temporal alignment of integrated data streams. Eye blinks can be easily identified in the EEG data stream by the eye blink artefacts, even when the eye tracker loses tracking of the eyes when the user blinks. Fig.5.11 shows a tight temporal alignment of these data streams where EEG and eye tracking data can be visually examined for the blinks. The results clearly demonstrate the implemented data handling modules and synchronisation techniques of the framework.

5.7. Design activity representations

The time-phased log files recorded during the design activity were parsed by automatic tools [179] to produce various design activity representations. A modified DRed representation that incorporates the time duration of tasks is illustrated in Fig.5.12. Time-phased captured EEG signals were automatically processed for emotions using a fuzzy model [180] and synchronised to the CAD events with the intention of analysing the engineers emotions during the design task. Fig.5.13 shows the resulting processed emotion data synchronised and mapped onto an IDEF0 diagram in relation to the events associated with formal design decisions.
Fig. 5.11 Events generated by the CAD interface have been synchronously inserted in the EEG, EKG streams captured by a bio-physical monitoring device and gaze point (left, right eyes) and pupil radius captured by an eye tracker. Events triggered by CAD software are indicated with unique event IDs. It can be visually examined that the eye blink—a physical action captured by two independent devices is accurately temporally aligned.
Fig. 5.12 A DRed Diagram, automatically generated by post processing the synchronised log file, showing 8 activities performed modifying the bracket design in the CAD task. The accurate time duration of each task has been illustrated by the colour code. A logarithmic scale has been used to point up both short and prolonged tasks.
Fig. 5.13 An IDEF0 diagram describing the iterations of participant while working on the Bracket Design Task, in conjunction with participant’s emotional levels of frustration, satisfaction, challenge and engagement.
5.8. Outcomes of the ubiquitous meta data capture

Various studies were performed in the current state-of-the-art research with the aim of understanding the affective status of the user [181]–[185]. Employing the results from these studies in a ubiquitous CAD environment with multimodal signals is far from trivial. There are many technical challenges to be overcome before building up such a complicated system and therefore this study centred on the technical resolution of multimodal ubiquitous data capture. Therefore the finer details of the psychophysiological data processing fall outside the scope of this study.

Synchronisation-related evidences were presented which exhibit the time and chronological event synchronisation aspects of the framework. IDEF0 and DRed illustrations were provided to demonstrate how the metadata could be mapped against the CAD task progress. These illustrations associated various stages and iterations of the design solution with the user state interpreted from EEG. In summary, the evaluation of the framework via this CAD task demonstrates the capability of the framework and its ability to capture metadata in an engineering design task. Further it has been shown that a standard CAD system can be extended to support sophisticated metadata capture, an application for which it was not originally designed.

5.9. Discussion – Reflections and opportunities

Engineering design is a complicated activity where designers gather information from various sources, perform computations and add value to the product by inputting their knowledge. Designers need to be supplied with sufficient information and rationale about the earlier designs and decisions so that they can make well informed decisions during product development. The tacit knowledge used by designers is valuable content which is also incorporated and implicit in the product. Capturing, transporting and formalising tacit knowledge across time (i.e. from previous designs into latest designs) or places (e.g. from one person/team to another, different stages of designs, etc.) is not straightforward. Synchronously capturing various inputs, interactions and biophysical data along with the formal design data demonstrated here is a potential solution to meet the challenge of facilitating the capture and transportation of performance data and knowledge.

The meta-data captured during the design activity provides new-levels of traceability of design knowledge, enabling better design decision-making, rationale and reuse. For instance, a novice engineer can discover not only what features were defined in a previous design but also trace back why earlier engineers designed those features in a specific way. It also provides a means
to interrogate the engineers’ discussions, interactions and cognitive processes during earlier designs.

This case study also demonstrates how the captured temporal meta-data can be represented in various formats including IDEF and DRed as exemplars to name but a few. Although structuring and organising the captured information into various representations is important, the thinking process of the designer or the design ideation does not follow a specific structure or sequence [186]. As a consequence, the holistic activity capture enabled by the multimodal framework and inherent process mapping provides new opportunities for exploring methods for structuring and organising information which subsequently, after interpretation and understanding, becomes knowledge.

Conventionally monitoring CAD user activity is mainly based on the log files created by the CAD software. The UbiITS framework enabled using contemporary, sophisticated computer-based tools to capture of user activity in temporal manner and provided opportunities for understanding CAD design activities to unprecedented levels of detail. Multimodal ubiquitous data captured through a variety of devices, including CAD software logging, should be merged if meaningful data about the CAD activity is to be better understood.

5.9.1. Ubiquitous metadata capture environment

Different representations of the experimental CAD activity and bio-physical data synchronised with the events occurring in the design environment demonstrate that capturing the design activity using ubiquitous multimodal media can provide a better insight into the actual design process. The ubiquitous system presented in this study enables capturing multimodal metadata, unobtrusively, i.e. without inhibiting the process by easily embedding various capture tools in the environment.

Additional concerns were also addressed by the ubiquitous system when deploying in a realistic, unconstrained environment, e.g. a design office with many engineers. Since the design process is virtually a cyclical and long process, the data capture also needs to run continuously over a long period of time. The distinctive modular-based design of the framework enables it to run indefinitely. A base station or a centralised control panel is required to run uninterruptedly while individual device units can be started and stopped as required. Since the framework allows the plugging or removal of devices at runtime and caters for device failure, this makes the framework robust and suitable for a rugged environment such as a design office.
5.9.2. Interaction and Synchronisation

In addition to capturing data, units that interact with the user or the environment can also be linked to the framework; the framework would treat them indistinguishably from capture tools. Given that a unified interface has been provided for an interaction unit and uses the data flow modules to access data from other devices, it blends into the framework seamlessly. This feature potentially provides opportunities for knowledge push during a CAD task. Previously captured activity and the knowledge committed to a knowledge base can be used to offer information to a designer automatically as and when the designer needs it. A real-time system actively monitoring for user activities can identify patterns of activity and retrieve information from similar previous activities captured and formalised in the past.

This study has proven that the framework synchronises multimodal sources and evidence provided to demonstrate the achievable accuracy of synchronisation. In particular, when considering the technical requirements for a prospective brain computer interface (BCI) system for CAD, accurate synchronisation is critical between the operating system, the CAD application, the BCI device (EEG) and other modalities. This is fundamental because a BCI CAD system must be responsive but yet be able to tolerate various device protocols. The evaluation of the CAD system showed that the proposed framework is capable of handling this requirement through capturing and mapping EEG for design activities. The present study uses medical grade EEG and other psychophysiological sensors for safety, data provenance and hygiene reasons. As we understand more about design activities using a virtual environment (i.e. CAD) so too will the development of collaborative design, BCI controls and indeed how the functionalities in the virtual environments or CAD systems can be improved. Therefore a ubiquitous framework such as this addressing the fundamental technological challenges becomes very useful.

5.9.3. Handling vast quantities of metadata

Appropriate real-time fusion and processing modules can be incorporated in the system to produce ready-to-use data; resulting in a reduction of stored information compared to the raw data. For instance, a module for a video camera capturing the user activity only needs to store the recording when there is a presence of the user. Therefore plugging such a dynamic component into the system can possibly adapt the tools capturing that data, e.g. increasing or decreasing the data resolution. Early filtering of the captured content prevents inappropriate information being accumulated into the repository.

Currently the metadata and events are stored locally in individual files. Although this technique caters for the high bandwidth and low latencies, it causes difficulties when the
captured data is accessed in real-time or shared with multiple users. One solution is to combine storing the captured data in centralised repository. Balance between distributed local files and centralised repositories will thus be needed to take the advantage of both techniques. Furthermore, organisational structures might require control over what is committed into the repository and moderation steps on the captured metadata before it is committed into mainstream repositories.

5.9.4. Integrating metadata capture in existing and future CAD solutions

Present-day CAD solutions are typically not equipped for multimodal metadata inputs. A metadata capture system cannot be limited to ad-hoc configurations; instead it needs to be limitless with regard to the number and types capture devices. An ideal unbounded system should be open to interfacing with various multimodal tools and support different configurations of the metadata capture system. Therefore a future CAD system with metadata capture must adopt standard protocols such as the ubiquitous framework proposed in this thesis. This will permit future CAD systems not to be selective on tools but to accommodate diverse multimodal tools to capture activities and interact with the design process. Consequently the users may select their own capture tools and mount those onto the system to construct a customised configuration of a metadata capture system.

Although PLM systems provide few facilities to handle multimodal data, e.g. audio, video, hyperlinks to other data types, etc., they are obtrusive, as a user needs to upload the information collected during the design. This interrupts the flow of the design process and somebody has to do the additional work of capturing and gathering the metadata. In contrast, the ubiquitous framework outfits the design environment with embedded data capture tools and hence provides a metadata collection system which is unobtrusive to the process. Two possible configurations are proposed for using the framework for metadata capture in a design environment.

1. Embedding the metadata capture tools within the existing CAD systems

The framework can be used to extend the existing CAD solutions to include ubiquitous metadata capture, whereas multimodal inputs will be captured alongside the CAD design trail (Fig.5.14). This is similar to the case of metadata capture using a CAD station as demonstrated previously.
Fig. 5.14 Extending CAD station for multimodal metadata capture. The CAD package can be customised using the framework to accommodate multimodal tools.

2. Building a metadata capture infrastructure based on the ubiquitous framework.

A complete metadata capture infrastructure can be constructed using the framework. This will comprise ubiquitous data capture tools and multiple CAD stations. In this arrangement any CAD stations will be considered as an element of the whole system.

In both cases the metadata and updating PLM relations is driven automatically by the framework. Embedding the metadata capture tools within standard CAD systems is a quicker and a simpler way to implement a metadata system but results in limitations over the extendibility. This is more suited for a single user CAD station (single user) but is limited to the customisation features such as an SDK or API provided by a proprietary CAD solution, e.g. PTC Creo TOOLKIT, Siemens NX/UG Open API. In contrast, constructing a complete metadata infrastructure is more suited for multi user, parallel sessions and distributed sites metadata collection system. Thus, it comes with the cost of implementing a complete ubiquitous capture infrastructure and adopting the information generated into the current PLM systems, i.e. raw metadata such as audio files, video files, and key press logging or processed data such as filtered activities and emotional states.

5.9.5. Feeling of being watched

Capturing metadata during various stages of the design activity provides unprecedented insights about the design process and traceability of the design solution. However capturing user activities can potentially have adverse effects on the employees (i.e. designers, engineers) such as being suspicious about the employer and possibly causing a breakdown of trust. This topic has been discussed in several studies with a view to addressing the shift in technologies, workplace privacy and ethics [187]–[190]. The framework allows capture devices to be enabled and disabled by the user in runtime, i.e. being dynamic and reconfigurable as opposed to being a fixed system. This makes it possible for an engineer to walk into the ubiquitous environment
and start (or stop) capturing his/her own work. Therefore it imitates an atmosphere where an individual can sign-in and sign-out allowing individuals to have control over the capture of his/her own activities. It is also possible that the captured metadata might be used to evaluate the employer performance. However, this issue is associated with the organisational and social aspects of how this information is used, whether for revisiting and tracing of the design knowledge and product information or for evaluating employee performance.

5.10. Conclusion

This case study has presented novel ways of capturing metadata within a design process beyond the standard design records such as CAD parts, geometries, and manually produced reports and minutes. The metadata is captured and stored using ubiquitous multimodal capture tools embedded in the design environment. This data capture is automatic and blended into the habitual design activity and therefore unobtrusive to the process. Consequently, the designer/engineer experiences no interruption in the usual design activity and most importantly, there is no extra workload involved in capturing and generating the meta-information about the design process.

The UbiITS framework establishes the metadata capture system and drives the automatic and ubiquitous capture of temporal multimodal data. The framework forms a highly expandable system with systematic arrangement of data capture tools. It provides a standardized, repeatable method for integrating multimodal, ubiquitous devices and hence enabling the progressive construction of a complicated data capture infrastructure. The approach maintains a generic architecture for multimodal data capture and enables construction of systems for metadata in diverse environments with disparate obligations. In contrast to related studies, e.g. DAKA [159] and KEN [157] which deal with the captured metadata, this work provided a detailed technical resolution for capturing multimodal metadata and demonstrates an end-to-end pipeline from the capture and transformation of raw measurement data into metadata representations mapped onto the design process, all accessible and generated automatically.
Recent research has found that knowledge acquisition is frequently not performed in engineering companies due to time and cost restraints, even though industry recognises and acknowledges the benefits [191]. As a consequence, knowledge databases in their product lifecycle management (PLM) systems tend not to work to their full potential [192], [193].

Capturing engineering knowledge and making it immediately accessible has been a long-standing challenge and widely-researched area [193]–[197]. The focus on automating the process in order to reduce the associated time and costs involved was seen as a means to promote a greater adoption of these methods in industry [198]–[200]. Yet the main obstacles to date still involve filling PLM systems with data that is manually created by hand e.g. handwritten notes, logbooks etc. or data files e.g. CAD files, documents, plans, etc. which are poorly linked and leave no context or mapping. This is time consuming and also often leads to knowledge that is too focussed on a very particular area [201]. Additionally, inadequate knowledge capture can reduce the amount of knowledge that is reused in a company [202] leading to time consuming searching or costly “reinventing the wheel”.

A promising approach utilising virtual reality to capture and formalise knowledge at various stages of the design and manufacturing process has been demonstrated in previous work by Ritchie et al [203] and Robinson et al [204]. Subsequent work by Sung et al [205] demonstrated...
how detailed logging and analysis of design actions could be used to analyse design activities, and further map the associated knowledge articulation onto the process.

The Virtual Aided Design Engineering Review (VADER) system reported in this chapter follows this trend of utilising virtual reality (VR) with the focus on multimodal tools to capture knowledge during the design stage; the emphasis being on engineering design review meetings, an area often overlooked in knowledge engineering research. These types of meetings represent a large proportion of the design stage where a significant amount of valuable and important knowledge is generated that can potentially be reused in future projects. To illustrate the cost impact due to a lack of knowledge reuse, a US Navy-commissioned report on shipbuilding revealed that the overall cost of two projects increased by 45% and 83% [206], caused by the poor knowledge reuse in the design stage and led to redesigns having to be made.

6.1. Current state of knowledge capture in industries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number of Companies out of 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practising any knowledge capture</td>
<td>6/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know the importance of knowledge capture?</td>
<td>7/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to revisit previous designs?</td>
<td>7/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document design decisions during/after design session?</td>
<td>6/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best practice guide?</td>
<td>7/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to find knowledge?</td>
<td>5/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem with lost knowledge when engineer leaves?</td>
<td>4/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object to being logged during design sessions?</td>
<td>2/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of sharing knowledge in company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intranet portal/ Wiki</td>
<td>2/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLM Systems</td>
<td>1/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>3/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Discussions</td>
<td>6/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Obvious knowledge sharing options</td>
<td>1/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion of automated knowledge capture - Usefulness</td>
<td>7/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent on capturing design knowledge known?</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money spent on capturing design knowledge known?</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 Summary of industrial visits showing issues related to knowledge capture. This tabulation includes extended information to an earlier study by authors [169].

In order to gain a better understanding of the current state of knowledge capture and design review methods in the UK engineering sector, 7 major UK international engineering companies with worldwide sites were contacted as part of a case study. The study included site visits and observations during ‘live’ design reviews followed by discussions on the knowledge acquisition methods used. Table 6.1 summarises common knowledge capture issues present in the
companies. Note that this includes additional information which extended a previous study outlined by Sung et al [169].

The following points summarise the key findings:

- Manual or semi-automated design review methods were in use by the 3 companies;
- Virtual reality was used during design reviews by only 1 company;
- Design reviews were considered to be time-consuming and not comprehensive by the 3 companies;
- The knowledge search facilities used by 2 companies were deemed to be inadequate;
- Engineers in all the companies were using logbooks to capture data, but the uploading of the data (typed in or scanned) to the company database or PLM system was not always enforced;
- One of the companies mentioned that speech recognition and the electronic mark-up of drawings would be useful additions to their current design review process;
- Where companies did not comment on particular knowledge engineering issues, then this was further questioned and clarified as there were no obvious methods being used in practice to mention;

To ascertain the potential cost savings that could be achieved with a more efficient design review process, it was estimated by one of the visited companies – a multi-national aerospace company – that they hold 240 major design review meetings annually, and each of these meetings costs approximately £27,000 in time and support effort, i.e. 240 x 27000 per annum. Consequently, any means that can be found to improve the efficiency of these meetings could potentially lead to considerable savings.

Even though commercial design review systems are being used, all industrial collaborators have noted several important features are missing from them. For example, Nvivo [207] can capture audio and video data but does not support CAD file formats. Alcove 9 [208] and AVEVA [209] can both annotate and visualise CAD models but do not allow capturing of audio or video. This has led to continuing research into ways to improve current design review practices. One example involves a system using Microsoft Kinect trackers and touch-enabled devices to provide interaction [210]. However, this work does not focus on how the data capture and analysis is performed. Augmented reality to enhance the design review process in the engineering and construction industry has been investigated where design reviews can be
held with co-located and remote users [211]. The findings revealed that while task completion times and mental workload were reduced use of the system led to increased physical discomfort for the participants. The IAP Design Review also uses augmented reality to record audio, video and annotations and physical prototyping could also be carried out [212]. Drawbacks of the system include the use of bulky hand-held devices that users are required to use, and annotations cannot be viewed during the replay of the captured audio and video.

Knowledge Enhanced Notes (KEN) system by Conway et al [157] was developed to enhance the documentation of activities in engineering meetings. This system supports predefined meeting structure templates and file drag-and-drop uploads to record document exploration activities take place during the meetings. A multimedia timeline representing the document access was included in this system that can be used to trace back and follow the information flow during the meeting. This work substantiates the importance of temporal multimodal data for revisiting and understanding the design meeting.

A major problem with existing design review methods is that they are obtrusive and time consuming, often requiring someone, usually an engineer needs to recall and summarise the knowledge generated during the extensive review discussions and manually entering it in to the knowledge management system after formalisation and agreement with participants. The actual review activity and the knowledge capture/management system are separated and reside as two distinct entities in this method. Contemporary systems do not integrate the time-phased synchronous capture with the real-time activity. Consequently these systems tend to function simply as data storage or document management systems. In contrast, VADER system presented in this thesis integrates and automates the knowledge capture and management process into the inherent review activity.

6.2. The Virtual Aided Design Engineering Review (VADER) system

A domain analysis on the existing design review methods and tools revealed limitations that established the fundamental requirements of the VADER system. Many review activities are conducted during the engineering of products from major formal design reviews to formal and informal specialist reviews, including at individual engineer level. VADER is primarily focused on team-based design reviews; however, the concepts and techniques used in the system are generic to other forms of review. Large amounts of knowledge and decisions are articulated during team-based reviews. Capturing, formalising and indexing this collaborative knowledge allows it to be reused later in the project, i.e. via product lifecycle management (PLM) systems and in future projects, therefore potentially providing significant savings both time and cost.
6.3. Process and formal design record linked knowledge capture architecture

The knowledge content exists both in the formal design representations e.g. drawings, CAD files, assemblies [186], [213] and in the live review process [186], [214]. Consequently, knowledge can be captured in relation to formal design representations and the live process activity. Adding annotations to CAD files, collecting and tagging discussions linked to a part, etc. are exemplars of design representation linked knowledge. Secondly, the live knowledge articulation in the design review process can be appropriately linked to the temporal data. For instance, a particular part may be rejected, failed or a compatibility issue is discovered at a later stage of the design because of a modification made earlier; however the earlier decisions that triggered the modification have long since been forgotten and are inaccessible. Chronological data regarding decisions and other information used to make that decision suddenly becomes crucial in this scenario. Capturing and formulating the knowledge with regard to time can be very useful in such a case. In summary, the knowledge tagged in both approaches, namely the formal design record linked and temporal linked approaches have their own benefits and are complementary.

*Fig.6.1* Knowledge-capture architecture employed in VADEL. This architecture integrates the knowledge encapsulated both in formal design data and the process.
Consequently, as shown in Fig.6.1, the knowledge architecture used in the VADER system employs the knowledge linkages associated to both the formal design records and the temporal data approaches. VADER uses part numbers, PLM record indexes or unique component IDs as the index for the former and the time for the latter. This enables the captured knowledge to be organised both ways and provides bidirectional accessibility. In addition to the textual information, the VADER system captures audio, video and various forms of time-phased interactions during the design review. The interface has been designed for multiuser interaction and therefore supports concurrent interaction. Capturing multimodal interaction data and simultaneous inputs from various actives is inherently a complex task and possess significant technical challenges.

6.4. Application of multimodal data capture and interaction framework - UbiITS.

UbiITS framework has been employed to address the technical complexities of integrating simultaneous multimodal input and interaction tools in the VADER system. The UbiITS framework predefines the overall structure and design parameters of a data capture system so that if it is large and complex it can be built without having to be distracted by the technical details. This allows the implementers to concentrate on specifics of the system being designed, in this case the VADER system, by reusing the generic modules defined in the framework. These modules embed the guidelines for integrating the multimodal devices, tools and interfaces, providing the systematic structured formation of components into an interactive data capture system. Fig.6.2 illustrates the concept of employing the UbiITS framework,
providing an outline for the integration of various multimodal components and the synchronisation of corresponding data channels.

The advantages of employing UbiITS framework in the VADER-type application are detailed below:

1. **Multimodal Data Interfaces** – Activities are captured via assorted devices and tools. Data delivered from these tools vary in format, frequency, interface, etc. For instance a textual annotation added by a user can be recorded as a discrete action while audio recording is performed by a continuously sampling audio input. The UbiITS framework handles these heterogeneously using predefined uniform interfacing strategies. All data types involved in VADER are classified as discrete or continuous sampled data and handled consistently.

2. **Temporal Synchronisation** – A high precision hardware clock is utilised by the UbiITS framework to acquire 64bit UNIX timestamps with millisecond resolution. Every user interaction in VADER is time stamped by the UbiITS framework. Continuous data channels such as audio and video capture are temporally synchronised based on their frequency. Tight temporal synchronisations are maintained by compensating for temporal latencies involved in individual data channels.

3. **Concurrent and distributed Interaction** – UbiITS enables devices and tools to run on isolated platforms, therefore physical concurrency can be achieved. TCP-based protocols are used by the framework to handle data transport across distributed platforms and additionally to control devices from a centralised platform.

4. **Dynamicity** – The UbiITS framework enables devices to attach and detach at runtime, permitting the VADER system to change dynamically. This feature embedded in the framework is particularly useful since it means that the operation of the VADER system is not disturbed when modifications at runtime are required. For instance, if a user decides to join/leave the system or start/stop audio recording in the middle of the session, the rest of the system can continue to operate uninterrupted.

5. **Extendibility and Interoperability** – Devices and data interfaces are treated by the UbiITS framework in a modular manner. This enables effortless adding of unlimited number of data capture and interaction tools into the system. Any future devices and new data modalities can be integrated into the system with an assurance of interoperability as long as they are programmed in compliance with the interfaces and standards defined by the framework.
6.5. System schematic

The VADER application has been written using C/C++, with the main application including the following major components:

- **UbiITS framework** – for modular interoperation and time synchronisation of multimodal data capture tools;
- **QT framework [215]** – for window management, control widgets and network connectivity;
- **VTK framework [216]** – for CAD model view rendering and interaction;

![System schematic](image)

*Fig.6.3 VADER system with primary collaborative 3D interface and auxiliary web interface*

6.6. CAD model view and interactions

The VADER system primarily consists of a virtual reality 3D interface based on a Full-HD (1920x1080) 3D projector and 3.2m x 1.8m power wall projection setup. Active shutter glasses enable 3D rendition of the CAD models and assemblies (Fig.6.4). The large power wall display provides a greater immersive experience and a more conducive environment for collaborative discussions. Alternatively, this interface can be switched to desktop or 2D modes, e.g. desktop 3D screens standard 2D displays for portability and affordability.

![System in use](image)

*Fig.6.4 VADER System in use – Industrial Partners using the VADER system to review their own designs*

CAD files and assemblies can be loaded into the VADER system as pure geometry files. To maintain compatibility across various CAD packages, proprietary CAD files are pre-converted
into STereoLithography (STL) files. While the standard geometry data is loaded through STL files, auxiliary properties such as colour, transparency and lighting effects can be set and loaded through XML configurations. Specifically, XML files are used to implement the hierarchical relationships among assembly, subassembly and part files. Parent-child nodes in XML enforce the hierarchical assembly relationship tree. Position and orientation information of subassemblies and parts are also integrated in the XML files to ensure all components are loaded in the appropriate locations.

Once the assemblies or parts are loaded, users can view and interact with the models as per standard CAD applications, e.g. pan, zoom, rotate, select standard/predefined view orientations, etc. Furthermore, users are able to perform entity or assembly related operations such as selecting and highlighting components, hiding/showing components, by directly interacting with the visualised model or using the part/assembly tree view (Fig.6.5).

Fig.6.5 VADER’s virtual reality based 3D CAD model view interface for collaborative interaction and runtime annotation.

6.7. Review interface and multimodal interactions

VADER system through the use of UbiITS allows connecting up multiple keyboards and mice so that multiple participants in the design review environment can interact with the model using their individual keyboard/mouse. This feature allows every participant to interact with the model and hence significantly enhancing the collaborative and team nature of the review process. Alternatively, to prevent unsolicited interjections, a moderator may perform actions on behalf of other participants, possibly a chairperson supervise all the actions with another set of controls.
VADER provides the important means of tagging annotations to individual parts, subassemblies or even whole assemblies. A tagging module extended (inherited) from generic UbiITS device modules was used to capture annotations with temporal data. This module is capable of capturing temporal data from distributed input nodes in a synchronised manner. Various user interfaces such as VR-based component tagging, a window-based textual annotation box and a web form were attached as frontends to this module; these are detailed at a later stage. However, the core functionally of temporal tagging remained unchanged and powered by a generic UbiITS module in the backend.

![Annotation Dialog Box](image)

Fig.6.6 The VADER annotation dialog box provided for adding textual annotations also includes fields for follow-up flags, significance value, part number, etc.

Participants interacting with the models can add annotations intuitively by clicking on the components. The annotation text will be tagged automatically against any selected component at the exact 3D coordinates where the participant wanted to add the annotation. An annotation box provides advance options to attach documents, select required follow up actions, quick access pre-defined keywords, denote a significance value (1-100) and the author’s name (Fig.6.6). Additionally, user registration can be used to input the author’s name automatically. Predefined keywords are loaded by the system from a configuration file comprising a collection of the most used words e.g. decision, issue, redesign, deadline, lessons learnt etc. or commonly used terminologies in company-specific or product-specific review meetings, e.g. for design stages, passing design to another phase through a gate, etc. This configuration file can be easily amended in accordance to the company or type of review. The keywords are quickly accessed by clicking on them or using an auto-completion feature. Follow-up flags are mainly indicative symbols for future reference and associated to the necessary actions to be taken regarding a particular annotation, e.g. pass, fail, revisit,
information, warning, etc. Significance value is another indication provided in the annotation box to express the reviewer’s or teams feeling about the importance of the annotation.

In addition to textual annotations, synchronous audio and video can also be captured selectively or automatically depending on user preference. Audio from a conference microphone and a video camera capturing the review room can be attached to the system for this purpose. As stated in the section 6.4 multiple audio and video streams can be captured simultaneously by the underlying UbiITS framework allowing every participant to have their own microphone and camera, optionally having control over the capture of their own actions. The system also captures the model visualisations as screenshots automatically whenever any interaction with the model is performed.

6.8. Distributed web Interface with speech recognition

VADER is also equipped with a web interface (Fig.6.7). The primary VR interface is essentially a single user interface but permits multiuser interaction through separate key boards and mice. Although this interface provides a centralised display to everyone, it is not suitable for multiple users interacting simultaneously, i.e. everyone adding their own annotations simultaneously. The web interface was developed for the purpose of simultaneous and distributed multiuser interaction. Any user can connect to the web interface via their own web browsers, typically using their personal laptops, tablets or phones. The annotations are sent to the VADER system using standard HTTP compliant posts, where the VADER is integrated with an HTTP server constantly listening for connections and HTTP post. These distributed interfaces running on detached platforms naturally use asynchronous clocks. The temporal synchronisation of these
distributed interfaces is handled by the associated generic technique defined by the UbiITS framework (see: 4.6.2).

This feature is ultimately designed for enabling the concept of concurrent engineering, with multi-user multi-site capabilities. Users connecting to the web interface have a web page similar to the annotation dialog box. This allows annotations to be added concurrently at any instance of time as is necessary. The web interface provides one very important advantage in that a user does not need to be physically present in the review room; although, if they so wish, they can use it at the actual review room. Present day speech recognition tools need to be trained per individual and it is difficult to have a system with a multiuser shared speech interface. To circumvent this problem the VADER web interface allows every user their own device and hence with every participant having this, they can also be equipped with a personal exclusively trained speech interface.

6.9. Timeline, data search and retrieval

Captured data is stored by the VADER system in two main formats: XML and binary. XML format is generally used for textual information, such as annotation, follow-up flags, author name, etc. Other multimodal data is stored in a plain binary format since it is significantly faster and compact. Additionally the time synchronisation data, i.e. 64bit UNIX timestamps from the UbiITS framework, is stored into binary format. Basically it is more efficient to store any data that is textual into XML records and those are only machine-readable into binary data.

Since UbiITS captures every interaction and multimodal in a synchronous manner, VADER can exploit this temporal synchronicity of multiple data channels to populate an integrated, global timeline with all-inclusive interactions and multimodal data (Fig.6.8). The timeline is aligned with a real-time clock that is used by the UbiITS framework and includes all interactions performed with the CAD model, audio/video recordings of the discussions, annotations added, screen rendered images of the model view, etc.; ultimately, providing a comprehensive, detailed and accessible record of the design review meeting.
Fig. 6.8 A multimodal timeline provided for navigating through the captured data, searching and filtering. HTML reports can be created instantaneously based on entire or filtered data.
The timeline and the list of annotations can be accessed after or during the review session. Users can scroll and zoom to view the contents of the timeline. When the user selects an annotation flag in the timeline the associated annotation will be instantaneously highlighted and vice versa. The annotation list can be sorted based on various fields, e.g. time, author, part number, part description, significance, follow-up flag types, etc. Moreover the annotations can be searched using the search box provided, which allows searches based on chosen fields or entire selection; it also includes the wildcard and regular expression search.

6.10. Automatic review report creation

One factor on the low uptake of knowledge capture reported by industrial partners is that compiling information for reports is hindered by the many laborious manual activities and the need for cross checking. The VADER system provides a means to automatically create a report with rich contents at a single click. Anyone searching through the captured data can create an HTML report integrated with multimodal data, e.g. audio, video, screen images. Prospects of creating a report can vary largely, amongst many combinations, these include creating a complete report that includes everything happened during the review session, a report that covers a selected time span, searched and filtered reports specific to a component, sorted reports from high significance, etc. A sample of automatically created HTML report is shown in Fig.6.9.
Fig.6.9 Automatically Generated HTML design review report
6.11. Bidirectional linkage to design data and temporal multimodal data

Interactions performed with the CAD models and the multimodal data can be related using their temporal associativity. This in turn allows mapping the multimodal data with a particular component or assembly being accessed. Associating the temporal multimodal meta-data with the CAD models enables fast and accurate knowledge and information retrieval, particularly when linking the temporal multimodal information to the formal CAD design/PLM records. The captured meta-data with the temporal and PLM record associativity provides both bidirectional linkage and accessibility such that the captured information can be traced and reused using both time and formal PLM records. Various techniques to retrieve the information with example scenarios are described in Table 6.2. Furthermore data can be easily integrated with standard PLM systems using the PLM record linkage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retrieval Type</th>
<th>Navigation Indices</th>
<th>Example Scenarios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Replay</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>The captured multimodal data can be played back for the whole review session or for a selected time span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explore</td>
<td>Annotation text</td>
<td>Navigate through textual annotations and jump to specific moment of time the annotation/interaction was performed and query the multimedia data to obtain in-depth understanding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal PLM Indexing</td>
<td>Part Number / Component ID</td>
<td>Find all the annotations and multimodal data related to a specific part. All discussions and interactions related to a specific part or component can be traced back, read and replayed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>Captured records can be sorted based on the significance value given by the reviewer to get an idea about the impact about the particular issue or information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>Follow-up Flags</td>
<td>Extract all the issues that caused the design to fail in the review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>Search for a particular keyword or set of keywords used during a review sessions. E.g. customer complain, safety, wear, corrosion, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>Attachment</td>
<td>Search for all the discussions related to a particular external attachment, e.g. emails, reports, documents, images, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia Search</td>
<td>Multimodal data</td>
<td>Audio, video data can be analysed using cutting edge algorithms for finding historical trends and modelling the contents e.g. finding the words those have been mostly said during a period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 Various methods to retrieve the data become possible with the structured and temporally synchronised data captured by the VADER system. Example scenarios of data retrieval are given to demonstrate the advantages of manipulating the multidimensional indexing and navigation.
6.12. Node - link organisation for design and meta data

Fig. 6.10 illustrates the nodal organisation in the VADER system to maintain the associativity between formal design records and the captured meta-data. Every component in a design (assembly, part or feature) and the captured multimodal data (audio, video, annotations, emails, etc.) are denoted as nodes. An interaction performed during the design process associated with a design record is represented by a link, where those interactions are always be linked to the actual time they have been performed. Therefore the VADER system records the time of interactions as key information along with the associated design data and meta-data. These links are later used as a network of interconnections for the purpose of navigation and information retrieval. Beyond preserving the interconnection between design and meta-data they can be reinforced over the product life cycle based on the post capture usage pattern. For instance if a property of ‘strength’ of links is introduced in the data management, it can be correlated to the importance based on how many times it has been accessed to retrieve some information and incremented based on every time it has been used to navigate. Search algorithms can be designed to give more importance to stronger links and consequently produce results inclined to the stronger links, therefore delivering efficient search and
navigation experience. In a simpler approach, the significance factor in the annotations (Section 6.7) is correlated to the strength of a link to demonstrate the concept.

The captured meta-data is initially raw in format and needs to be converted into information and subsequently knowledge by means of various processing, structuring and organising steps. Although structuring and organising the data into various knowledge representations is useful for retrieval, it reasonable to assume that the same knowledge-content will have various viewpoints from different users [186]. Therefore the meta-data retaining the bidirectional linkage with formal design data and temporal multimodal data and the node-link organisation helps to build a comprehensible knowledge store which can serve as a base for subsequent knowledge representations as necessary.

6.13. Usability and functionality evaluation

Both lab-based and industrial user trials were carried out to test the VADER application's usability and the fundamental functionality provided by the system. The user trials involved 10 industrial engineers from 4 companies with each session having the following 4 stages:

1. Using a simple assembly model, the user interface and application features of VADER were demonstrated. The fundamental architecture working in background was also explained.

2. Participants spent 30 minutes to familiarise themselves with the user interface and functionalities. Assistance was provided to get them started with the system and all questions asked were clarified.

3. A scooter model together with a previously-captured design review meeting was viewed by the participants. The task was to revisit the data and understand the main points of discussion in the retrospective review. To retrieve the knowledge from previous review capture participants had to interact with VADER tools and supporting interfaces on model visualisation, timeline, annotations and multimodal recordings.

4. The participants were asked to carry out a mock review using an assembly model provided by their own company. The users were already familiar with these CAD models from their own work, but used the VADER system to review it again.

5. A questionnaire to obtain feedback on VADER's usability and functionality was filled out by participants.
An external video camera was used to capture both the participant and the on-screen activities during the mock review, while a microphone was used to capture all verbal discussions and annotations.

The results of usability and functionality evaluation are shown in Fig. 6.11. The evaluation of the functionality relates to the core architecture and concepts in the system while the usability evaluation reflects the participants’ views on the current application interface. A System Usability Scale (SUS) [217], [218] was used to compile the questionnaire results to gauge the usability of the VADER system. An average score of 63 out of 100 was obtained from the 10 experienced engineers who participated, but a particularly low score of 37.5 from one participant caused the average score to be lowered.

The overall feedback from the participants was that VADER system was easy to use and quick to learn. Some comments from the industrial engineers obtained from the anonymously-completed questionnaires and individual interviews include the following.

“Excellent first step and very relevant to our needs. Interested in when it can be used in a real review.”

“A step change from previous iterations of interactive review software. Great potential!”

“I can clearly see how this will save my time. I currently lock myself up 2 days a week for organising minutes and preparing documents.”

“I am looking forward to see this into our real process.”

Participants also expressed their desire to consider more natural ways to annotate and interact with virtual CAD models, e.g. gesture interfaces, 3D pointers, etc. The potential of this system being used as a monitoring tool by the company was also brought up by one participant. However, a large number of participants were aware of its ability to track process, legacy and intellectual property provenance. All the users were able to experience accessing the information output from the system, give it context and meaning after interpretation and identify it after reflection as usable context veiled knowledge. Thus supporting both Dalkir’s [219] and Davenport and Prusak’s [220] definitions of knowledge.
Usability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Average Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I think that I would like to use the VADER system frequently</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I found the VADER system unnecessarily complex</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I thought the VADER system was easy to use</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to use the VADER system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I found the various functions in the VADER system were well integrated</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in the VADER system</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use the VADER system</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very quickly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I found the VADER system very cumbersome to use</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I felt very confident using the VADER system</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with the</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VADER system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Functionality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Average Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I think the capturing of audio is helpful to the design review process</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I think the capturing of the screen is helpful to the design process</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I like the presentation style of the text annotations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I like the text search engine used to find data that has been captured</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I represent the captured data in an XML format would be useful</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The captured VADER data will be easy to into an existing PLM or data management system</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. VADER successfully captured the whole review process</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.6.11 Usability and Functionality evaluation was performed in VADER system based on feedback of participants from industry. Number of users and their choices corresponding to the questions asked in the feedback questionnaire are illustrated. Additionally, SUS analysis [217], [218] was performed on the usability feedback and resulted an average score of 63 out of 100.

The VADER system has clearly demonstrated a unique end-to-end pipeline that captures a collaborative review activity comprehensively by means of multimodal data and stores the captured data in a structured format that is automatically accessible. Multimodal data captured in time synchronised manner by the UbiITS helps to draw out a comprehensive picture compared to the information from a single modality, e.g. textual notes. The knowledge captured by means of the multimodal data alongside the interactions with the CAD model helps to deliver an in-depth understanding of what happened and discussed during a design review session. Interactions with the CAD models, discussions, annotations added, etc. all influence and contribute to decisions made at a point in time during the design review. VADER captures all of these activities while they naturally happen with the temporal information, so that the temporal linkage can help to reveal much more about the information than simply a recording.

The review interactions and multimodal meta-data have been captured and stored while retaining links to formal design records. The system demonstrated data capture in a collaborative team based design review session. A key to VADER’s multimodal success lies in the interoperable nature of its components. This is the result of the design based on standardising its internal protocols. It should be noted that the concept of VADER is not limited to certain type of reviews but is applicable for other types of review requirements and/or to the entire product engineering and management process. The main innovation of this work is centred on the system architecture that is an integration of the following:

1. Knowledge-capture architecture linking design data and the capture of process meta-data.

2. Using the UbiITS framework to capture the multimodal meta-data with temporal synchronisation.

3. Node-Link based data organisation that associates the design data and meta-data platform.

6.14.1. Architecture extendibility – From design review to product life cycle

Engineering design review process and techniques vary widely across domains, e.g. the model view interface used for reviews in an electronics circuit board-based product or a building/construction project needs to be different to that used for a mechanical design-based product. The concept of reviewing the CAD models will be pointless at an early stage of the design, i.e. the conceptual design stage, where the CAD models do not exist or experience
highly frequent iterations. In these circumstances the PLM data entry indices may also differ, i.e. instead of using ‘part number’ as the PLM entry index, it needs to be named as something else and more abstract or as a dummy part number. Techniques for managing formal design data also vary across disciplines, e.g. assemblies, sub-assemblies, parts, etc. – for mechanical design, boards, daughter boards, sub-circuits, components, etc. for electronic design and building information model (BIM) records are used in architecture/construction based engineering.

Consequently the core system architecture is the key while the front end application and interfaces are effectively to demonstrate the operation of the core architecture and the concept. The core architecture is usable as a meta-data infrastructure even outside the scope of design review phase, including design, manufacturing and other stages of product lifecycle. For example the annotation and meta-data capture portal can be embedded into the CAD software which is often used in design phases. Similar to multiple engineers reviewing the process, the individual CAD engineer can supply annotations or other inputs for the design, e.g. self-reasoning, justification, etc. This also applies to the manufacturing and maintenance phases where the knowledge relations to manufacturing issues and customer feedback can also be captured as meta-data and integrated into the PLM records. Fig.6.12 illustrates a vision of a complete PLM integrated infrastructure that can be built to capture meta-data over all phases of the product lifecycle. This vision only made possible through the implementation of the UbiITS framework.

### 6.14.2. Flexibility over multimodal capture – provided by UbiITS

![Fig.6.12 Complete metadata capture infrastructure with ubiquitous devices placed in the design environment and also in remote sites](image)

Capturing multimodal meta-data in various circumstances, i.e. in other modes of design review or other phases in product lifecycle, possibly requires miscellaneous types of data. For example the VADER system can be extended to capture data using cutting edge technologies, e.g. free-style hand and gesture interactions, eye tracking, brain control interfaces, etc. The UbiITS
framework plays a vital role here, separating the complexities of integrating these heterogeneous capture devices and data. This allows the core system architecture to operate independently over the assorted data modalities, by handling the multimodal tools uniformly and modular manner; therefore open to any data type and capture devices. The framework also provides the ability to run a time synchronised multimodal data capture system for indefinite period of time, making it usable to build a meta-data capture system running for the entire product lifecycle (Fig.6.12).

6.14.3. Data usage policies and anonymity

A concern was raised by the users regarding capturing activities as the meta-data can be perceived by the users, i.e. designers, engineers, reviewers, as privacy intrusion; particularly those engineers who use the VADER system wanting to have “off the record” discussions. VADER provides features to start and stop audio/video recordings. The UbiITS framework allows recording devices to be plugged-in and removed during run time without affecting the functionality of the rest of the system. This allows users to have control over the capture of their own activity, and the freedom to decide what will be captured into the meta-data system and archived in the PLM system. Alternatively, using aliases and preferring not to disclose personal information at all are other modest choices available to users those who are in a need to reserve their privacy.

The consequences of shift in technologies relating to workplace privacy and ethics has been discussed in various studies [187]–[190]. Although dynamically controlling the recording or choosing to exclude the personal data may work as quick-fix solutions, the fundamental problem of anonymity is related to the company ethics and data retention policies. The VADER system opens real potential for the multimodal meta-data capture and the traceability of design knowledge in the product lifecycle. However the option to use this information purely for tracing back the design knowledge or evaluating the employee performance is entirely the organisation’s choice.

6.15. Conclusion and future work

Far beyond replacing the cluttered note taking activity during design reviews, VADER automates and systematically approaches the process of capturing complex multimodal data and process with the view towards product lifecycle management and engineering knowledge retrieval and reuse. Traditional design review-assisting software packages function merely as data entry systems. In contrast VADER embeds the data capture into the natural design review activity, hence capturing knowledge unobtrusively. The conventional practice of manual note-taking and organising this information into PLM/Review systems after each session is not only
time consuming, error prone and costly but incapable of capturing the knowledge holistically. VADER revolutionises this process by automating the knowledge capture pipe-line, employing time synchronised multimodal data capture tools to apprehend richer information and further systematically organising the captured information for an effective retrieval for the historical knowledge. The VADER approach considerably enhances a similar method of capturing review meeting activities via synchronous multimodal data research by Conway and Ion [157] but differs significantly in that it automates the process by embedding the data capture into the inherent activity and using effective multidimensional indexing method.

Additionally, VADER demonstrates the ability to index the captured data in association with both the time and formal PLM records. The multidimensional indexing and navigational techniques proposed here provide unprecedented ways to efficiently retrieve the captured historical knowledge. This in turn demonstrates the UbiITS approach’s capability to produce multidimensional structured data beyond temporally structured data. The generic nature provided by the underlying UbiITS framework makes the VADER system highly extendable and interoperable and not to be limited to a certain types of multimodal data. Exploiting the modularity provided by UbiITS and as an extension from the VADER system, this case study proposed a global infrastructure to capture the knowledge articulated throughout all phases of the product lifecycle.

While the initial concept of employing UbiITS and its potential have been successfully demonstrated, the current VADER system needs further improvement. The current data storage method used in the VADER system works by managing the files locally. It is necessary to transform this simple file management technique to more advanced database systems, so that large quantities of data from distributed locations can be added and accessed simultaneously. Cloud based infrastructures are more suited for these complex systems with added advantages in integrating geographically disjointed campuses and remote work sites.

Future enhancements to the search and navigation methods for knowledge retrieval include the more extensive use and searching of temporal multimodal data e.g. audio/video search, automatically modelling the knowledge and process content [221]–[223] and the integration of IDEF [166] and DRed [167] diagrams, to name but a few. To conclude, the VADER system underpinned by UbiITS provides a unique generic and modular foundation for extending the study and analysis of engineering and other business activities from a fundamental and applied research point-of-view as well as a powerful basic technique to support business process improvement.
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Computer games are increasingly being used to study user affect in psychology and behavioural studies. To study a particular phenomenon, such as learning, perception or emotion, often the arbitrariness of real world activities makes for a difficult experimental setup to gather, track and analyse the provenance of data. Temporal data from human bio-signals e.g. electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyogram (EMG), electrooculography (EOG), galvanic skin response (GSR), etc., are often used to study the human behaviour with the reduced attitudinal and demographical influences. Unfortunately, such data are prone to noise and thresholding, weakening the correlations where evidence of temporal influences upon the multi-dimensional and subset operations during in-game activities to produce contextually meaningful information. Having well thought out and implemented game play mechanics will provide a context and immersive experience, by reflecting the temporal phenomena. This case study employs the UbiITS framework to capture temporal multimodal data including bio signals. In particularly it utilises temporal synchronisation techniques provided in the framework to achieve tight time-phased harmonisation across multimodal data channels. Subsequently, it demonstrates the potential for exploiting this multimodal synchronisation to interpret correlations across multimodal data to provide an in-depth understanding of the gaming activity.
7.1. Driving Task and game elements

A study using a driving game play was used to quantify driver performance and skills so as to gain a better understanding of a driver’s ability. The intention was to ascertain whether cognitive and motor skills from a driving game transferred to real world driving. The hypothesis that characteristics such as confidence, skills, capacity of learning, etc. in a gaming environment reflect similar skill sets for real-world driving, particularly since these activities align with requirements for Formula (F1) Student driver selection [224].

In this particular study, it is anticipated that learning is achieved via the repetition of the same game activities and a trial and error approach towards task completion. Drivers were asked to drive around the racing track against the clock. Driver abilities vary greatly depending on their real and simulated driving experience (i.e. driving games) and their knowledge of motorsports. The study therefore focused on the learning process rather than performance. The aim being to determine how accurately temporal data can be captured and fused to help document driver performance in the areas of braking point, corner entry, negotiating an apex and corner exit, prior to track days and race-driving tuition.

The data captured in a game session can be classified as context independent and context dependent data [225]. Context independent data is normally external to the game, such as EEG, eye tracking, screen capture, etc., while context dependent data relates to the internal elements of the game such as score, lap time, driving speed, interaction with a game asset or character. Apart from enabling insights into the actual internal affective state of the player [226], context dependent and context independent data permits a more holistic understanding of the combined and interactive user-game system. Consequently, accurate synchronisation of multimodal data streams is critical to avoid parameter skews for analysis. Analysing task based operations (e.g. event related potentials) require precise time measurements where the chronological ordering of events is crucial [227]. For example, if one wants to analyse P300 or N400 components in EEG signal, the accuracy of the synchronisation should be in millisecond range rather than in seconds [228].

7.2. Need for the temporal synchronisation between in-game data and external data

In addition to the game, multiple data capture devices (e.g. EEG capture device, eye tracker and video capture device) also work as detached components in a data logging environment. Devices running on independent hardware or software platforms will naturally run asynchronously. Data captured from these isolated components are required to be synchronized by some means because data streams originating from these components must be temporally aligned to decipher the meaningful information. The temporal alignment can
influence the information extracted in such a way that significant information of an activity is detected, undetected, or falsely detected. For instance, the eye tracking data stream should be adequately aligned with the data stream from the in-game context in order to recognize what in the dynamic scene of the game could have caused the change in the eye data.

Synchronising data streams is conventionally achieved by time-stamping every sample with a central or external clock. However, this is not always a practical solution because of the limitations in accessibility to the internal architecture of games and commodity data capture devices. It is very common to use a data capture device which is usually a proprietary piece of hardware or software; where only the data is streamed out from the device. Although games and device manufacturers provide API/SDK to access the data, access to the core event or the streaming loop is restricted. Therefore it is necessary to comply with the standard data stream provided by the games or the capture devices.

The common approach used in data logging systems is to synchronize all logged channels with one primary channel. Inherently, this primary channel can be a global timing device. Samples from every stream will be marked with a frame number from the primary channel, using it as the index. The TRUE Architecture by Microsoft Game Studios [131] presents a system for recording data for studying user behaviour in a PC software or a gaming console. This architecture looks at streams of data and logs sequences of events along with the timestamp. Captured video is also synchronized with the event timestamps and indexed based on the events. While this demonstrated the efficient retrieval and navigation through large data sets of game play to identify potential problematic areas in a game, fine grained time synchronisation issues are not addressed in this work. In addition to the time stamping, context related events occurring in the game are marked by emitting a unique signal, for example using parallel port byte or a TCP packet. This message is consumed by the data logger and time stamped and/or inserted alongside the other data streams [227]. Emitting events to external software, i.e. to data logging software, needs access to some features of the game via an SDK or API.

7.3. Game - driving task and psychophysiological analysis

Correlating driving performance and psychophysiological data, specifically monitoring the brain activity using EEG can potentially reveal the relationship between driving behaviour and the cognitive state of the driver [38], [229]–[233]. However, the research in the area of distinguishing the above described skillsets from psychophysiological signals is not explicit. Neurometric studies and experiments for brain-based/driven applications are performed in tightly controlled environments (i.e. movement restrictions). It also limits the actual intended
task and it is therefore not always feasible to perform the actual behavioural measurement during the recorded task [234]. Game-driving or real-world driving is essentially a mixture of various visceral and sensorial activities from which the driver has to respond [232], [233], [235]. The brain activity at an instance of driving invariably corresponds to all of these activities.

The conventional practice of neurometric analysis is to ring-fence the study and hence reduce the number of parameters that can affect the experiment. Other activities are recognised as artefacts and the signals relating to these activities are considered as ‘noise’ in the signals. It might be neither possible to split the driving task into smaller key activities nor reject other activities as artefacts in driving. Consider the task of negotiating a corner at speed, it involves hand-eye coordination and is associated to the driver’s confidence level. If a study has been performed to associate the confidence level using the affect state of the driver measured using EEG, separating the movements or visuals processing from task might breakdown the purpose of the study.

Although the action-chain (i.e. epistemic, semiotic and ergotic) relationships [236]–[238] of driving can be broken down into individual elements, the context of behaviour and cognitive organisation cohesion is more than the sum of its parts. The alternative approach is to extract patterns from combined modalities, car-related parameters (e.g. steering activity, pedal depressing, speed of driving, position on the track, etc.) along with nurometrics mainly, EEG.

Consequently, the synchronised data capture of driving telemetry and psychophysiological data is critical for the combined analysis and for finding correlations. Since the outcome of the analysis is highly dependent on the synchronisation of independent data streams, a proven mechanism was required for the data capture and to verify the temporal alignment between data streams. This necessitates re-scrutiny on assumptions made about data capture tools and the whole data stream pathway.

7.4. Data capture setup: temporally synchronised driving game logging and psychophysiological signals

Data was recorded in a driving simulation environment to understand drivers’ behaviour, and performance on a racing track. The aim was to monitor a player’s activities in relation to mastering the specific corner sequence of braking, corner entry, apex taking and corner exit.

7.4.1. UbiITS implemented data capture setup

The Codemasters Formula 1 game was used as the simulation engine to provide the actual driving experience. Three dimensional visuals of the game were rendered using to the DepthQ
stereoscopic projector onto a power wall with active wearable shutter glasses. Logitech G27 racing wheel and pedals with force feedback system were connected with the game engine as the driving controls. Telemetry data including the car’s parameters such as velocity, position on the track and engine speed and driver’s activities such as throttle, brake and steering angle are streamed out by the game engine via user datagram protocol (UDP) at the rate of 50Hz. Visually rendered by the game engine were captured as a phase alternating line (PAL) video with 25 frames/second. A video camera was also used to capture the driver and surroundings at the same frame rate. Electrodes were attached to the driver’s head, in order to monitor EEG activity. EEG signals were captured at 2048 Hz using Mindmedia Nexus 32 physiological monitoring device. Fig.7.1 illustrates the arrangement of devices and the information flow.

In addition to the driver, an observer was also linked in the data capture setup. The task of the observer was to identify milestones and incidents manually during the game. The observer performed this by pressing predefined keys on a PC keyboard. The observer is also provided with the real-time visualization of the captured EEG data, telemetry and video streams. Although the observer’s inputs were synchronously captured with other data channels, it was used to aid a quick post analysis, and had no influence in the real-time driving. For example it was used to point out interesting aspects on every lap, with the hope of future rigorous temporal data analysis and to identify and fix any sensor faults while the experiment was carried out.

Fig.7.1 Driving Simulator data capture setup
Main practical concerns related to the data capture setup and devices are addressed throughout the rest of this section.

### 7.4.2. Jitter on the data streams

The EEG capture device API delivers the data by means of a call-back function. Having no control over this call-back frequency, other than setting a constant value while configuring, a jitter is observed in this signal (Fig. 7.2). This behaviour is expected in a general purpose OS such as Windows and in the universal serial bus (USB) communication channel used by the EEG capture device. A similar observation is also seen in the telemetry UDP packets. Additionally, telemetry stream UDP packets were received approximately at 46 samples/s. This greatly deviates from the pre-set frequency of 100Hz. Network dynamics and UDP packet losses or the simulation engines internal design might have created this deviation. The jitters can be removed by introducing additional First-In-First-Out (FIFO) buffers. The UDP stream's actual frequency is monitored by counting elements on the FIFO in fixed intervals. This observed frequency is used as the real frequency in the analysis.

![Fig.7.2 Observed Jitter in delivered samples: Jitter observed in the delivered samples, the expected frequency: 2048Hz.](image)

### 7.4.3. Asynchrony of EEG and telemetry streams

EEG and telemetry streams originate from highly dissimilar sensor nodes. The path taken by EEG samples can be described sequentially such as generated by the hardware, transmitted through the optical fibre, retransmitted by the USB device, received by the API and finally reaches the data capture framework’s realm. Since there is no apparent knowledge available to model the path taken by these samples the relative temporal offset between these two streams cannot be estimated directly.

### 7.4.4. Using a reference device to calibrate stream offsets

An approach to estimate latencies and time offsets of data streams independent of devices’ internal architectures was defined in the UbiITS framework (see: Section 4.6.4). For calibration
purposes an in-house built embedded device (Fig.7.4) was used to induce distinctive signatures in individual streams. The technical specifications and the internal architecture of this device are detailed later in Chapter 9. The calibration device was initially programmed to estimate a Round Trip Time (RTT) of a command (i.e. the command to induce a signature pattern) and to receive the respective, symmetric acknowledgement. Measuring RTT can be also affected by the OS timing issues and jitters (see: Section 2.8.1). As a consequence of this, the RTT is estimated using multiple trials (Fig.7.3) in order to find a better estimate.

![Fig.7.3 Round Trip Time: command round trip time of the custom built device, connected through UART interface at 115200 baud rate was observed as a Gaussian distribution with the mean of 0.015511 and mode of 0.015589](image)

After the RTT estimation, the calibration device was programmed to induce signature patterns. Every stream's offsets were then estimated individually by spawning individual calibration patterns such as inducing spike waves on the EEG sensors using digital pulses, blinking light emitting diodes (LED) on video streams, using gyros attached to the embedded devices to sense the steering wheel rotation etc.

![Fig.7.4 In-house built embedded device with inertial measurement modules mounted. (Detailed information about this hardware and its firmware design can be found in Chapter 9)](image)
Temporal offsets for the EEG and video streams were estimated using the method described above and by inducing spikes on their individual data streams. However a slightly different method was used to estimate the offset in the telemetry streams from the game engine.

Inertial data captured using the reference device was used to calibrate the telemetry streamed from the game engine. A one off calibration was performed to measure the telemetry offset. The reference device with the inertial measurement modules was mounted onto the steering wheel and pedals so that the offset between the inertial data stream and individual telemetry streams can be measured. Both telemetry and inertial data streams are examined for the calibration signatures such as sharp turns on the steering wheel and quick depresses on the pedals. Distinctive changes in data streams related to the calibration signatures were recognised and used to evaluate the offset between these streams. Once this offset is measured and using the known latency of the reference device (this is equivalent to the latency comprised in the inertial data stream) the actual latency of individual telemetry channels were evaluated.

7.4.5. Evidence of synchronisation of driving activity and EEG

The EEG signals and the car telemetry shown in Fig.7.5 respectively illustrate the correlation between the driver’s muscle activation of the actuations on the game controllers (i.e. steering wheel and brake and acceleration paddles). EEG signals were filtered using Butterworth, band pass (20-50Hz) filter so that the muscle artefacts are clearly visible and hence the
synchronisation can be validated. Muscle artefacts are typically filtered out in an EEG analysis and disregarded but this information is effectively used here for the purpose of synchronisation.

Muscle activity is a common artefact which can be manually observed in EEG signals, therefore it is used here to provide evidence and validate the synchronisation of the captured signals. Accuracy of the temporal alignment of the EEG and driving telemetry can be visually examined using muscle actuations which correspond to a driving activity, i.e. driver is changing over from full throttle to brake and subsequently performing a turn in an apex in the track. It should be noted that in this case muscle artefacts present in the EEG data stream were exploited to validate the synchronisation, and hence the signals were filtered to enhance the muscle artefacts. Nevertheless it is common to filter out muscle activities while performing a comprehensive EEG analysis, however the concept of synchronisation will remain unchanged.

7.5. Brain activity and driving patterns

Having addressed the synchronisation-related issues described and with temporal alignment of captured driving telemetry and EEG data reasonably justified, the methodology was used to study the driving pattern of 14 drivers, including 7 gamers with more than 500 hours of formula 1 gaming experience, 2 real formula 1 drivers and 4 rally drivers.

The main aim of this study was to demonstrate how synchronised data logging and multimodal data fusion, i.e. multiple data streams such as psychophysiological signals, game and telemetry can be useful in documenting the process of learning. In this case, learning to corner at speed; braking, corner entry, apex and corner exit. Synchronised driving activity data provides the necessary information for documenting the learning process from a purely numerical perspective. Such data also allows for determining learning and exploration patterns regarding a task.

7.5.1. Experimental setup

The Silverstone circuit was selected for the study with each participant driving the Red Bull Racing RB7 Renault car with no other cars on the track. The car was configured for automatic gear shifts, 197 degrees of steering angle and all other assisted driving controls such as breaking, stability control, etc. disabled. To provide a more immersive environment full cockpit view, force feedback steering and stereoscopic three dimensional rendering were enabled. Lap count, lap time and shortest lap time were displayed on the screen while all other information displays, (e.g. track position, track guidance marks, comments) were turned off. Fig.7.6 shows the driving environment and the rendered 3D visual.
All drivers were trained on the Melbourne Grand Prix circuit before they were allowed to enter the Silverstone circuit. The training was to familiarize the driver to the controls, the car, and adapt themselves to the simulated environment, (i.e. depth perception, motion sickness and steering response etc.). Once the driver felt competent, they were asked to complete as many laps as possible within 30 minutes in the test session on the Silverstone circuit.

EEG data was collected in a 10-20 system using an electro gel cap. Drivers were strapped to the driving seat using seat belts and a head-neck restraint setup similar to a HANS device [239]. These restrains emulated an environment similar to a real F1 car and helped to restrict intense body movements, hence reducing severe artefacts in the EEG.

![Fig.7.6 F1 driving simulation environment with the 3D power wall.](image)

Driver activity over a specific region on the track (Fig.7.7) was selected. The ‘Stowe’ corner was chosen as it is a high-speed corner with a long approach straight leading into a large radius curve. It was anticipated that drivers will contemplate risks as they learn to deal with this corner. Additionally, Stowe tests the confidence and the attention/concentration of the driver since maintaining a high entry and exit speed critically impacts on the overall lap time. The A telemetry capturing module was built to automatically generate a marker in real-time whenever the car enters and exits Stowe. The automatic generation of markers allows instantaneous extraction of temporally aligned data, i.e. ready to use data segments during or after the driving session.
7.5.2. EEG processing

EEG analysis was performed in both time domain and frequency domain, mainly based on the signals from frontal lobe electrodes (F3, Fz and F4). Signals were filtered using 4th order Butterworth filter, using hi-pass to remove the DC component and low-pass to remove the high frequency noise. Actual cut-off frequencies were selected according to the specific analysis performed, i.e. alpha band 8-12Hz and Beta 13-21Hz [241, pp. 112–120]. Thereafter the filtered signal was transformed into the frequency domain to observe the power of the frequency power spectrum. The frequency transform was performed in 1s windows, with a window stepping of 10ms. The frequency transform was scaled based on the length of window (number of points) to conserve the signal power; although more importance was given to the relative variation of the frequency spectrum than absolute values. Various representations of the frequency power values have been presented throughout this section. The colour map used to represent the frequencies varied from blue to red corresponding to the minimum and maximum frequencies in the considered time span.

7.5.3. Artefacts and noises

A driving task involves various activities that could influence the EEG recording, such as muscle activities in the head region, eye blinks, etc. Body and head movements also cause slight movements in the EEG cap, affecting the impedances in the electrodes, consequently introducing many noise sources in the signal. Artefacts occur more frequently in driving compared to a controlled experiment, e.g. an ERP experiment with limited predefined events and responses. The standard practice is to automatically or manually detect and reject artefacts [242]. However, doing this for an EEG signal collected during a driving task would
result in highly fragmented strips of signals unsuitable for continuous brain activity analysis [36], [243]. Event locking is a common methodology used in EEG studies of signals before and after the event. Thereafter the signals will be averaged over many events and/or participants [242], [244]–[246]. The difficulty with this approach is isolating and distinguishing a discrete cognitive event in a driving task.

An experimental system built with consumer game equipment and EEG capture is limited in many ways compared to an exclusively built laboratory setup used in psychophysiological studies, e.g. cost and quality of the equipment, signal to noise ratio, interferences by external sources and activities, etc. Body movement is a significant source of noise particularly since it is almost impossible to maintain a ‘rigid’ posture or abstain from body sway. These are uncontrolled parameters as result of combined game immersion and motor reflex as in a real-world racing environment, whereas parameters are carefully controlled in a scientific experiment so that one specific concept can be isolated and studied independently. The contrast here revolves around using a force feedback steering wheel and pedal box as opposed to a game pad with thumb-stick controls. Therefore, the approaches followed in a controlled environment are not always practical in a more realistic environment.

As a consequence, rather than establishing a unique signal or pattern, it is preferable to identify the trends relating to action-chain relationships in the EEG data. Potentially driving activity can be explained more reliably and accurately by one or more sequences of abstract action-chain relationships. Therefore it is important to know what happened at a specific moment in the environment to understand and interpret the EEG. The basis developed by the tight synchronisation provides and enables the correlation of recognisable actions performed by the user at any specific time.

7.5.4. Interpreting the ‘noisy’ EEG using synchronised telemetry

The possibility of revealing some useful information from artefacts is now considered here. Instead of removing signal components, which are deemed to be artefacts or noise in conventional EEG, they are retained. For example, signatures of white noise which appears in all frequencies could represent a muscle artefact or disturbance caused by a movement in the electrodes, cap, cables, etc. (Fig.7.8). White noise is identified by vertical lighter lines in the frequency spectrum, some of which are associated with the driver’s physical activities on throttle whereas horizontal lines represent alpha activity. Therefore such a white noise may be considered as a useful indication of the driver’s body movement and verified further if it also corresponds to a driver activity captured in driving telemetry. Observing the continuous variation in alpha power (horizontal colour changes) it can be visually justified that every rise in
alpha is not due to an artefact and hence the data still contains usable information, therefore it does not need to be disregarded completely.

Fig.7.8 EEG frequency power spectrum, signals were filtered using the pass band of 8-13Hz (alpha band) before transforming into frequency domain

7.5.5. Potential temporal correlations

From an observational perspective, mistakes made by drivers and the type of alpha and beta activities immediately prior to or during mistakes being made were investigated. Equipped with such data it is then possible to further identify the causes for mistakes associated with attitude parameters such as concentration (Beta) or attention (Alpha). The resulting analysis below suggests several cases where the synchronised data from EEG can further document an observation and potentially provide better feedback towards learning or skill acquisition.

Fig.7.9 Left: Alpha power mapped on to the car’s path. Change in throttle is mapped to the radius of the circles. Right: Alpha Beta, brake throttle and steering angle are plotted against the distance

In Fig.7.9, the driver makes a mistake at the breaking point; brakes too late, thus missing the corner’s entry point, apex and corner exit. The cause of the mistake is clearly seen from the telemetry record and trajectory of the car in lap 2 compared to laps 1 and 3. A possible interpretation of brain activity correlated to the incidents in the driving is given below.
It can be speculated at this stage that alpha monitoring could provide information as to why a driver might have missed their braking point. Research has shown EEG alpha power fluctuations to correlate with processing of the visual network and between the visual cortex and the rest of the brain. Interestingly, these effects are unique for the alpha band and not observable in other frequency bands. [247] The braking zone is highlighted in red, meaning that the driver is emitting high alpha thus appearing quite relaxed and still possibly performing mental calculations, working with memory [248]–[251]. Upon missing the breaking point, the alpha reading shift towards low alpha (blue) and full attention to the task at hand. It can be speculated that this could illustrate the moment in which the driver realises that he/she is not going to make the corner entry or the apex and possibly run off the track. While speculative, the shift of activities in the EEG bands appears to match the expected experiential sequencing of events on track. In this context, the later part of the corner is particularly telling as the driver is focusing his/her attention towards re-positioning the car on the track. Fig.7.10 illustrates further examples from a novice driver, highlighting the alpha attenuation when coming close to the kerb or overshooting. Similar interpretations were derived by performing cause and effect analysis [252] for all 14 drivers.

Fig. 7.10 Power of alpha frequency is mapped on to the car’s path. Change in throttle is mapped with the radius of the circles. Arrows indicate car coming adjacent to the kerb or an overshoot.
Fig. 7.11 Alpha and Beta power changes are compared for a driver in 4 consecutive laps. Change in breaking is mapped on to the circles’ radius.

While high alpha is interpreted as a state of still brain, i.e. relaxation or performing internal mental calculations, working memory [248], [251], beta represents a busy activity, anxious thinking, or actively concentrating [249], [253]–[255] process. Fig.7.11 shows the drivers brain switching between alpha and beta activities. Low alpha power was observed when the driver overshoots the track then he/she regulates the throttle and corrects the path back to the normal position. This is justified by the notion of alpha attenuation i.e. increased attentiveness [248]–[250]. The example in Fig.7.12 illustrates a situation in which both alpha and beta activity can be combined in order to further explain a mistake and cognitive load in compensating the error. The switch between alpha and beta frequencies in the apex can be observed, i.e. the driver switching between relaxed, possibly internal calculations, working memory modes (high alpha) to attentive (low alpha) [248], [251], and busy, anxious thinking, active concentration (high beta) modes [253], [254]. In this case, the error occurs at mid-corner while negotiating the corner’s apex. At this stage of the task the driver’s attention should shift towards the corner’s exit and target the white track demarcation line on the side of the track for maximum exit speed.

In this particular case, there might be several reasons as to why the driver has run off the track, e.g. carrying too much speed in the corner and/or misjudge the corner exit point. Fig.7.12 however is suggesting that the driver might not have been as attentive as he/she should have been towards the apex of the corner. High alpha towards the apex of the corner would suggest that the driver is quite relaxed at this point. Low beta suggests that the driver in
this case is not showing high levels of concentration (blue). Once off the track, alpha levels reduce, thus suggesting that attention has fully returned while beta activity slowly rises (yellow/red) towards re-joining the track.

**Fig.7.12 Alpha and Beta power changes when overshooting the track**

While this approach cannot at this stage be used as a definite and conclusive mechanism for interpreting player performance, it can be used in conjunction with other game-related performance and logged activities so as to further determine the reasons motivating player behaviours and enhance the quality of feedback that can be offered to the player.

### 7.6. Reflections and opportunities

The work presented highlighted the potential of interpreting the driving based on EEG and in game data. The difficulty in tightly controlling the environment and ring fencing a particular activity in the driving task creates difficulties in employing conventional neurometric approaches. Consequently it is necessary to choose a flexible approach of using time synchronised multimodal approach to interpret the data. Cause and effect analysis have been performed manually to describe patterns in the EEG power spectrum [252]. Current and future work will focus on automatic classification and documentation of the driving activity. Differences in previous experiences in gaming or driving task and driver individualities create a challenge in building up a large dataset. The reliability and performance of automatic methods rely on finding suitable statistical methods and adequate amount of training data for classifiers. Using the time synchronisation techniques presented the future direction of the work leads towards a real-time, closed-loop system that can feedback into the game or to the driver to influence driving experience.

### 7.7. Conclusion

This case study employed the novel and generic technique proposed in the UbiITS framework to synchronize independent data streams captured in a gaming session. The technique described neither depends on nor needs to have knowledge about the internal architecture or the core timing loop of the game to measure the end-to-end timing inconsistencies between
the environments (i.e. where real-world user activity happens) and the data capture endpoint (i.e. the data is being available to capture along with the temporal information).

This time phased recorded video, driving telemetry and EEG data, demonstrate the accuracy of synchronising these multimodal data streams for neurometric analysis using the UbiITS framework. There are no automatic mechanisms built in the game architecture or in commercial data capture systems for such multimodal data synchronisation and data fusion. As an alternative, ad-hoc solutions are available but this requires users to configure a reference device in order to calibrate the recordings. Selecting a suitable calibration approach depends on the nature of the application and the corresponding data stream. Using light flashes for video capture, electromagnetic induction on cables for EEG capture and calibrating the steering wheel telemetry using the inertial measurement units are the exemplars. Considerations are needed for data stream offsets and the jitter parameters to compensate the asynchrony and the nondeterministic characteristics throughout the data stream’s pathway. This case study has provided evidence for the temporal synchronisation to justify its claim about its accuracy. In addition to the visually observable associativity across signals (Fig.7.5) the demonstrated possibility of exploring temporal correlations of internal human activities such as brain status (Fig.7.10, Fig.7.11, Fig.7.12) further validate the accuracy of the synchronisation.

The temporal synchronisation across multimodal channels was exploited to create in depth interpretations of the in-game activity. This approach provides fresh opportunities for using commercial of-the-shelf games to study user behaviour in-relation to the in-game data logging. Consequently, UbiITS enables the vast majority of games not intentionally designed for research to be used for scientific and methodological research. The development of such a generic technique for temporal synchronisation opens up a wide range of possibilities in the areas of psychology, game studies, cognitive sciences and experiential-based multimodal studies. This technique is beneficial to the Serious Games community in the sense that it offers a quick method for a synchronised real-time documentation of learning activities by combining explicit and implicit data gathering. From a multi-modal perspective, this approach presents the benefit to develop a flexible and fast approach to experimenting with complex experimental designs by significantly reducing the complexity of experiment technical implementation.
Attestation

This case study is about a system implementation named Mirror – a Neurofeedback system currently being used for core neurophysiological research by collaborative research teams in the Department of Cognitive Science, University of California, San Diego, USA and the Department of Psychology, University of Graz, Austria. This demonstrates a technological readiness level related to this work and that is beyond the laboratory. The following is an attestation about UbiITS provided by a collaborative research team in the Department of Cognitive Science, University of California, San Diego.

“Physiological studies always encounter the problem that they need very specific markers in the data to link a physiological reaction to a specific event. Most commercial games do not send such specific markers and can therefore hardly been used for physiological studies. The framework [UbiITS] allows connecting physiological measurements with a game and handles the trigger sending. Moreover, the timing of the separate software (i.e. game and recording device) is synchronized within the framework. This is especially important for applications that provide the user with real-time feedback such as in Neurofeedback studies. With the framework, up to 8 control channels can be defined for real-time control, it is easy to add devices such as a webcam for certain measurements and the different devices/software can be run on the same or different computers. Another very useful feature of the framework is that it indicates the buffer size as well as the number of data samples and markers transmitted, so the connection and data transfer can be supervised continuously.” - Elisabeth Friedrich, May 29th, 2013
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8.1. Background information

Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) show deficits in social and communicative skills such as imitation, empathy and shared attention as well as restricted interests and repetitive patterns of behaviours [258]–[260]. These deficits substantially impair social interactions and may have a basis in motor, emotion and/or cognitive deficits. The aim of this study was to elicit, enhance and train appropriate motor behaviour and cognition as the basis for emotional reactions in social situations for children with ASD.

Dysfunction in imitation, specifically in the mirror neuron system, is speculated as one of the underlying causes for these symptoms in people with ASD. Neurofeedback was shown to reduce the symptoms in children with ASD by self-regulation of brain rhythms [261], [262]. Peripheral physiological activity such as the heart rate is closely linked to neurophysiological signals as well as associated to social engagement [263]. Therefore, this study proposed as effective a combined approach of highlighting the interconnected activities of brain, body and behaviour in children with ASD. This study was focused on establishing an innovative system that provides feedback corresponds directly to the underlying significance of the trained signals as well as to the behaviour being reinforced.

This system was primarily based on the use of a specifically-designed interactive video game and neurofeedback training (NFT) as an operant conditioning methodology to gain control of specific brain dynamics. The assumption being that modulation of the mu rhythm (8-13 Hz) can be trained with NFT and will reengage the mirror neuron system (MNS). The MNS provides the neurophysiological basis for imitation and has been found to be dysfunctional in individuals with ASD. Furthermore, a linkage between the regulation of heart rate and the social engagement system was proposed. Therefore, peripheral physiological reactions to emotions in social situations are recorded in this study.

8.2. Interactive game and real-time feedback

Children with high functioning ASD and typically developing controls played a video game while electroencephalography (EEG) and other peripheral physiological measurements were recorded (e.g. muscle activity, skin conductance, heart rate, respiration). The children are trained to allow a series of social interactions to take place in the game. Specifically, the child's game character engages in the imitation behaviour of facial emotions. During this social interaction game, children are rewarded if they show a specific neurophysiological reaction i.e. modulation of the mu rhythm. This connects the neurophysiological basis for imitation

---

1 Information in this section is extracted from: [256], [257]
2 Information in this section is extracted from: [256], [257]
learning and MNS with appropriate imitation behaviour in social situations. Therefore, greater improvements in behaviour and cognition in the children with ASD were anticipated and this could be evaluated with various tests before and after the NFT.

The ultimate goal of this study was to teach children with ASD to appropriately respond to social situations while numerical data is being gathered using the developed system. As social interactions build the fundamentals of human lives, an improvement in social interactions could strengthen relationships with the family, facilitate social relationships as well as academic interactions and potentially improve the health and well-being of individuals with ASD across their lifespan.

8.3. Real-time closed loop feedback and synchronisation

The predominant technical complexity in this study was to integrate the data capture devices, processing modules, storage modules and the interactive game in real-time. The UbiITS framework was implemented to integrate these diverse multimodal tools and provide closed loop feedback in real-time. Fig.8.1 shows the deployed centralised system based on the UbiITS framework incorporating data capture hardware, real-time processing tools, storage modules and the data flow. Basically the user interacts with the mirror game while the game adapts its dynamics according to the biofeedback provided in real-time.

*Fig.8.1 UbiITS framework based centralised system deployment with devices, processing tools and data flow*
Biofeedback channels were connected to the subject using the Thought Technology biofeedback hardware [264]. Multiple neurophysiological (EEG signals) and other peripheral physiological signals, e.g. EKG, EMG were captured by the hardware and processed in real-time using the Biograph [265] psychophysiological signal processing software. Capturing up to 8 channels was supported by the hardware and the associated API. The software generated discrete events (e.g. threshold met, pattern matched, etc.) in real-time, besides filtering and processing. A centralised system was built to filter these events and route them to the game. The game adapts its dynamics specifically in accordance to these events. In addition to the events feedback to the game, it also generated events associated with in-game activities performed by the user. While the main requirement of the centralised system was to integrate the independent tools, synchronise and support data transport in real-time, it was also required to store all data for post capture analysis. The following data streams and synchronised events were used for this purpose.

1. All events generated by the game were time stamped and stored.
2. All events generated by the psychophysiological signal processing software were time stamped and stored.
3. 8 data streams from the psychophysiological signal processing software were stored.
4. A data stream from the game comprising periodic in-game statistics was stored.
5. A stream of video frames of from a video capture device used to capture the facial activities of the patient was encoded and stored.

Fig.8.2 shows the physical setup of the system with a patient participating in the experiment. This system deployment comprised three networked Windows-based PC platforms. The centralised event routing, video encoding and data storage was performed in one PC while the game and real-time psychophysiological processing were running in two other separate PCs.
8.4. Closed-loop, low latency connection of the user space with computational space

The main issue with real-time, closed-loop systems involving human interaction is that the real-time interaction is affected by the latency. Extended latencies can influence the experience and has the potential to skew the results. For instance, in this DCIS biofeedback events needed to be processed in real time, transported and delivered to the game with minimal latencies so that highly responsive interactions can be performed by the game. The DCIS deployment employing the UbiITS framework achieved these requirements using the techniques listed below.

1. Optimising the buffering in individual channels to provide a balance between jitter management and latency.

2. Distributing the computational load across multiple deployments on independent platforms while interconnecting them for synchronisation and data transport purposes.

3. Enabling computations to be performed in multiple computational threads within one platform such that baring a load balance between high priority low latency tasks, i.e. event routing and computationally intensive background tasks, e.g. video encoding.
4. Real time monitoring of the data flow as a mean of recording the dynamic characteristics of the system.

Fig. 8.3 UbiITS framework - Real-time closed-loop connecting of physical space and computation space

A brief illustration of important components and various modules based on the UbiITS framework is shown in Fig.8.3. This system essentially demonstrates how the physical space where the interactions were performed was connected to the data processing and computational space, using the UbiITS framework based modules. Subsequently, Fig.8.4 shows an example of a data channel monitored online. In this case the online monitoring of video frames enabled precise synchronisation with spontaneous events. This has been used for an analysis focused on micro-saccade from the facial video where a tight temporal synchronisation with in-game activity was essential. Similarly Fig.8.5 shows synchronised in-game events with psychophysiological signals for a post capture analysis.
Fig. 8.4 Online monitoring of video frames used for an analysis focused on microsaccade from the facial video. Samples were synchronised based on the automatic forced syncing intervals technique proposed by the UbiITS framework.

Fig. 8.5 In-game events synchronised with psychophysiological signals for a post capture analysis. Events are colour coded for visualisation.
8.5. Conclusion and summary

The case study Mirror - a real-time biofeedback game demonstrated the application of UbiITS framework to solve real-time, closed loop problem. The framework successfully provided the fundamental low-level architecture for addressing the technical requirements of multimodal device integration, data transport across independent nodes the system and tight temporal synchronisation of data channels. This application outlines a higher level closed loop biofeedback system operating on top of the foundation provided by the framework architecture.

The DCIS architecture was specifically designed and customised for neurophysiological studies. This particular system implementation is currently being used for core neurophysiological research by collaborative research teams in Department of Cognitive Science, University of California, San Diego, USA and Department of Psychology, University of Graz, Austria. Beyond the fundamental technical capabilities of the UbiITS framework, this demonstrates the UbiITS framework’s stability and readiness to be used as a product by external organisations.
Chapter 9. Sensor prototype and hardware implementations

The previous application case studies used mostly proprietary hardware and software as tools for sensing and interacting with the physical space. These devices were wrapped inside a UbiITS framework device module designed to accommodate a specific device or a family of devices into the system. Generally, once a module is designed for a device by the implementer it can be used any number of times and ported across different systems using the UbiITS framework. All of these modules use APIs and SDKs provided by the device manufacturer as the only means for integrating the device with the framework. Separate from accommodating proprietary devices into a system this chapter demonstrates the capability of the framework to be implemented directly on a hardware platform. In doing so it eliminates the wrapper interface to hardware. As an exemplar of an embedded architecture this chapter presents a custom sensor device with built-in framework components that is readily usable in a system using UbiITS.

9.1. UbiITS built-in hardware

Integrating modules carrying the conceptual functionalities defined by the framework directly on to device firmware enables a device to be highly interoperable and capable of being used efficiently and effortlessly. A device having the functionalities required by the framework readily installed makes it immediately compatible with the rest of the system. This implies that a device having built-in framework modules can start to operate immediately as a plug-and-play device, given that a means of connectivity to the rest of the system is provided e.g. TCP, Serial, etc.

In addition to the plug-and-play characteristics, these devices can be anticipated to provide other benefits such as low latency and much tighter synchronisation. For example, samples from a device can be synchronised by the UbiITS framework only after they have initially been delivered inside a framework module, i.e. usually the wrapper module of a device. Samples inside a propriety hardware and an associated API are generally out of reach of the framework. For this reason the UbiITS relies on FIFO buffers to synchronise the samples (Section 4.6). If the samples are synchronised directly onto the hardware platform where they are captured, the sample latency and the effect of jitter in the connectivity path can be reduced. These hypotheses of a UbiITS built-in hardware related to the low latency and tight synchronisation characteristics will be testified later this chapter.

9.1.1. UbiITS built-in embedded sensor

A sensor device was developed from scratch from fundamental electronic components to demonstrate the concepts of integrating the UbiITS modules in the firmware architecture. This
device is an integrated sensor with a 3-axis digital gyroscope, accelerometer and compass, additionally having 8 channels of auxiliary analogue to digital conversion (Fig.9.1). It can be used primarily to measure orientation and inertial effects, for example in the previous F1 case study to measure physical steering movements.

9.1.2. Hardware architecture

A Texas Instrument 32bit ARM microcontroller unit (MCU) was used as the central piece of this integrated sensor in which the framework modules were implemented. It can be connected to a PC via a USB connection emulating Serial connectivity. Fig.9.2 illustrates the hardware architecture and the components used. The three orientation sensors (inertial and compass) were connected to the device via an Inter-Integrated Circuit (I²C) bus. The auxiliary analogue to digital conversion (ADC) was carried out by the MCU using the integrated ADC peripheral.
which was accessed via the direct memory access (DMA). The MCU was programmed using C language using IAR tool chain [266].

9.1.3. Interrupt driven firmware architecture

The device firmware architecture was built directly on the “bare metal”, i.e. no operating systems were used. Having the architecture directly on the bare metal removes the operating system’s nondeterministic task scheduling and timing artefacts and consequently the timing behaviour of the device is completely deterministic. An interrupt driven firmware was built integrating the UbiITS framework. Prioritised pre-emptive scheduling was chosen for this firmware architecture since this task scheduling policy is suitable for the highly strict timing requirements of a real-time application. Additionally this scheduling policy was supported by the MCU and its ARM architecture. Fig.9.3 illustrates the main components of this firmware and the tasks concurrently executed in real-time.

Fig.9.3 Interrupt driven firmware architecture integrated with UbiITS framework

9.1.4. Real-time task scheduling

Two interrupts were generated from independent timers while the other was generated from the MCU’s UART peripheral upon receiving data packets from the remote host. These interrupts were prioritised based on the real-time task priority requirements. Reading measurements from all the sensors in a precise interval is the topmost priority of this device. Therefore TimerB interrupts were set to the highest priority level since all the sensors were read in the TimerB Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). Receiving and processing commands were set to the next level of priority since it is vital to service the requests from the remote host with minimum time delays. Receiving and processing commands in a timely manner is important whereas sending response to the commands can be delayed until the next available time schedule. For instance, regarding the sample count information requested by the host, the sending response can be delayed given that the command has been processed with a
minimal delay, i.e. sample count has been logged. Consequently, Receive Interrupts were prioritised higher than TimerA interrupts where the response to commands and sensor data (periodic sample measurements from the sensors) were dispatched to the host.

Data samples and command responses are dispatched at a lower frequency than the sensor sampling rate. This implies that samples are queued in the FIFO buffer by TimerB ISR at every sample measurement interval and dispatched by the TimerA ISR in batches. While sampling intervals are strictly maintained and not interrupted by any task, dispatch intervals are relaxed and the dispatch task yields time to higher priority tasks. The latency of samples being delivered to the host can be reduced by the increasing the dispatch frequency. However this increases the active time of the communication channel and hence increases computational load on the host. On the other hand decreasing the dispatch frequency requires an increased FIFO buffer length. The sampling rate and dispatch rate can be altered by setting corresponding parameters in the firmware. These parameters can be altered such that it satisfies the application’s requirements of real-time response and computational loads.

In summary the task scheduling policy was designed to guarantee the following characteristics:

1. The measurement of samples from the sensors are captured at fixed frequently with strict timing
2. Commands are received and processed with minimum delay, this can be interrupted only for sample measurements
3. Data samples and command responses are dispatched at a lower priority, yielding time for higher priority tasks.

The following priorities were set in the firmware for concurrent tasks and an illustrative time slicing diagram is shown in Fig.9.4.

\[
\text{Reading Sensors} \rightarrow \text{Receiving/Processing Commands} \rightarrow \text{Sending Command Response and Data}
\]

![Fig.9.4 Illustrative timing diagram of concurrent tasks. Interrupt prioritises #1>#2>#3](image)
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9.1.5. Mutual exclusiveness – safe data access

The task scheduling also guarantees the mutual exclusion of critical data and peripherals, i.e. sensors are accessed only by the TimerB ISR, all the data including the command responses and sensor measurements are sent through the UART peripheral by TimerA ISR and the data is read from the UART peripheral in the Receive ISR. Two FIFO buffers are used to exchange sample measurements and command responses across concurrent tasks. Asynchronous FIFOs with no copy operations, defined in the UbiITS framework (section 4.3.6) were basically used for these asynchronous concurrent task operations.

9.1.6. Remote host

It was also necessary to share the single UART connection in this device for sending periodic sample measurements and from the sensors and the command responses. Generic data transport message service defined in the framework (section 4.4.2) was used to encode both samples and command responses. On the other side of the sensor device, a PC-software based with generic serial module is used to decode the data and interconnect the device to the rest of the system.

9.2. Custom calibration device

The firmware of previously built sensing device (Section 9.1) has been reprogrammed to function as a calibration device that assists measuring latencies in other proprietary devices. The process used here to automatically measuring latencies is exactly as was defined in the framework and detailed in section 4.6.4.

9.2.1. Firmware architecture and latency measurements

Extra IO ports available in the MCU were used to generate synthetic patterns in the proprietary device being calibrated. For example, latency in a video channel from an optical device/video camera can be estimated by connecting a light emitting diode to the IO ports and the latency in the audio channel of an audio capture device can be estimated by connecting a buzzer to the IO ports. Fig.9.5 shows the firmware architecture used in the custom calibration device. The predominant reason for building such a device on an embedded platform is that the timings involved in the customised calibration device are much more predictable and controllable since its firmware is operating on bare metal. The device was designed to function as an external hub to a PC that is not affected by the non-deterministic timing characteristics of a general purpose OS.
9.2.2. Sample latency measurement – EEG device

In order to demonstrate the functionality of this calibration device and the process of calibration, the Nexus32 psychophysiological measurement device was chosen and the latency in its data channels measured (Fig.9.6). A PC with Windows 7 32bit platform was used as the central system and both the calibration device and psychophysiological measurement device were connected to the central system. Basically the purpose of the setup was to measure the latency of psychophysiological signals with reference to the central system. The external circuitry was designed such that a synthetic pattern generated by the calibration device was fed directly into the psychophysiological measurement device’s digital input channels while maintaining the voltage levels of the pulses within the input voltage limits and reference levels. The pulse signals generated were also connected to an oscilloscope so that they could be monitored independently (Fig.9.7).
9.2.3. Automatic latency measurement module

A dedicated calibration module was designed in the central system to perform calibration tasks, connect and operate as host to the calibration device. The sequence of tasks performed
was derived from the calibration procedure defined in the framework (section 4.6.4) and listed as below:

1. Commands are sent to the calibration device by the calibration module to create synchronisation pulses and simultaneously synchronisation event is raised in the system.

2. Instantaneous sample counts of all data streams in the systems and a timestamp are recorded by the global event router when the synchronisation event is raised.

3. Once the command is received by the calibration device, an acknowledgement is sent and discrete patterns triggered.

4. Another event is triggered by the synchronisation module upon receiving the acknowledgement sent by the device.

5. Another timestamp is recorded when the acknowledgement event was triggered, sample counts are not required at this time.

6. Steps 1 to 5 are repeated for numerous times to find an average estimate of the latency over many trials.

The sequence of actions and the latencies involved are shown with the physically connected hardware devices in Fig.9.8; this is a practical analogy of the concept illustrated in Fig.4.15.
9.2.4. Latency estimation over multiple trials

The time taken to trigger synchronisation patterns upon receiving the command from the host can be assumed to be negligible, since it is actually the time taken to pump electrical pulses through a copper wire. Consequently, the actuation latency of a synchronisation pattern only involves the command latency. Latencies of pulses accumulated over multiple trials are shown in Fig.9.9. The time of the synchronisation command sent was indicated as time zero, i.e. timestamp of initial synchronisation event in step2. Red bars indicate the latencies of the pulses from the associated synchronisation pulses triggered by the device until they have been received by the system. In some instances acknowledgements were received after the signals were received by the system. These were due to general purpose OS tasks scheduling issues and are considered as outliers as indicated by the blue bars. The average command latency was indicated as zero in many instances although it is a nonzero value. The main reason for this was that the timer API used to acquire timestamps in the system was limited to millisecond timestamps. The USB/UART peripheral was enabled with RTS-CTS hardware flow control which therefore provides very low latencies. Nevertheless this did not significantly affect estimates since the signal latencies are of a higher order when compared to the
command latencies. The distribution of signal and command latencies accumulated over multiple trials is shown in Fig.9.10.

![Diagram showing signal and command latencies](image)

**Fig.9.9** Results accumulated over multiple synchronisation trial. All trials are temporally aligned to the synchronisation command sent to the device. Red bars indicate the latencies, from the pulses triggered by the device until they received by the system. Blue bars indicate outliers - where the acknowledgements are received by the system later than the signal.

**Fig.9.10** Distribution of signal and command latencies accumulated over multiple trials

### 9.3. Summary of hardware implementation

This chapter has demonstrated how the UbiITS framework can be implemented directly onto hardware by providing an exemplar sensor design. The firmware architecture described can be used as reference architecture for designing devices with plug-and-play support, to be used in a system based on the UbiITS framework. Subsequently this chapter showed how a hardware
device can be designed to measure latencies in preparatory sensing devices based on the automatic latency measurement procedure defined in the framework. These hardware implementations principally demonstrate the framework’s capability to handle hardware design and integration problems.
Chapter 10. Framework metrics and discussion

The case studies provided in this thesis have highlighted the novel outcomes delivered by applying the UbiITS framework and substantiated why such a framework is needed. They have successfully demonstrated the outcomes of employing the framework from the individual application domain’s point of view. Subsequently a model for implementing framework components directly on the hardware was also discussed. Previous chapters presenting these case studies successfully addressed the thesis objectives of refining, verifying and evaluating the framework.

This section provides a summary evaluation of the UbiITS framework and its conceptual approach from the framework’s overall point of view as a generalised summary. The information and numeric metrics given here are intended to be used as a reference blueprint for future use case implementations of the framework. Nevertheless the whys and wherefores of various components and their functional capabilities have been shown mainly via the case studies’ practical examples.

10.1. Evolution of the framework in parallel with case studies

While the case studies are concrete examples of the UbiITS framework implementations, they were also used to refine the evolving framework as stated in Chapter 3. It is crucial to recognize that a framework evolves in parallel with the multiple case study applications. It is generally not feasible to define an effective framework merely based on a single application. This is because the ability to outline generalised concepts and abstractions for multiple scenarios can only be achieved by physically building the application systems and discovering the abstractions and component reuse cases across multiple applications [146]. Consequently, the evolution of UbiITS framework and the development of applications occurred in parallel, aligning with the framework evolution methodology (Fig.10.1). It is also not realistic to report the evolution in an incremental development manner based on each and every application scenario. It is difficult to differentiate intermediary stages of a framework that is being actively evolved, although clear distinctions can be specified across major version increments. All refinements made during the evolution of the UbiITS framework were immediately reflected in all the case study application implementations in accordance with this parallel model. Thus, it required constant rebuilding the case study application systems (i.e. recompiling and rebuilding the software) but ensured that all of them were incorporated the up-to-date framework concepts and generalisations. The UbiITS framework reported in this thesis (Chapter 4) is sufficiently justified and validated with these case studies and therefore intended to be the initial major release at this stage.
10.2. Software implementation metrics from the case study applications

Identifying the requirements of every new application is a challenge in building a framework. The main reason for this is the difficulty in foreseeing all the different ways in which custom implementations will want to use the framework as a solution in their domain. Although the usefulness of a framework can be subjectively claimed and debated, principally it is difficult to define the usefulness [267]. Consequently, actual functional demonstrations provided via case studies play a vital role in defining the UbiITS framework’s usefulness. As an addition to the functional characteristics revealed through the case studies, the framework’s software-based metrics were produced from the application implementations. The supportive results established here can be used by future implementers to understand and interpret the framework’s software-based aspects and further assist them in deciding to choose UbiITS.

UbiITS was predominantly defined to be generic and independent from any one specific application scenario. However, the usefulness of a framework can only be realised when it is being physically implemented. The software implementations associated with the case studies are only frontends while the core of the framework resides separately as a generic piece of work. However analysing the software codes within the various application implementations can generate legitimate and supportive metrics reflecting framework’s usefulness, as long as one does not try to conceive the entire UbiITS framework merely based on the software code itself.

10.2.1. Implementation platforms and portability

Case study application implementations including raw framework codes were designed to follow object-oriented programming principles. Table 10.1 and Table 10.2 illustrate programming languages and platforms used in the various application implementations. These implementations not only demonstrate a widespread use of multiple languages and platforms but they are also simultaneously interoperated within one system. This diversity and flexibility...
is achieved by maintaining the framework concepts and components in generic and abstract forms before writing them into a language specific code. This language independent approach guarantees the adopting of the framework into various platforms, utilizing their natively available programming languages, toolsets, APIs, etc. on those platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Implementation</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>C++</th>
<th>C#</th>
<th>C++/CLI</th>
<th>VB</th>
<th>MATLAB</th>
<th>Flash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device APIs Interface</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Modules</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Capture Data Analysis</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device APIs Interface</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Modules</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Capture Data Analysis</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VADER</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device APIs Interface</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Modules</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time Data Visualisation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device APIs Interface</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Modules</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Capture Data Analysis</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Sensor Device</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration Device</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 10.1 Programming languages used in case study application implementations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Implementation</th>
<th>Windows</th>
<th>Linux</th>
<th>On bare metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VADER</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Sensor Device</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration Device</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 10.2 Platforms used by the case study systems*
There are two main code implementations used through all case studies, namely in C++ and C#. Although the core conceptual framework is the same for these two versions, the coded implementations differ based on language specific styles and structures. For example C++ supports multiple-inheritance while C# only supports single-inheritance, function pointers versus delegates, pure virtual functions versus interfaces, etc. to name but a few. The custom built IMU sensor and the calibration devices are examples of the framework’s concepts embedded directly onto hardware. These implementations run directly on the “bare metal” without any host operating systems. Furthermore it is not intended to cast all aspects of the framework into software code since several parts of the framework are not meant to be software coded but are more of reference guide for a particular setup. For example, distributed deployment and synchronisation techniques are provided as guidance for how the system should be implemented and/or in explaining a procedure.

10.2.2. Framework components usability metrics

Numbers of usage instances of components defined in the UbiITS framework were utilised as a basis for establishing usability metrics. These abstract components were designed in the code in both standalone and combination manner i.e. classes and structures in the implementations were designed to have dedicated or joint functionalities. Table 10.3 shows number of instances of the generic components defined in the framework and used in each application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UbiITS framework Components</th>
<th>CAD</th>
<th>VADER</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Mirror</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unified Interface</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device State</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Data</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream Data</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Source</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Sink</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous FIFO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous Message</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous Event Handler</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Latency Measurement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Count</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Timestamp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Clock Synchronisation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.3 Number of usage instances of components of UbiITS framework used in each application implementation. Detailed data of individual classes and components can be found in Appendix 2

Code metrics proposed by Fayad et al [267] and Bansiya et al [268] for object oriented application frameworks were used as a model to establish metrics on the UbiITS framework.
Fayad et al’s work further suggested the appropriateness of choosing alternative metrics according to the required granularity and characteristics being evaluated [267]. Consequently the metrics selected here to evaluate the UbiITS framework’s usability slightly differ although they have been derived from this work. The basic difference is that the chosen metrics reflect the core framework’s structural aspects and usability while Fayad et al’s metrics compare two different large frameworks’ (MFC [269] and OWL [270]) usability and track their stability based on the major version increments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes/Interfaces</th>
<th>Number of Instances</th>
<th>Ratio with total number of classes %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Classes</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework Classes -Extended</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework Classes - Used raw</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interface/General</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interface/Device</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application related functionality</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.4 Structural composition of UbiITS components in each application implementation.

The ratios of framework related components and the other parts of the applications against the total number of classes are shown in Table 10.4 highlighting the amount of reusable framework design in each application. In addition to the components used as raw from the framework, components customised or extended (i.e. inheritance) from framework classes are structured and unified, therefore reusing the design. This design reuse points implicitly to the knowledge brought from the framework domain to each application domain. Customising and extending framework classes is one of the classical software framework characteristics, i.e. inversion control [7], which plays a vital role in inter-operating with multiple, diverse tools in an integrated system.

The following indices were derived to reflect the structural characteristics of the UbiITS framework. The parameters used to create structural characteristic metrics are defined and calculated as below.

\[
\text{Average Depth of Inheritance} = \frac{\sum \text{Depth of Inheritance}}{\text{Classes Extended from Framework}}
\]

\[
\text{Average Composition Ratio} = \frac{\sum \text{Component Composition}}{\text{Framework Classes used as Raw}}
\]
Depth of inheritance values implies reusability of the components. The composition ratio of framework components reflects the number of components used to provide a combined functionality in a class such as a device or data module combined with multiple functionalities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture Structural Indices</th>
<th>CAD</th>
<th>VADER</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Mirror</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Σ Number of Parents</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ Depth of Inheritance</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ Component Composition</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Depth of Inheritance</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Composition Ratio</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Inheritances</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Inheritances</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 10.5 Usability metrics established based on a study of Fayad et al [267]*

### 10.2.3. Cyclomatic complexity and maintainability

Sample cyclomatic complexity and maintainability analyses [271] were performed on codes for the core and extended framework classes. Metrics for these codes were calculated using Visual Studio code analysis tool with Microsoft Managed Recommended and Microsoft Native Recommended rules [272]. Microsoft Visual Studio tool-chain based projects were chosen for the analysis based on the functionality and availability of the analysis toolset; these metrics are shown in Table 10.6. Similar results can be anticipated if the analysis is performed on the other projects since the underlying core framework concepts and algorithms are identical to all projects. These results can be slightly skewed because of the analysis tool characteristics, code optimisation options, and platform specific issues, e.g. managed native transitions, inline functions, etc. However these artefacts can be ignored since the main focus of the analysis is on the core framework components and the results are only for representation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>CAD</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintainability Index</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclomatic Complexity</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Depth of Inheritance</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines of Code</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>753</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 10.6 Sample cyclomatic complexity and maintainability analyses performed for Microsoft Visual Studio tool chain based projects with Visual Studio code analysis tool with Microsoft Managed Recommended and Microsoft Native Recommended Rules [272]. Detailed data of individual classes and components can be found in Appendix 2*
10.2.4. Supported devices and data types and ubiquity

A list of devices, data types APIs currently supported in case study applications is compiled in Table 10.7. This only demonstrates the devices and data types as examples; however, it is important to understand that the framework components are purely generic and intended to be extended by the application implementer for future applications. This further emphasises the concept of ubiquitous-ness of the UbiITS framework, i.e. as long as devices and tools are designed to follow specified interfaces and rules, then they are guaranteed to work within an integrated system designed based on the UbiITS framework.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Device/API</th>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>CAD Logging Siemens NX/UG Open API</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>String</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Event description generated by customised UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spread Sheet Logging Microsoft Excel/VBA</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>String</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Excel spread sheets events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>Nexus 32/API</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>19 x float</td>
<td>2048Hz</td>
<td>19 x EEG Channels corresponding different locations on the head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSR, EMG, Heart Rate</td>
<td>Nexus 32/API</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1 x float</td>
<td>2048Hz</td>
<td>1 x Bipolar Channels each sensor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Tracking 1</td>
<td>Tobii X50/ ClearView API</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>4 x long + 12 x float</td>
<td>50Hz</td>
<td>Left and right eye – gaze – X,Y, pupil diameter, distance, validity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Tracking 2</td>
<td>Arrington Research API</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>10 x float + 1 integer</td>
<td>50Hz</td>
<td>Left and right eye – gaze – X,Y, pupil position, width, aspect, fixation, validity and region events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Tracking 3</td>
<td>Tobii TX300/ ClearView API</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>4 x long + 12 x float</td>
<td>300Hz</td>
<td>Left and right eye – gaze – X,Y, pupil diameter, distance, validity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Press</td>
<td>Keyboard/Windows Hook</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1 x integer</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Key code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Mouse/Windows Hook</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>2 x integer + 1 x byte + 1 x integer</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X,Y cursor position button click, wheel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Video</td>
<td>Intensity Shuttle/DeckLink SDK</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>1280x720 x 3 byte</td>
<td>30Hz</td>
<td>720p hi definition (HD) screen capture. video/snap shot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Video</td>
<td>Sony Playstation Eye/Open CV</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>640 x 480 x 3 byte</td>
<td>30Hz</td>
<td>VGA video capture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Game Data</td>
<td>Codemasters Propriety UDP</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>38 x float</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>Car Telemetry data streamed via UDP connection by Codemasters game engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game Controller Data</td>
<td>Logitech Steering Wheel/Windows Raw Input</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>4 x float + 27 bits</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>4 axis + 18 Buttons + 2 sequential shifters + 7 H shifters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>Nexus 32/API</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>19 x float</td>
<td>2048Hz</td>
<td>19 x EEG Channels corresponding different locations on the head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Sensing</td>
<td>Custom Built Devices/USART/COM</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>3 x 3 x 2 byte</td>
<td>50Hz</td>
<td>Gyro + Accelerometer + Magnetometer, triple axis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Mute Control</td>
<td>Windows Message APPCommand</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1 x integer</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Windows Message Command for audio volume control and mute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observer Events</td>
<td>Direct Triggers</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1 x integer</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Direct Triggers given using the GUI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VADER</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>Alsa Audio</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Sony Playstation Eye/Open CV</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>640 x 480 x 3 byte</td>
<td>30Hz</td>
<td>VGA video capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Screen Capture</td>
<td>VTK</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1980 x 1080 x 3 byte</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>VTK window image rendering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Snapshot</td>
<td>VTK</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1980 x 1080 x 3 byte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annotation</td>
<td>Software Comment Box</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Strings and Numbers - Variable</td>
<td>Text Annotation with Tags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web Annotation</td>
<td>Software Webserver</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Strings and Numbers - Variable</td>
<td>Form HTTP/POST Text Annotation with Tags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Click Interactions</td>
<td>Xwindow/VTK</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1 x integer</td>
<td>CAD Model View Interactions VTK interactors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3D Navigation Space Pilot</td>
<td>3Dconnexion API</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>6 x float + variable</td>
<td>6 DOF 3D navigation and programmable input</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror</td>
<td>Game</td>
<td>Custom Built Game</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>2 bytes + 4 bytes</td>
<td>10Hz</td>
<td>Brain Activity Event Triggers (in) + Game Logging (out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>Thought Technology/Connection Instrument SDK</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>8 x 5 float + String</td>
<td>50Hz</td>
<td>8 channels of EEG Data, Max, Min, high &amp; low Thresholds + Event Comment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Sony Playstation Eye/Open CV</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>640 x 480 x 3 byte</td>
<td>30Hz</td>
<td>VGA video capture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.7 List of devices, data types, APIs supported in case study applications.
10.3. Functional characteristics

Individual components of the framework are designed for the purpose of handing technical diminutives. Every component and definition provided in UbiITS framework addresses a specific low-level technical problem that arises in constructing a DCIS. It has been shown through case studies that these primitives are assembled together as a collection to solve a higher level and complex but more generic problem. Consequently it becomes important to consider the framework’s functional characteristics in higher level terms. The broader functional characteristics required by each case study is listed in Table 10.8, which evidences the suitability of the UbiITS framework to address these border-scaled inherent functional requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Characteristics</th>
<th>CAD</th>
<th>VADER</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Mirror</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multimodal data and interfaces</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic and Reconfigurable system</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term capture</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal, microscopic activities</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed tools</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Interaction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart and Interactive Environment</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed loop systems</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human in loop</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Computer Interaction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex data handling</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware deployment</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.8 Case studies and the key functional features required by the systems. These requirements are later addressed by the architecture.

10.4. Comparison with the literature

An extensive search through the literature revealed that there are no all-inclusive frameworks or architectures available for addressing the problems which arise in building a DCIS. In essence, there are no significantly matching solutions to directly derive techniques and concepts that could have been used to carry out a progressive or comparative improvement approach. Nevertheless, the generic solution researched and developed this work has been contested against any ad-hoc or domain specific counterparts. Works from the literature were taken into account which address similar concepts or where any overlap with the presented solution is found. Table 10.9 re-examines the concepts and functionalities extracted from previous works alongside the UbiITS framework and demonstrates that it has successfully addressed the key gaps identified.
The framework comprises a number of subparts which are focused particularly towards specific commonly identified problems, e.g. synchronisation, interfacing multimodal tools, etc. Standard techniques and concepts from the literature related to those specific problems were accumulated and used to build up the fundamental principles and concepts. This basic information is often generic and therefore adapted to match the requirements of a DCIS and then used throughout the framework development. Therefore partial information related to the parts of the solution was gathered from various literature and then combined into the framework itself.

In addition to the rudimentary concepts extracted from the literature, and initially used identify the requirements and subsequently primed the development of the framework, every selected case study has also informed various problems that could potentially arise in a DCIS. These inputs were also combined with the initial requirements in order reform and refine the framework’s fundamental concepts, definitions and components.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporal Synchronisation</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Streams</th>
<th>Real-time Data Accessibility</th>
<th>Real-time Interaction with environment</th>
<th>Data Transport</th>
<th>Unified Interface</th>
<th>Device Synchronisation/Failure Management</th>
<th>Commodity Hardware/Software, OS</th>
<th>Ubiquitous, Runtime Flexibility, Reconfiguration</th>
<th>Tool Kit/Modular Building</th>
<th>Graphical Development</th>
<th>Generic/Abstract Definitions</th>
<th>Reference Architecture</th>
<th>Trans-Domain applicability Framework</th>
<th>Target Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Signal Interpretation (SSI) Framework [121], [122]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Interface (OI) Framework [22], [123]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EyesWeb Extended multimodal interaction (EyesWeb XMI) Architecture [124], [125], [114]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Data [128]–[130]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-centred Experiment and Logging Framework for Interactive Information Retrieval [34]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking Real-Time User Experience (TRUE) Architecture by Microsoft Game Studios [131]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimodal Data Capture and Analysis of Interaction in Immersive Collaborative Virtual Environments [132]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-Juggler [110], [133], [134]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRPN [79]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Event-based Synchronization of Multimodal Data Streams from Wearable and Ambient Sensors [93]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST Data Flow System [20], [96]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous data collection from diverse hardware [53]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio signals Studio [135]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service-oriented smart home applications: composition, code generation, deployment, and execution [136]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Database-Oriented Wrapper for Ubiquitous Data Acquisition/Access Environments [54]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite-State Machine Based Distributed Framework DATA for Intelligent Ambience Systems [137]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3C - Multimodal Architecture and Interfaces [138]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitous Synchronisation and Interaction Architecture</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.9 Revisiting the Literature: Comparison of concepts and functionalities from the literature alongside UbiITS Framework
10.4.2. Functional novelties

In general none of the previous works given in Table 10.9 considered the in-depth technical details to the level and granularity that the UbiITS framework has considered. Moreover, categorical definitions of techniques and components which aid the solving of fundamental technical issues, i.e. hardware implementation, deployment configurations, task concurrency, multi-threading and platform independency, are also novelties included in the UbiITS framework. These are important features to a DCIS but overlooked in previous research. The majority of previous work could have certainly encountered the same technical issues but did not consider addressing them in a holistic manner, or may have addressed them in a superficial manner. The generic definitions included in the framework enable it to work closely with, and provide fine grained control over the fundamental technical problems. It is presumed that it is appropriate to make the users aware of these issues rather than ignoring or blurring them behind assumptions. Consequently the UbiITS framework brings forward these low-level issues, allowing the system implementers to use standard components supplied with the framework, extend/customise the components to address the issues, or else discount them in some cases where they have trivial effect on the application.

Dissimilar solutions are constrained to a single time synchronisation technique, UbiITS offers multiple techniques allowing the choice of one that is most suited for the purpose. The novel intra-stream synchronisation approach provided enables multiple, multimodal data streams to be synchronised. This technique is originally derived by combining source data based approaches [93], [106] and reference broadcast synchronisation based approaches [155]. In order to support multiple and mixed modalities it uses a reference calibration device. This method is free from the internal clocking mechanism of each device/component, can be applied to any type of data stream and is independent from the modalities. This method includes the overall, effective latency of the physical action beyond the latencies which occur inside the associated software systems.

10.4.3. Exportability and generic framework

A main novelty of this work is that no other work has proposed a framework as a generic solution to address the problem of constructing a DCIS. Providing a solution in the form of a framework approaches the problem in a highly generic fashion. Conversely, previous works from the literature have mostly focused on solving a part of a problem within a particular domain, and consequently, they become ad-hoc solutions constrained to a those domains or environments. Although constraining the problem to a specific scenario is indeed worthwhile
in delivering a specialised solution, the degree of reusability of the outcome when ported to a completely new scenario is highly questionable.

An application designed to solve a specific problem scenario identifying itself as a ‘framework’ is also highly questionable, regardless of its success in serving the particular circumstance. Although the term ‘framework’ has been stretched and used with extensive interpretations in previous works [34], [135], [225], [273], [274], it has been carefully chosen and deliberately used in this thesis. Well established concepts and characteristics derived from software-framework development methodologies were incorporated into this solution and its process of evolution; for example, generalisation, embodiment of domain knowledge and design of components and generative architecture for maximised reuse, to name a few [7], [9], [144], [149]. Consequently, these features inherently embedded in the UbiITS framework provide a systematic justification for it to be called a ‘framework’. Similarly the term multimodal is often exploited to represent ‘more than one’ modality, rather than being open to ‘any’ modality [20], [275], [276]. However, multimodal tools in the UbiITS framework are conceived as multiples and diversities of tools; essentially enforcing the openness to ‘any type’ of current and future tools, therefore retaining by default its ubiquitous nature.

For instance, SSI framework [122] and OI Interface framework [22] are two specialised solutions for specific purposes, favourably supporting a wide range of multimodal devices. Although the OI framework has indubitably recognised the need of generic components, both of these solutions lack the definitions of clear abstractions so that diverse and future tools and data types can be effortlessly supported. Various tailored modules are added by the developers to enrich the support across a diversity of tools. A tendency to add various modules and absorb them within the solution is apparent in this work [22], [122]. This approach leads to an extensively inflated solution rather than a generic, compact and reusable solution. In contrast UbiITS depends on internally defined generalised abstract modules, which can be extended/customised by the users. An unambiguous separation between core components and extended components is drawn here. In this manner customised components will stay external to the framework, whereas the core of the framework is compact and abstract therefore increasing the reusability potential of the internal design. Following the published material on UbiITS [277], [278] the SSI framework appears to have adopted this concept of abstraction in some of its basic components, i.e. events and streams [279] in a recent version (v0.92) which was not included in earlier versions (v0.8).

Instead of developing an ad-hoc solution and later trying to export it to other scenarios as a “that is all you need to have” solution, this work predominantly abstracts the problem from initial conception, and later walks system developers through the process to find their own
bespoke implementations. This novel approach to DCIS development in return offers a highly exportable solution to various domains and new scenarios. The fundamental concept of abstraction and generalisation in framework development theory is particularly intended to give plenty of room for extensions and reusability while maintaining a stable architecture [7], [147]. Essentially, the framework solution provided in this work functions as a modular toolkit with generic and extendable components that help to build domain specific solutions in widespread disciplines.
Chapter 11. Conclusions and future directions

The Ubiquitous Integration and Temporal Synchronisation (UbiITS) Framework is a generic solution to address the technical issues in building a Ubiquitous multimodal DCIS. This framework provides a structure and components to build a system that links the physical interaction space to the data cyber space in real-time. This thesis has presented the basic definition of the framework and supporting evidence to justify its conceptual, functional and methodological correctness. UbiITS has addressed the knowledge and technological gaps identified from the problem domain in a generic manner so that maximising its exportability and exploitability across a wide range of application scenarios. Generic tools and techniques provided in the framework enhance design reuse and inherently demonstrate the potential to standardise systems design for DCIS.

Four different case study applications employing UbiITS framework were provided to substantiate why such a framework is necessary, evidence its capabilities to handle application scenarios and outcomes all of which were achieved by employing the framework. While these case studies are used to substantiate and justify the framework, they are also novel systems within their own domain. These case studies were real-life problems which could not have been solved without the UbiITS framework, however once the technical requirements were addressed and foundation architecture was established by the framework, then these case studies opened up new lines of research.

Beyond serving the internal lab-based application scenarios, the framework has been deployed in other external fields, for example real-time neurofeedback applications neuroscience research. This essentially shows the framework’s maturity level and state of readiness for public distribution. Recognising the importance and successful use of the framework from the internal and external application scenarios, successively a patent application procedure has been initiated and is currently in progress.

The original hypothesis has been provided below:

Building a framework for integrating multimodal data capture, interaction tools and time synchronisation will standardise system design and therefore enhance design reuse and interoperability.

This thesis has successfully met various research objectives and the hypothesis has been justified to be valid as a consequence of the evidence provided.
11.1. Future refinements and open ended evolution

The success of any framework depends on how often and to what extent it is being used in applications. Generally predicting and addressing the needs of all future applications is a difficult task. This thesis has demonstrated the success and potential of UbiITS framework at its current stage with multiple case study applications. However when it is increasingly being employed in future applications, particular needs will become transparent and will support further refinement the framework. The framework will continue to evolve as it is being continually refined; therefore the evolution of the UbiITS framework is open ended.

Higher-level architectures based on UbiITS framework

Example systems utilising the UbiITS framework were demonstrated via case studies. The system architectures presented in these case studies demonstrate their individual potential within their domain. These case study applications are higher-level systems operating on top of UbiITS. They also exhibit the potential to evolve as separate higher-level domain specific frameworks or reusable architectures. Similar to the case studies, there are opportunities to develop domain specific, specialised and higher-level frameworks or system architectures. These higher-level structures will have the freedom to target on a narrower and concentrated problem. There is no need to work on the low-level technicalities since they are already addressed by UbiITS. Basically, these higher-level structures will inherit all the indispensable capabilities of from the framework and possibly build their architectures on the foundation or skeleton provided.

Ubiquitous and cyber physical systems

The scope for the UbiITS framework had been selected as ‘data capture and interaction’; this had been deliberately chosen to encourage wider usage. The problem domain addressed by UbiITS is one of the core problems in many disciplines, such as cyber physical systems, smart environments, human-in-loop systems, perpetual/life-long recording, knowledge capture systems, neurocybernetics, human machine interfaces, etc. All of these applications share the common need of ubiquitous, multimodal data capture and interaction. Including, but not limited to, the above mentioned disciplines, apparently have the potentials to adopt this framework. UbiITS framework has laid out the ground for its abstractions at various levels as to be adequately generic and to enhance reusability. It is logical to expect higher level applications adopting the framework may well redefine the abstractions to align with their needs.
Public distribution issues

The framework’s core concept, functionality and systematic correctness has been tested and stabilised adequately at this present stage. However, further improvements may be required on the software code before it can be distributed to the public or a third party. These improvements are mostly related to the format of the distributions and intellectual property related issues, for example distributing open access code libraries, binary executable, abstract definitions or directly deploying the framework for a client. In addition to the currently existing C++ and C# versions of the code, distributing the code in other programming languages may need to be considered.

Complex data systems

Scanning through the impending needs of case study applications reveals that there is a need to handle the complex multimodal data beyond capturing. At present the framework only addresses the real-time handling of the data and not post capture data management issues. Consequently a possible necessity to extend the framework’s scope to include database management modules is recognized.

Cloud based systems

The current framework architecture is designed to operate on a PC or embedded platforms. This is mainly based on the need for dedicated and capable platforms that can handle time critical, high bandwidth and computationally demanding tasks. An increasing tendency to move personal computing towards cloud-based systems emphasises the need to consider cloud compatible architecture for all kinds of applications. Building a cloud-based architecture for the UbiITS framework can provide potential advantages in a number of areas; for instance, distributed deployment of devices and parallel synchronous environments, etc. Although cloud-based back end platform and a standard PC-based system possess various similarities, the integration of core architecture running in the cloud backend with devices connecting to the cloud frontend may require additional components within the framework.
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